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THE INTEGRAL MOTIVIC SATAKE EQUIVALENCE

FOR RAMIFIED GROUPS

THIBAUD VAN DEN HOVE

Abstract. We construct the geometric Satake equivalence for quasi-split reductive groups over
nonarchimedean local fields, using étale Artin-Tate motives with Z[ 1

p
]-coefficients. We consider

local fields of both equal and mixed characteristic. Along the way, we extend the work of Gaussent–
Littelmann on the connection between LS galleries and MV cycles to the case of residually split
reductive groups. As an application, we generalize Zhu’s integral Satake isomorphism for spherical
Hecke algebras to ramified groups. Moreover, for residually split groups, we define generic spherical
Hecke algebras, and construct generic Satake and Bernstein isomorphisms.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Motivation and main results. The geometric Satake equivalence is a cornerstone of modern
mathematics. For a reductive group G over an algebraically closed field k, it provides an equivalence
between L+G-equivariant perverse sheaves on the affine Grassmannian GrG with representations of

the Langlands dual group Ĝ. Building on work of Lusztig, Beilinson–Drinfeld, and Ginzburg, the
first complete proof was given by Mirkovic–Vilonen in [MV07]. This bridge between geometric
and algebraic worlds has lead to many applications, for example in the Langlands program and
geometric representation theory. Since [MV07], several variants have been proven, using different
groups or cohomology theories; we will come back to this later in the introduction, and refer to the
introduction of [CvdHS22] for further references.

The Langlands correspondence, which among other things relates automorphic forms with Galois
representations, is conjectured to be of motivic origin. For this reason, it is desirable to extend
the geometric Satake equivalence, by replacing the choice of cohomology theory with motives. In
particular, this resolves certain independence-of-ℓ type questions, arising from the use of e.g. ℓ-adic
cohomology. For split groups over local function fields, such motivic Satake equivalences have already
been constructed, first by Richarz–Scholbach [RS21a] for rational coefficients, and afterwards in joint
work of the author with Cass and Scholbach [CvdHS22] for integral coefficients. These equivalences
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are part of ongoing projects aiming to provide motivic enhancements of the (geometric) Langlands
program for function fields, and we refer to loc. cit. for more details.

Still in the situation of local function fields, Zhu [Zhu15] and Richarz [Ric16] have constructed
versions of the Satake equivalence, where the group G is allowed to be ramified (but still assumed
quasi-split). In that case, equivariant sheaves on the affine Grassmannian are not controlled by

Ĝ, but rather by the inertia-invariants ĜI . While [Zhu15, Ric16] work with Qℓ-coefficients, the
ramified Satake equivalence has recently been extended to Zℓ-, and hence also modular, coefficients
by Achar–Lourenço–Richarz–Riche [ALRR24].

In another direction, Zhu [Zhu17a] has also constructed a Satake equivalence for (unramified)
groups over local fields of mixed characteristic. This allows for more arithmetic applications, such
as the construction of cycles on the special fibers of Shimura varieties, verifying instances of the
Langlands and Tate conjectures; we refer to [XZ17] for more applications and details.

The current paper is a first step in providing motivic enhancements of such applications in the
arithmetic Langlands program. Although the motivic Satake equivalence in mixed characteristic has
already appeared in [RS21b], we upgrade it to allow integral coefficients (compare with [Yu22]), and
quasi-split reductive groups. We note that the ramified Satake equivalence for mixed characteristic
local fields has not appeared yet, even for ℓ-adic cohomology. Hence, certain results of this article
should be of interest even outside of the motivic setting. In particular, our main result can be seen
as a common generalization of [Zhu15, Ric16, Zhu17a, Yu22, RS21a, RS21b, ALRR24].

Theorem 1.1. Let F be a nonarchimedean local field with finite residue field of characteristic p, or
the completion of a maximal unramified extension thereof. Denote by O ⊆ F its ring of integers,
and by k its residue field. Let G/F be a connected reductive group, and G/O a very special parahoric
model. For any coefficient ring Λ in {Z[ 1p ],Q,Fℓ | ℓ 6= p}, there is a canonical monoidal equivalence

(MATML+G(GrG ,Λ),
p⋆) ∼= (RepĜI MATM(Spec k,Λ),⊗).

We refer to the main text, and in particular Theorems 7.11 and 9.1, for details, but let us make
some preliminary comments. Recall that, roughly speaking, very special parahorics are exactly
those parahorics for which the associated affine flag variety behaves like usual affine Grassmannians
for split reductive groups, cf. [Ric16, Theorem B]. By [Zhu15, Lemma 6.1], they exist if and only
if G is quasi-split, so that the theorem above covers all quasi-split groups. Second, we will define
a full subcategory of Artin-Tate motives DATM ⊆ DM on a scheme (or a more general geometric
object), together with a suitable t-structure with heart MATM, cf. Section 2.4. This is in order to
accomodate the fact that the general motivic t-structure is still conjectural. Our proof can also be
used (and simplified) to construct Satake equivalences for étale cohomology with Qℓ-, or even Zℓ-
coefficients, cf. Proposition 8.8 and Theorem 9.9. Note that we only assert the existence of a monoidal
equivalence. Although this theorem equips MATML+G(GrG ,Λ) with a symmetric monoidal structure
making this equivalence symmetric monoidal, we currently lack the fusion product to directly equip
the convolution product with a commutativity constraint. Finally, we point out that in the motivic
setting, it is subtle to actually define RepĜI MATM(Spec k,Λ). We proceed by constructing a
monoidal functor from Z-graded Λ-modules equipped with a Γ-action, where Γ is a suitable Galois

group, to MATM(Spec k,Λ). By equipping the Hopf algebra of global sections of ĜI with a suitable
grading and Γ-action, we can consider its image in MATM(Spec k,Λ), which is still a Hopf algebra.
We then denote by RepĜI MATM(Spec k,Λ) the category of comodules in MATM(Spec k,Λ) under
this Hopf algebra. In contrast to [Zhu15, Ric16], but similar to [ALRR24], there are also subtleties

arising from the fact that ĜI is not necessarily reductive when working with integral or modular
coefficients. Most of these issues can be overcome by the results from [ALRR22].

1.2. Galleries and MV cycles. When using Artin-Tate motives as above, technical difficulties
arise since these are in general not preserved by the six functors. Hence, we have to flesh out the
geometry of the affine Grassmannian, in order to show certain functors indeed preserve Artin-Tate
motives. Of particular interest for us are the constant term functors, which are used to reduce
question for general groups G to similar questions for tori, which are easier to handle. This leads us
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to study the intersections of Schubert cells and semi-infinite orbits in the affine Grassmannian. We
will understand these intersections by generalizing methods of Gaussent–Littelmann [GL05]. Our
main result in this direction is the following, cf. Theorem 4.49.

Theorem 1.2. Keep the notation from Theorem 1.1, but now assume that G is residually split.
Consider a Schubert cell GrG,µ ⊆ GrG for µ ∈ X∗(T )

+
I and a semi-infinite orbit S+ν ⊆ GrG for

ν ∈ X∗(T )I , where T ⊆ G is a suitable maximal torus. Then, the intersection GrG,µ ∩S
+
ν admits a

filtrable decomposition into schemes of the form An,perfk ×Gr,perfm,k .

Recall that a filtrable decomposition of a scheme X is a disjoint union X =
⊔
wXw such that

there exists an increasing sequence of closed subschemes ∅ = X0 ( X1 ( . . . ( Xn = X , for
which each successive complement Xi \ Xi−1 is one of the Xw’s. In particular, any stratification
is a filtrable decomposition, although the latter is already enough for the purpose of inductively
applying localization. We also note that the schemes appearing in the theorem above are perfect,
since the mixed characteristic affine Grassmannians from [Zhu17a] are only defined up to perfection.
In case F is of equal characteristic and the affine Grassmannians are defined as in [PR08], the proof
of Theorem 1.2 shows that one does indeed get a filtrable decomposition into Ank ×Grm,k’s.

The main strategy to prove Theorem 1.2 is to realize Schubert cells as varieties of certain minimal
galleries in the Bruhat-Tits building of G. This allows us to consider retractions, which make the
semi-infinite orbits appear. On the other hand, considering more general galleries, which are not
necessarily minimal, gives rise to certain smooth resolutions of the Schubert varieties GrG,≤µ. These
resolutions admit a filtrable decomposition by the attractors for a certain Gm-action, refining the
preimage stratification defined by the semi-infinite orbits. Hence, it suffices to understand the
minimal galleries appearing in each locally closed subscheme of this decomposition, for which we
use results of Deodhar [Deo85].

Not all of Section 4 is strictly necessary to prove Theorem 1.2. However, we take the opportunity
to generalize results from [GL05] to the case of non-split groups and mixed characteristic local fields,
which is of independent interest to us. (Strictly speaking, [GL05] use semisimple complex groups,
where C is the residue field of the complete discretely valued field that implicitly appears. However,
their methods work verbatim when replacing C by arbitrary algebraically closed fields, which was
already used in [CvdHS22].) For example, we obtain the following building-theoretic interpretation

of the representation theory of ĜI , defined over a field of characteristic 0.

Theorem 1.3. Assume G is residually split, let µ ∈ X∗(T )
+
I , and denote by V (µ) the irreducible

ĜI -representation of highest weight µ. Then, there is a combinatorially defined set Γ+
LS(γµ) of

positively folded combinatorial LS galleries, for which

charV (µ) =
∑

γ∈Γ+
LS(γµ)

exp(e(γ)).

We refer to Section 4, and in particular Theorem 4.30, for details and the notation used. We note
that although we work with semisimple and simply connected groups in Section 4, the (reduced)
Bruhat-Tits buildings and Weyl groups remain the same after passing to simply connected covers
of derived subgroups. So, the theorem above also holds for arbitrary residually split groups.

1.3. Applications to Hecke algebras. Although further applications of Theorem 1.1 are work
in progress, we can already provide some first number-theoretic applications by decategorifying
Theorem 1.1. Let us recall the status of Satake isomorphisms for spherical Hecke algebras.

The original version was proven by Satake in [Sat63], and Borel [Bor79] explained the relation
with the Langlands dual group in case G is unramified. While both references work with complex

coefficients, they can also be used to construct Satake isomorphisms with Z[q±
1
2 ]-coefficients, where q

is the cardinality of k, cf. [Gro98]. For ramified G, a Satake isomorphism was constructed by Haines–
Rostami in [HR10], again with complex coefficients. On the other hand, there are the mod p Satake
isomorphisms, constructed by Herzig [Her11] for unramified groups in mixed characteristic, and by
Henniart–Vignéras [HV15] in general. In fact, [HV15] even get isomorphisms with Z-coefficients,
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but the Langlands dual group (or any related object) does not appear there. In contrast, [Zhu20]
constructed integral Satake isomorphisms for unramified groups, relating spherical Hecke algebras
to rings of functions on the Vinberg monoid of the Langlands dual group.

Our next goal is to generalize Zhu’s integral Satake isomorphism to quasi-split reductive groups.
For such groups, this will then also recover [HR10] after a suitable change of coefficients.

Theorem 1.4. Let G/O be as in Theorem 1.1, and q the residue cardinality of F . Let HG be the
Hecke algebra of G, consisting of certain Z-valued functions on G(F ). Then, there is a canonical
isomorphism

Z[V I
Ĝ,ρad|dρad=q

]cσ(Ĝ
I) ∼= HG .

We refer to Section 10 for the definitions of HG and VĜ. In [Zhu20], two proofs are given for the
above theorem in the unramified case: one using the classical Satake isomorphism, and one using
the geometric Satake equivalence for unramified groups, by taking traces of Frobenii. Our strategy
roughly follows the latter, in the sense that it uses Theorem 1.1. However, here the advantage of
using motives over ℓ-adic cohomology becomes clear. Namely, in [Zhu20, Proposition 18, Lemma
20], certain subcategories on which the trace of Frobenius gives Z-valued functions are carefully
singled out. On the other hand, since we are using motives, it is clear that in our situation the trace
of Frobenius gives (at least) Q-valued functions. It is then easy to determine exactly when we get
Z-valued functions.

For residually split groups, we can use Theorem 1.1 to define generic spherical Hecke algebras,
depending on some parameter q. Namely, there is a full subcategory of MTML+G(GrG ,Q), closed
under convolution, given by the anti-effective motives (Definition 2.17), which is equivalent to repre-
sentations (in Q-vector spaces) of V I

Ĝ,ρad
. We define HG(q) as the Grothendieck ring of (the compact

objects in) this full subcategory. Specializing q to the residue cardinality of F then recovers the
usual spherical Hecke algebra G. Note that this agrees with the definitions from [PS23, CvdHS22]
for split groups, but it is in general subtle to define HG(q). We also show how this generic Hecke
algebra fits into generic Satake and Bernstein isomorphisms (Theorem 10.20):

Theorem 1.5. There is a canonical isomorphism

HG(q) ∼= R(V I
Ĝ,ρad

).

Moreover, there is a morphism

HG(q)→ HI(q),

realizing the left hand side as the center of the right hand side.

Here HI(q) is the generic Iwahori-Hecke algebra, defined similarly as in [Vig16]. For a more
conceptual discussion about generic Hecke algebras at arbitrary parahoric level in the case of split
groups in equal characteristic, we refer to [CvdHS24, §6]. Finally, we mention that the generic Satake
and Bernstein isomorphisms above open the door to extend the work of Pépin–Schmidt [PS23] to
(residually split) ramified groups.

1.4. Outline and strategy of proof. Aside from many additional difficulties arising from the use
of (integral) motives, our proof of Theorem 1.1 follows the usual lines of geometric Satake. Let us
give a brief overview of the paper.

We start in Section 2 by recalling the motivic theory we will use, and develop it further. In
particular, we define the notion of Artin-Tate motives we will need, explain how to equip it with a
t-structure, and show t-exactness of certain realization functors.

Next, we recall the definitions and basic geometry of affine Grassmannians and affine flag varieties
in Section 3. Most of the material is well-known already, but we provide proofs when there is a lack
of suitable references.

In Section 4, we generalize the methods of [GL05] to quasi-split groups over general nonar-
chimedean local fields. In particular, we prove Theorems 1.2 and 1.3.
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With most of the necessary geometry of affine flag varieties available, we can now move towards
the proof of Theorem 1.1. We begin in Section 5 by considering the convolution, and show it
preserves Artin-Tate motives and is t-exact.

Then we construct the constant term and fiber functors in Section 6. We also assert basic
properties of these functors, such as preservation of Artin-Tate motives and t-exactness.

In Section 7, we use a generalized Tannakian approach to show MATML+G(GrG) is equivalent to
the category of comodules under some bialgebra in MATM(Spec k).

In order to show the bialgebra above is in fact a Hopf algebra, we would need a symmetry con-
straint for the convolution product. In [Zhu15], this is obtained by considering a nearby cycles
functor and the Satake equivalence for a certain unramified group. Since we are primarily interested
in local fields of mixed characteristic, the only nearby cycles available for our purposes is the one
constructed by Anschütz–Gleason–Lourenço–Richarz [AGLR22, §6], which makes it possible to re-
late our situation to the Satake equivalence from Fargues–Scholze [FS21, §VI]. However, since this
equivalence is not yet available for motives, we content ourselves to describing this nearby cycles
functor in the setting of ℓ-adic étale cohomology in Section 8, and we reduce motivic questions, such
as commutativity of the bialgebra above, to this situation.

We then conclude Theorem 1.1 by relating the Hopf algebra arising from the Tannakian approach
to the inertia-invariants of the Langlands dual group in Section 9. Again, we make use of nearby
cycles in case of ℓ-adic étale cohomology, which helps us in determining the dual group integrally
and motivically.

Finally, we provide number-theoretic applications in Section 10, by constructing integral and
generic versions of the Satake and Bernstein isomorphisms for ramified groups.

Remark 1.6. After the first draft of this paper was finished, Bando uploaded a preprint [Ban23],
comparing categories of sheaves on mixed characteristic and equicharacteristic affine flag varieties.
However, his methods are not immediately helpful for our purposes. For example, loc. cit. starts
with a group over O[[t]], but, at least for wildly ramified groups, it is not clear how to extend the
parahoric G/O to a suitable O[[t]]-group scheme. Namely, it can happen that Lourenço’s construction
[Lou23] yields groups whose fiber over k((t)) is not reductive. In fact, for wildly ramified odd unitary
groups, it is not even known how to construct such lifts, but these are nevertheless still covered by
our Theorem 1.1. Moreover, since we are working with motives, we would have to replace the notion
of ULA sheaves (as in Hansen–Scholze [HS23]) by ULA motives (defined by Preis [Pre23]). However,
not all necessary properties of universal local acyclicity have been established in the motivic setting
yet, as this would require conservativity results of motivic nearby cycles, which are still conjectural.

1.5. Notation. Throughout this paper, we fix a prime p, and we let k be either a finite field of
characteristic p, or an algebraic closure thereof. Moreover, we fix a complete discretely valued field
F with residue field k, ring of integers O, and uniformizer ̟ ∈ O. Let F̆ be the completion of the

maximal unramified extension of F , and Ŏ its ring of integers. In particular, F̆ has residue field k.
We also denote by I the inertia group of F , or equivalently, the absolute Galois group of F̆ .

Since we will mostly work with perfect schemes and k-algebras, we denote by Perfk the category
of all perfect k-schemes, and refer to Definition 2.1 for the case where we want some finiteness
conditions. For such a perfect k-algebra R, we have the ring of ramified Witt vectors WO(R) :=
W (R)⊗̂W (k)O, and its truncated version WO,n(R) :=WO(R)⊗O (O/̟n+1) for n ≥ 0.

In general, G will be a connected reductive F -group, in which we choose a maximal F̆ -split F -
torus S, with centralizer T , which is a maximal torus. If G is quasi-split, we let B = B+ ⊆ G
be a rational Borel containing T . We denote the (perfect) pairing X∗(T )×X∗(T )→ Z by 〈−,−〉.
This is invariant for the inertia-action, and hence descends to a pairing X∗(T ) ×X∗(T )I → Z. In
Section 4, we will also need to use the similar pairing X∗(S)×X∗(S)→ Z, or more specifically, its
rationalization. These two pairings are not immediately compatible. Although strictly speaking, it
should always be clear which pairing is used, we will denote the latter one by 〈−,−〉S for clarity.
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2. Motives

In this paper, we will use the theory of étale motives. More specifically, we will consider the
model defined via the h-topology, developed in [CD16]. We start by recalling and introducing the
relevant notions.

2.1. Motives on perfect schemes. In [CD16, §5.1], the authors construct a category of motives,
by using the h-topology. Although loc. cit. uses triangulated categories, it will be helpful for us to
use ∞-categories instead, and we refer to [Rob14, Kha16, Pre23] for how to transfer the results of
[CD16] to the world of∞-categories. Thus, for a coefficient ring Λ, we have a contravariant functor

DM(−,Λ) := DMh(−,Λ): (Sch
ft
k )

op → PrStΛ : (f : X → Y ) 7→
(
f ! : DM(Y,Λ)→ DM(X,Λ)

)

from the category of finite type k-schemes to the ∞-category of stably presentably Λ-linear ∞-
categories; where functors are automatically assumed to preserve colimits (we explain below why
this is the case for f ! in our setting).

The motivic theory DM satisfies the full six-functor formalism by [CD16, Theorem 5.6.2]. In other
words, for any morphism f : X → Y of finite type k-schemes, we have functors f !, f∗ : DM(Y,Λ)→
DM(X,Λ), functors f!, f∗ : DM(X,Λ) → DM(Y,Λ), and DM(X,Λ) is closed symmetric monoidal.
We will denote the monoidal unit by 1 ∈ DM(X,Λ) (or by 1X to emphasize the scheme X , or
even Λ to emphasize the coefficients), and the internal Hom by Hom or HomX . These functors
satisfy various adjunctions, compatibilities and other properties, such as base change, the projection
formula, homotopy invariance, stability and localization; we refer to [CD19, Theorem 2.4.50] and
[RS20, Synopsis 2.1.1] for a more detailed list. (We also note that by [RS20, Proposition 2.1.14], we
can drop the usual separatedness hypothesis for f ! and f! to exist.) Moreover, by our hypothesis
on k, the residue fields of any finite type k-scheme X have uniformly bounded étale cohomological
dimension, so that DM(X,Λ) is compactly generated by constructible objects by [CD16, Theorem
5.2.4]. Hence, as f∗ and f! preserve compact objects for any map f : X → Y of finite type k-schemes
by [CD19, Proposition 4.2.4 and Corollary 4.2.12], the four functors f∗, f∗, f

!, f! preserve colimits.
Finally, there is the Tate twist 1(1) ∈ DM(X,Λ) as in [CD16, §3.2.1], for which the functor

DM(X,Λ)→ DM(X,Λ): M 7→M(1) :=M ⊗ 1(1)

is an equivalence. Hence, we can define 1(m) := 1(1)⊗m for any m ∈ Z.
Since the mixed characteristic affine flag varieties we will define in Section 3 are only defined up

to perfection, the functor DM above is not yet suitable for our purposes; note that perfect schemes
are rarely of finite type over k. Instead, following [RS21b], we will modify DM to a functor out of
the category of perfect schemes.

Definition 2.1. Let f : X → Y be a morphism of qcqs perfect k-schemes. We say f is perfectly of
finite presentation, or pfp, if locally f looks like the perfection of a morphism of finite presentation.
A qcqs k-perfect scheme X is said to be pfp if the structure morphism X → Spec k is pfp; note
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that any morphism between pfp schemes is itself pfp. We denote by Schpfpk the full subcategory of
k-schemes spanned by the qcqs pfp schemes.

Recall that for any k-scheme X , we can functorially define its (limit) perfection Xperf as in
[Zhu17a, A.1.2], by taking the limit along the Frobenius of X . Assume from now on that p is
invertible in Λ; by [CD16, Corollary A.3.3] this is not a restriction. The following generalizes
[RS21b, Theorem 2.10] to more general coefficients rings.

Proposition 2.2. The functor DM(−,Λ): (Schftk )
op → PrStΛ factors uniquely through the perfection

functor. This yields a motivic theory

DM(−,Λ): (Schpfp
k )op → PrStΛ ,

satisfying a six-functor formalism.

Proof. By [RS21b, Lemma 2.9], the category Schpfpk is equivalent to the localization of Schftk at the
of class universal homeomorphisms. To get the desired factorization it hence suffices to show that
universal homeomorphisms induce equivalences on DM(−,Λ), which is shown in [EK20, Corollary
2.1.5]. The fact that DM(−,Λ) on pfp schemes satisfies a six-functor formalism then follows from
the similar fact on finite type schemes, and we refer to the proof of [RS21b, Theorem 2.10] for
details. �

From now on, we will mostly consider the case Λ = Z[ 1p ], and write DM(−) = DM(−,Z[ 1p ]).

Remark 2.3. Let ℓ 6= p be a prime, and X ∈ Schftk a scheme. In [CD16, §7.2], Cisinski–Déglise
construct an étale (with Zℓ-coefficients) realization functor out of DM(X). A reformulation of this
realization in terms of the pro-étale site from [BS15] was given in [Rui24, §1.2.4], and this is the
version that we will use. Indeed, topological invariance of the pro-étale site [BS15, Lemma 5.4.2]
implies that the étale realization factors through a natural transformation ρℓ : DM(−)→ D(−,Zℓ)
of functors out of Schpfpk , where D(X,Zℓ) is the unbounded derived category of Zℓ-sheaves on the
pro-étale site of X . This realization functor is compatible with the six functor formalism.

2.2. Motives on perfect prestacks. In order to define equivariant motives on affine flag varieties,
which are only ind-schemes, we need to further extend DM, as in [RS20, §2].

Let PreStkk := Fun
(
(Schafk )

op,An
)
be the category of k-prestacks, i.e., presheaves on affine (but

not necessarily of finite type) k-schemes with values in the ∞-category of anima. This category
contains the categories of schemes, ind-schemes, or algebraic stacks fully faithfully. By using Kan
extensions as in [RS20, Definition 2.2.1], we can extend DM to a functor

DM: PreStkopk → PrSt : (f : X → Y ) 7→
(
f ! : DM(Y )→ DM(X)

)
.

We note that in order to consider Kan extensions as in [RS20], we have to fix a regular cardinal κ,
and only consider affine schemes obtained as κ-filtered limits of affine schemes that are of finite type
over Spec k. However, the choice of κ has no influence on DM, as long as κ is large enough so that
we can consider all affine schemes of interest. Hence, we fix once and for all such a large enough κ,
and silently forget about it.

Although for these general prestacks, DM does not satisfy the full six-functor formalism, and the
functors f∗, f∗, and f! do not exist in general, they do exist in certain situations, cf. [RS20, §2.3-2.4].
For example, if f is a morphism of ind-schemes, then f! and f∗ do exist, and f! is left adjoint to f

!.
If f is also schematic, then f∗ also exists and is left adjoint to f∗. Moreover, if f is a morphism of
ind-Artin stacks that are ind-(locally of finite type) then f! exists and is left adjoint to f ! [RS20,
Proposition 2.3.3]. Finally, assume G is a pro-smooth pro-algebraic group acting on ind-schemes X
and Y . Then for an equivariant map f : X → Y giving rise to f : G\X → G\Y , we can descend f!
and f∗ (and possibly f∗) to functors f ! and f∗ (and possibly f

∗
), cf. [RS20, Lemma 2.2.9].

Now, as in the previous section, we will only want to define certain prestacks up to perfection.
This leads to the notion of perfect prestacks, as in [RS21b, §2.2].
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Definition 2.4. Let AffSchperf
k denote the category of perfect affine k-schemes, not necessarily pfp.

Then the category of perfect prestacks is the functor category PreStkperfk := Fun
(
AffSchperfk )op,An

)
.

There is a natural restriction functor res: PreStkk → PreStkperfk , preserving all limits and col-

imits. Moreover, by [RS21b, Lemma 2.2], res admits a fully faithful left adjoint incl : PreStkperfk →
PreStkk. Note that the endofunctor σ on AffSchk given by Frobenius induces an endofunctor σ of
PreStkk, which is an equivalence when restricted to objects in the essential image of incl.

We can then define the colimit perfection of a prestack X as Xperf := incl ◦ res(X). On the other

hand, there is the limit perfection lim
←−σ

X := lim
←−

(. . .
σ
−→ X

σ
−→ X

σ
−→ X). These two notions of

perfections do not agree in general, although they do agree for affine schemes, and hence Zariski
locally for arbitrary schemes. However, by [RS21b, Corollary 2.6], there are canonical equivalences
DM(X) ∼= DM(lim

←−σ
X) ∼= DM(Xperf) for any prestack X . In particular, as in the previous section,

we can view DM as a functor of perfect prestacks without ambiguity, compatibly with the extension
of DM to perfect schemes, and satisfying similar properties as DM on all prestacks.

2.3. Mixed Tate motives. Later on, to construct a motivic Satake equivalence, we will need to
consider “perverse” motives, arising as the heart of a t-structure. As the existence of the motivic
t-structure is part of the standard conjectures on algebraic cycles, we need to restrict our categories
of motives, following [SW18, RS20].

Definition 2.5. (1) For X ∈ Schpfpk , the category DTM(X) ⊆ DM(X) of Tate motives on X
is the full stable presentable subcategory generated under colimits and extensions by 1(m),
for m ∈ Z.

(2) Let X† = Xw∈W

⊔
ιw

−−−→ X be a stratified ind-(pfp scheme). We say this stratification is
Whitney-Tate if for any v, w, the motive ι∗vιw,∗1 ∈ DM(Xv) is Tate. As in [RS20, 3.1.11],
this is equivalent to requiring each ι!vιw,!1 to be Tate.

(3) For a Whitney-Tate stratified ind-schemeX as above, we define the category DTM(X,X†) ⊆
DM(X) of stratified Tate motives as those motives for which each ι∗w (equivalently, each ι!w)
is Tate.

If the stratification is clear from the context, we will also write DTM(X) := DTM(X,X†).
Recall from [RS21b, Definition 3.2] that a perfect cell is a k-scheme isomorphic to the perfection

of Ank ×Grm,k, and a pfp scheme is perfectly cellular if it admits a smooth model and a stratification

into perfect cells. Moreover, a perfectly cellular stratified or pcs ind-scheme is a stratified ind-(pfp
scheme) X =

⊔
w∈W Xw for which each stratum Xw is a perfectly cellular k-scheme.

Lemma 2.6. Let X/k be a perfectly cellular scheme. Then we have HomDM(X)(1,1(n)[m]) = 0 if
either m < 0, or m = 0 and n 6= 0.

Proof. First, assume X = Spec k. Rationally, the desired vanishing holds by Quillen’s computation
that the K-theory of finite fields is torsion [Qui72], and the relation between algebraic K-theory with
rational motivic cohomology (compare [SW18, Remark 3.10]). For torsion coefficients, let a ≥ 1.
Then we have HomDTM(Speck,Z/a)(Z/a,Z/a(n)[m]) = Hmét(Spec k, µ

⊗n
a ) = 0 for m < 0. But this

implies that HomDTM(Speck)(1,1(n)[m]) → HomDTM(Speck,Q)(Q,Q(n)[m]) is an isomorphism for
m < 0, and injective for m = 0. Hence, the lemma follows from the rational case.

The claim for general X then follows as in [SW18, Proposition 3.9], using that DTM(X) is
generated by 1(n)[m] under colimits and extension. �

Proposition 2.7. (1) If X is a perfectly cellular k-scheme, the category DTM(X) of (unstrat-

ified) Tate motives on X admits a t-structure for which DTM≤0(X) is generated under
colimits and extensions by the shifted Tate twists 1(n)[dimX ] for n ∈ Z. This t-structure is
non-degenerate, and its heart is compactly generated by {1(n)[dimX ] | n ∈ Z}.

(2) Let X† =
∐
w∈W Xw

ι
−→ X be a Whitney-Tate pcs ind-scheme. Then we can define a non-

degenerate t-structure on the category DTM(X) = DTM(X,X†) of stratified Tate motives
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by
DTM≤0 := {M ∈ DTM(X) | ι∗w ∈ DTM≤0(Xw) for all w ∈ W}

DTM≥0 := {M ∈ DTM(X) | ι!w ∈ DTM≥0(Xw) for all w ∈W}.

Both t-structures are compactly generated, and their connective and coconnective parts are closed
under filtered colimits. We denote the heart of these t-structures by MTM(X) = DTM♥(X), and
call them the category of (stratified) mixed Tate motives.

Proof. (1) The t-structure exists by [Lur17, Proposition 1.4.4.11]. Since DTM≤0(X) is generated

by the compact Tate twists, the t-structure is compactly generated, and DTM≥0(X) is closed under
filtered colimits. By Lemma 2.6, the shifted Tate twists lie in the heart of the t-structure. The
fact that these compactly generate the heart can be shown as in [CvdHS22, Lemma 2.13]. Since
the Tate twists (and its shifts) moreover generate the whole category DTM(X), this t-structure is
non-degenerate.

(2) The existence of the t-structure follows from (1) and recollement [BBD82, Theorem 1.4.10],
the necessary axioms for which can be verified as in [SW18, Theorem 10.3]. Since pullback along a
stratification is conservative, the other properties also follow from similar properties for (1). �

The following result gives us some control on the heart of the above t-structure, and follows
immediately from Lemma 2.6. We denote by gr -Z[ 1p ]-Mod the category of Z-graded Z[ 1p ]-modules.

Corollary 2.8. There is a natural faithful symmetric monoidal functor gr -Z[ 1p ]-Mod→ MTM(Spec k),

where the grading corresponds to the Tate twist in MTM(Spec k). When restricted to ind-free mod-
ules, this functor is moreover fully faithful.

Remark 2.9. One of the reasons we use étale motives instead of Nisnevich motives (which we can
also define for pfp schemes, as long as p is invertible in Λ), is that the realization functors from
Remark 2.3 are jointly conservative when restricted to Artin-Tate motives. Indeed, let X be a
Whitney-Tate pcs scheme. By [CD16, Proposition 5.4.12], it suffices to show the étale realizations
DTM(X,Fℓ) → Dét(X,Fℓ) and DTM(X,Q) → Dét(X,Qℓ) are conservative for ℓ 6= p. The former
holds since torsion étale motives agree with étale cohomology [CD16, Corollary 5.5.4], while the
latter is shown in [RS21b, Proposition 3.5]. Along with the following proposition, this will allow us
to deduce t-exactness results by using these realization functors.

Proposition 2.10. For any prime ℓ 6= p and perfectly cellular scheme X, restricting the étale
realization functor to Tate motives gives a t-exact functor ρℓ : DTM(X)→ D(X,Zℓ).

Proof. To simplify the notation, we assume dimX = 0, the general case is similar. We will deduce
the integral case from an analogous result for rational and torsion coefficients respectively, similarly
to [Rui24, Proposition 3.1.2.5]. Since DTM≤0(X) is generated by 1(m), which get mapped to
Zℓ(m) ∈ D≤0(X,Zℓ), it is clear that ρℓ is right t-exact.

For the left t-exactness, let M ∈ DTM≥0(X), so that Hom(1(m),M) = 0 for m ∈ Z. Then

M ⊗ Q ∈ DTM≥0(X,Q) by [CD16, Corollary 5.4.11]. Moreover, ρℓ(M ⊗ Q) ∈ D≥0(X,Qℓ) by
[RS20, Lemma 3.2.8], hence also ρℓ(M ⊗Q) ∈ D≥0(X,Zℓ).

On the torsion side, we have an exact triangle Z[ 1p ]→ Q→ Q/Z[ 1p ], and hence an exact triangle

M ⊗ Q/Z[ 1p ][−1] → M → M ⊗ Q. Since DTM≥0(X) is closed under limits, it contains M ⊗

Q/Z[ 1p ][−1]. Consider the full subcategory of torsion étale motives DMtors(X) ⊆ DM(X), consisting

of those N such that N ⊗ Q = 0. Similarly, we can define the derived category of torsion (pro-
)étale sheaves Dtors(X,Zℓ′), the product of which is equivalent to DMtors(X) by [Rui24, Corollary
1.2.3.4]. In particular, DMtors(X) is equipped with a unique t-structure, compatible with the natural
t-structure on eachDtors(X,Zℓ′). This clearly restricts to a t-structure on DTMtors(X), which agrees
with the restriction of the t-structure on DTM(X) from Proposition 2.7.

Hence, ρℓ(M ⊗ Q/Z[ 1p ][−1]) ∈ D≥0
ét,tors(X,Zℓ) ⊆ D≥0

ét (X,Zℓ). Since ρℓ(M) is an extension of

ρℓ(M ⊗ Q/Z[ 1p ][−1]) and ρℓ(M ⊗ Q), both of which lie in D≥0
ét (X,Zℓ), we conclude that ρℓ(M) ∈

D≥0
ét (X,Zℓ), so that ρℓ is t-exact. �
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In order to construct a motivic Satake equivalence, we also need to define equivariant mixed Tate
motives.

Definition 2.11. Let X be a Whitney-Tate stratified ind-scheme, equipped with an action of a
group prestack G. Then the category of G-equivariant stratified Tate motives on X is the full
subcategory DTMG(X) ⊆ DM(G\X) of objects whose !-pullback to DM(X) lies in DTM(X). In
other words, it is the pullback DTMG(X) = DTM(X)×DM(X) DM(G\X).

Note that DTMG(X) really depends on the G-action on X , and not just on the prestack quotient
G\X . Recall that if G acts on a stratified ind-scheme X† → X , we say the G-action is stratified if
it restricts to a G-action on X†. Moreover, as in [RS20, Definition A.1], an action of a pro-algebraic
group G = lim

←−i
Gi on an ind-scheme X is said to be admissible if there exists a G-stable presentation

of X , for which the G-action factors through a finite type quotient at each step.

Proposition 2.12. Let G = lim
←−i

Gi be the perfection of a pro-algebraic group scheme, and assume

each Gi is perfectly cellular and each ker(G → Gi) is the perfection of a split pro-unipotent group
scheme. Let X† → X = lim

−→i
Xi be a Whitney-Tate pcs ind-scheme, equipped with a stratified

admissible G-action. Then, the pullbacks

DTM≤0
G (X) = DTM≤0(X)×DM(X) DM(G\X)

DTM≥0
G (X) = DTM≥0(X)×DM(X) DM(G\X)

define a non-degenerate t-structure on DTMG(X). Its heart is denoted by MTMG(X), and called
the category of G-equivariant stratified mixed Tate motives on X.

Proof. This can be proven as [RS20, Proposition 3.2.15], cf. also [RS21b, Theorem 4.6]. �

2.4. Artin-Tate motives. For split reductive groups, motivic Satake equivalences have already
been constructed in [RS21a, RS21b, CvdHS22], which all use categories of mixed Tate motives.
However, as mentioned in [RS21b, Remark 5.10], this will not suffice when working with more
general reductive groups. In that case, we need to consider Artin-Tate motives, which are those
motives that become Tate after a suitable finite étale base change. For a field extension k′/k and a
(perfect) prestack X , we will write Xk′ := X ×Speck Spec k

′.

Definition 2.13. Fix some field extension k′/k, which is either finite (automatically étale) or an
algebraic closure. For a scheme X , the category of Artin-Tate motives on X is the full subcategory
DATM(X) ⊆ DM(X) of motives which become Tate after base change to Xk′ .

Similarly, for a ind-scheme X and a Whitney-Tate stratification X†
k′ =

∐
w(Xk′)w → Xk′ , we

define DATM(X,X†
k′) ⊆ DM(X) as the full subcategory of objects whose pullback to Xk′ lies in

DTM(Xk′ , X
†
k′). This is called the category of stratified Artin-Tate motives.

Finally, for an ind-scheme X as above equipped with an action of a group prestack G, one defines

the category of G-equivariant stratified Artin-Tate motives DATMG(X,X
†
k′) as the full subcategory

of DM(G\X) consisting of motives whose !-pullback to X is stratified Artin-Tate. In other words,
it is the homotopy pullback

DATMG(X,X
†
k′) := DATM(X,X†

k′)×DM(X) DM(G\X).

If X†
k′ =

∐
w(Xk′)w → Xk′ is a Whitney-Tate stratification, we will also call it an Artin-Whitney-

Tate stratification of X . Moreover, if the field k′ and the stratification X†
k′ → Xk′ are clear, we will

usually write DATM(X) = DATM(X,X†
k′), and similarly for equivariant Artin-Tate motives.

Remark 2.14. Let X and X†
k′ be as above.

(1) If k = k′, Artin-Tateness agrees with Tateness.
(2) If k′/k is not finite, one has to be careful about applying the six functor formalism. For us,

the only functors for non pfp morphisms we will need are the pullback functors along base
changes of Spec k′ → Spec k. Then the *- and !-pullback agree, and they exist by the Kan
extension process.
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(3) Since DM(X) is compactly generated, the same holds for DATM(X), as the full subcategory
generated by certain compact objects. Let us denote the compact objects by DATM(X)c.

(4) By continuity as in [CD16, Theorem 6.3.9], any compact Artin-Tate motive becomes Tate
after base change along a finite extension of k. Consequently, DATM(X)c is equivalent to the
category DTMGal(k′/k)(Xk′ )

c of compact Tate motives on Xk′ equipped with a continuous
(i.e., which factors through a finite quotient) Gal(k′/k)-action.

(5) For not necessarily compact objects, we have an equivalence

DATM(X,X†
k′)
∼= lim
−→
k′′

DATM(X,X†
k′′)
∼= lim
−→
k′′

DTMGal(k′′/k)(Xk′′ , X
†
k′′),

where k′′ ranges over all finite subextensions k ⊆ k′′ ⊆ k′ over which X†
k′ is defined, and

the colimit is taken in PrSt
Z[ 1p ]

. This category is again compactly generated, with compact

objects the colimit (in ∞-categories) lim
−→k′′

DATM(X,X†
k′′)

c.

(6) When working with Nisnevich motives, where pullback along finite étale covers is not neces-
sarily conservative, one should define Artin-Tate motives as Galois-equivariant Tate motives
on a suitable base change.

It remains to show that for a Whitney-Tate stratified ind-scheme, the category of (equivariant)
Artin-Tate motives also admits a t-structure.

Proposition 2.15. Fix some k′/k as above. Let X be a Artin-Whitney-Tate pcs ind-scheme
equipped with an action of some strictly pro-algebraic group G satisfying the same assumptions
as in Proposition 2.12. Then DATMG(X) admits a t-structure for which the forgetful functor
DATMG(X)→ DTM(Xk′) is t-exact.

Proof. This follows from Proposition 2.12 and Remark 2.14 (5), as well as [RS20, Lemma 3.2.18],
applied to the action of Gk′ ⋊ Γ on Xk′ . �

Remark 2.16. If X is an Artin-Whitney-Tate pcs ind-scheme, the tensor product ⊗ on DM(X)

preserves the subcategories DATM≤0(X) ⊆ DATM(X) ⊆ DM(X). However, it does not preserve

DATM≥0(X) in general. Hence, to get a symmetric monoidal structure on MATM(X), we need
to truncate by using pH0(− ⊗ −). We still denote the resulting functor by − ⊗ − : MATM(X) ×
MATM(X)→ MATM(X).

2.5. Anti-effective motives. Let us conclude this section about motives by recalling anti-effective
motives. These were used in [CvdHS22] to relate the Vinberg monoid to the motivic Satake equiv-
alence for split groups, and we will generalize this relation to the ramified case in Theorem 10.6.
Roughly, these were the motives that were “non-positively” Tate twisted, as opposed to the effective
motives. However, since we are using étale motives, for which the Tate twist can be trivialized
with torsion coefficients (up to adding certain roots of unity), this definition does not make sense
with integral or torsion coefficients. Hence, we will only use rational coefficients when considering
anti-effective motives. (Although we had only constructed a t-structure for Z[ 1p ]-coefficients, the

construction also works for Q-coefficients.)

Definition 2.17. For X ∈ Schpfpk , we let DTM(X)anti ⊆ DTM(X,Q) be the full stable pre-
sentable category generated under colimits and extensions by 1(m), for m ≤ 0, and DATM(X)anti ⊆
DATM(X,Q) those motives which become anti-effective after base change to k′.

If X is an ind-scheme, a stratification ι : X†
k′ =

∐
w(Xk′)w → Xk′ is said to be anti-effective

Artin-Whitney-Tate if for any v, w, we have ι∗vιw,∗1 ∈ DATM(Xv)
anti.

For a field extension k′/k and an anti-effective Artin-Whitney-Tate stratified pcs ind-scheme X ,
we let DATM(X)anti ⊆ DATM(X,Q) and MATM(X)anti ⊆ MATM(X,Q) be the full subcategories
consisting of those motives which *-pullback to anti-effective motives on each stratum.

Similarly, we can define equivariant anti-effective (mixed) Artin-Tate motives.
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Notation 2.18. Since anti-effective motives are only defined for rational coefficients, we will write

DTM(anti)(X) to denote either DTM(X,Z[ 1p ]) or DTM(X)anti = DTM(X,Q)anti. We will use similar

notation for equivariant, mixed, and/or Artin-Tate motives.

Let us recall the following alternative characterization of anti-effective motives from [CvdHS22,
Lemma 2.18].

Lemma 2.19. Let X/k be a perfectly cellular scheme. Then we have

DATM(X)anti = {F ∈ DATM(X,Q) | MapsDATM(X)(1(n),F) = 0 for n ≥ 1},

MATM(X)anti = {F ∈ MATM(X,Q) | HomMATM(X)(1(n)[dimX ]),F) = 0 for n ≥ 1},

where we consider Artin-Tate motives for the trivial stratification of X.

In particular, the t-structure on DATM(X,Q) restricts to a t-structure on DATM(X)anti, with
heart MATM(X)anti.

3. Geometry of affine flag varieties

Recall that F was a complete discretely valued field with residue field k. In this section, we recall
the basic definitions and geometry of partial affine flag varieties associated to parahoric integral
models of reductive F -groups. As our main interest is the case of a mixed characteristic field F , we
will only define these as ind-perfect schemes as in [Zhu17a] (also for F of equal characteristic, for
the sake of uniformity).

3.1. Affine flag varieties. Before we specialize to the case of reductive groups, let us consider a
more general situation. Let H/O be a smooth affine group scheme, with generic fiber H/F .

Definition 3.1.
The loop group of H is the functor

LH : Perfk → Grp: SpecR 7→ H(WO(R)⊗O F ).

The positive loop group of H is the functor

L+H : Perfk → Grp: SpecR 7→ H(WO(R)).

The affine Grassmannian GrH of H is the étale sheafification of LH/L+H.

By [PR08, Zhu17a, BS17], LH is representable by a perfect ind-scheme, L+H by a pro-(perfectly
smooth) affine scheme (usually not perfectly of finite type), and GrH by an ind-(perfect quasi-
projective) scheme. We denote the structure map by πH : GrH → Spec k.

Notation 3.2. For any n ≥ 0, let LnH : Perfk → Grp: SpecR 7→ H(WO,n(R)). This is a pfp
perfectly smooth quotient of L+H, and we have L+H ∼= lim

←−n
LnH. In particular, if L+H acts on a

pfp scheme X , this actions factors through LnH for some n ≥ 0. Note that L0H is the special fiber
of H. Finally, we let L>nH := ker(L+H → LnH).

Now, let G/F be a reductive group, and G/O a parahoric model. In this case we will write
FlG := (LG/L+G)ét and call it the (partial) affine flag variety. Instead, we will reserve the notation
GrG for the case where G is very special parahoric, and call it the (twisted) affine Grassmannian.
Recall that G is special if it corresponds to a facet f in the Bruhat-Tits building B(G,F ) of G,
which is contained in an apartment in which each wall is parallel to a wall containing f . Moreover,
G is called very special if it remains special after any unramified base change. On the other extreme,
if G is an Iwahori model, we call FlG the full affine flag variety. By [PR08, BS17], the affine flag
variety of any parahoric model is ind-perfect projective. The following result is well-known, and we
refer to [Zhu17a, Proposition 1.21] for a proof.

Lemma 3.3. There are natural isomorphisms

π1(G)Gal(F/F )
∼= π0(LG) ∼= π0(FlG).
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Now, for any parahoric model G′/O of G, the positive loop group L+G′ acts on FlG . In order to
describe the orbits for this action, let us recall some Bruhat-Tits theory, following [AGLR22, §3].

Let A ⊆ G be a maximal F -split torus, and S ⊆ G a maximal F̆ -split torus containing A, but
still defined over F . Let T := CentG(S) be the centralizer of S, which is a maximal torus of G. For

any λ : Gm,F → T , we denote by ̟λ ∈ G(F ) the image of ̟ ∈ Gm(F ) under Gm,F
λ
−→ T → G.

We will also denote the image of ̟λ in FlG the same way. Then the assignment λ 7→ ̟λ ∈ FlG(k)
factors through the quotient X∗(T )→ X∗(T )I .

Let S and T be the connected Néron O-models of S and T respectively, which are automatically
contained in G. These are the unique parahoric models of S and T . Let A (G,S, F̆ ) denote the
apartment in the Bruhat-Tits building of G corresponding to S.

Definition 3.4. [HR08, Definition 7] The Iwahori-Weyl group of G (associated to S) is

W̃ := NormG(S)(F̆ )/T (Ŏ).

By [HR08, Lemma 14], this group sits in a short exact sequence

1→Waf → W̃ → π1(G)I → 1,

where Waf is the affine Weyl group, and π1(G) is Borovoi’s fundamental group. The choice of an

alcove in A (G,S, F̆ ) induces a splitting W̃ = Waf ⋊ π1(G)I . In particular, as Waf is a Coxeter

group, W̃ inherits the structure of a quasi-Coxeter group and a length function l, by setting the
length of elements in π1(G)I to zero.

Let WG :=
(
NormG(S)(F̆ ) ∩ G(Ŏ)

)
/T (Ŏ) ⊆ W̃ ; this group is always finite, and even trivial if

G is an Iwahori model. If G is the parahoric associated to a facet f in A (G,S, F̆ ), we also write
Flf := FlG and Wf :=WG . Then, for a second parahoric model G′ of G, [HR08, Proposition 8] gives
a bijection

G′(Ŏ)\G(F̆ )/G(Ŏ) ∼=WG′\W̃/WG .

In particular, over k, the L+G′-orbits on FlG are enumerated by WG′\W̃/WG , and this already

holds over a finite extension k′/k corresponding to a splitting of S. For w ∈WG′\W̃/WG , we denote
the corresponding L+G′-orbit in FlG by FlG,w; it is defined over the reflex field of w, and called
an (affine) Schubert cell. Its closure FlG,≤w is called an (affine) Schubert variety. As the notation
suggests, we have FlG,≤w =

⊔
w′≤w FlG,w′ ([Ric13, Proposition 2.8]), so that the Schubert cells form

a stratification of FlG . In order to emphasize the parahorics G and G′, corresponding to facets f
and f ′, we will sometimes also denote the Schubert cells by Flw(f

′, f) for w ∈ Wf ′\W̃/Wf , and their
closures by Fl≤w(f

′, f).

Remark 3.5. At various points in this paper, it will be useful to assume that A = S, i.e., that
the maximal F̆ -split torus of G is already F -split. Following [Tit79, 1.10.2], we call such groups
residually spit ; recall that residually split groups are automatically quasi-split. Any reductive group
over F is residually split after passing to a finite unramified extension of F . On the level of affine
flag varieties, this corresponds to base change along the corresponding extension of residue fields.
Residually split groups have the advantage that all Schubert cells and Schubert varieties are defined
over k, and that their affine root systems are reduced. This makes the geometry of their affine flag
varieties easier to study.

For example, assume G is residually split, and G is a very special parahoric. Choose a Borel
T ⊆ B ⊆ G, and consider the corresponding positive roots and dominant cocharacters. Then there
is a natural bijection WG\W̃/WG

∼= X∗(T )
+
I . Moreover, the dimension of GrG,µ is given by 〈2ρ, µ〉,

where 2ρ ∈ X∗(T ) is the sum of the absolute roots of G; note that this is well-defined as the pairing
〈−,−〉 : X∗(T )×X∗(T ) is I-invariant.

As another example, if G is residually split, then the action of Gal(k/k) on π1(G)I is trivial, so
that Lemma 3.3 induces a bijection π0(FlG) ∼= π1(G)I .
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Proposition 3.6. Assume G is residually split, and fix an Iwahori model I ⊆ G of G. Consider

the stratifications Fl†G =
∐
w∈W̃/WG

FlG,w → FlG and Fl†I =
∐
w∈W̃ FlI,w → FlI by L+I-orbits.

(1) For any w ∈ W̃/WG, the Schubert cell FlG,w is isomorphic to Al(w),perf.
(2) The projection map π : FlI → FlG is proper, and π∗ preserves stratified Tate motives.

(3) The induced map π† : Fl†I → Fl†G admits a section which is an open and closed immersion.

Proof. Since π1(G)I ∼= π0(LG) ∼= π0(FlI) ∼= π0(FlG), it suffices to consider orbits in the neutral

connected component. Then the minimal length representative of w ∈ W̃/WG in W̃ admits a
reduced decomposition ẇ = s1s2 . . . sl(w) into simple reflections. To each si there is an associated

parahoric I ⊂ Pi such that L+Pi/L
+I ∼= (P1

k)
perf (cf. [PR08, Proposition 8.7] in case F is of equal

characteristic with algebraically closed residue field; this also holds in our setting by the assumption
that G is residually split). This yields a birational Demazure resolution

D(ẇ) = L+P1

L+I
× L+P2

L+I
× . . . L+Pl(w)/L

+I → FlG,≤w,

given by multiplication. By induction, the fibers of this resolution are iterated P1,perf
k -fibrations,

and it restricts to an isomorphism

(L+P1 \ L
+I)

L+I
× (L+P2 \ L

+I)
L+I
× . . . (L+Pl(w) \ L

+I)/L+I → FlG,w .

This shows (1).
Similarly, we can use Demazure resolutions to see that the restriction of π to each Iwahori-orbit

is a relative affine space over an Iwahori orbit in FlG . Thus, localization and homotopy invariance
imply (2). Finally, as any w ∈ W̃/WG has the same length as its minimal representative in W̃ , there
is a unique Iwahori-orbit in FlI which under π is a relative affine space over FlG,w of dimension 0,
i.e., an isomorphism. This gives the desired section for (3). �

In [RS20, Theorem 5.1.1], it was shown that for a split reductive group, stratifications of affine
flag varieties by Schubert cells are Whitney Tate. We now upgrade this to the ramified setting.

Theorem 3.7. Assume G is residually split, and consider two parahoric O-models G,G′ of G. Then
the stratification ι : Fl† =

∐
w∈WG′\W̃/WG

FlG,w → FlG by L+G′-orbits is anti-effective Whitney-Tate.

Proof. The proof is similar to [RS20, Theorem 5.1.1], cf. also [CvdHS22, Proposition 3.7] for the
anti-effective part. We start by assuming that G′ and G are Iwahori subgroups. We will show

ι∗(ιw)∗1 ∈ DTM(anti)(Fl†) by induction on the length l(w), for w ∈ W̃ . If l(w) = 0, then ιw is a
closed immersion, so we are done. If l(w) > 0, we can find a simple reflection s such that w = vs

for some v ∈ WG′\W̃/WG with l(v) = l(w) − 1. Let Gs ⊃ G denote the parahoric corresponding
to the simple reflection s. The projection π : FlG → FlGs is proper and perfectly smooth, and is
an étale-locally trivial fibration with general fiber Gs/G ∼= (P1)perf ([HR21, Lemma 4.9] and [PR08,

Proposition 8.7], the proofs also work in mixed characteristic). The induced map Fl†G → Fl†Gs
on

G′-orbits is Tate and admits a section by Proposition 3.6. As in [RS20, Theorem 5.1.1], localization
gives an exact triangle

(ιv)∗1(−1)[−2]→ π∗π!(ιv)!1→ (ιw)∗1.

Then the leftmost term is (anti-effective) stratified Tate by induction, while the middle term is (anti-
effective) stratified Tate by [RS20, Lemma 3.1.18] and [CvdHS22, Lemma 3.6]. Hence ι∗(ιw)∗1 ∈

DTM(anti)(Fl†G) as well.
Next, we assume G′ is still an Iwahori, but G is an arbitrary parahoric. Let I be an Iwahori such

that the facet corresponding to G is contained in the closure of the facet corresponding to I. Using
the projection FlI → FlG and Proposition 3.6, we see that FlG is Whitney-Tate by [RS20, Lemma
3.1.19] and the Iwahori case. For the anti-effectivity, we can then use a section FlI → FlG , as well
as [CvdHS22, Lemma 3.6] again.

Finally, if both G′ and G are arbitrary, we can use the previous case and [RS20, Proposition 3.1.23]
to see the stratification is Whitney-Tate, so we are left to show it is anti-effective. For this, it suffices
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by Lemma 2.19 to show that MapsDATM(Fl†G)
(1(n), ι∗ι∗1) = 0 for n ≥ 1. Let ι′ be the stratification

of FlG by I ′-orbits, where I ′ ⊆ G′ is an Iwahori. Then by the previous case and Lemma 2.19 we
have Maps((ι′)!(ι

′)∗1(n), ι∗ι∗1) ∼= Maps((ι′)∗1(n), (ι′)!ι∗ι∗1) = 0. We conclude by localization, and
Lemma 2.19 again. �

Remark 3.8. Recall that we have DM(L+G′\FlG) ∼= DM(L+G′\LG/L+G) by descent. We can also
consider the opposite flag variety FlopG′ := (L+G′\LG)ét, for which the obvious right L+G-action also
determines a Whitney-Tate stratification. The previous proposition, along with [RS20, Definition
and Lemma 3.11], shows that DATML+G′(FlG) ⊆ DM(L+G′\LG/L+G) is generated (under colimits,

shifts, twists, and extensions) by the ιw,∗1 for w ∈ WG′\W̃/WG , and similarly for DATML+G(Fl
op
G′ ).

Hence, as in [RS20, Theorem 5.3.4 (ii)], the two subcategories DATML+G′(FlG) and DATML+G(Fl
op
G′ )

of DM(L+G′\LG/L+G) agree.
In case G = G′, since the stratifications by L+G-orbits of both FlG and FlopG are Whitney Tate,

we can consider the categories of mixed Artin-Tate motives

MATML+G(FlG) ⊆ DM(L+G\LG/L+G) ⊇ MATML+G(Fl
op
G ).

Since the connective parts of both t-structures are generated under colimits by ιw,!1(n)[l(w)] for

w ∈ WG\W̃/WG , they define the same t-structures. Hence the two categories of mixed Artin-Tate
motives above also agree.

3.2. Semi-infinite orbits. Next, we study the semi-infinite orbits in our setting. First introduced
for split groups in equal characteristic by [MV07, §3], they are also well understood in the unramified
case [Zhu17a]. And while they were also expected to exist and behave well in the ramified case
[Zhu15, Remark 0.2 (2)], these only recently first appeared in [AGLR22, §5.2] (or implicitly in
[HR21, Proposition 4.7]).

Let λ : Gm,O → S be a cocharacter defined over O. Let M,P = P+, P− ⊆ G denote the fixed
points, attractor, and repeller respectively for the resulting Gm,F -action on G given by conjugation.
It is well known that P+ and P− are opposite parabolics with Levi M , so that there is a semi-direct
product decomposition P± = UP± ⋊M , where UP± ⊆ P± is the unipotent radical. Since λ is
defined over O, these groups extend to smooth affine O-group schemes with connected fibers, also
fitting into a semi-direct product P± = UP± ⋊M, and admitting morphismsM← P± → G. (In
fact, they are the schematic closures of their generic fiber in G.) Moreover,M is a parahoric model

of M . The fixed points, attractor, and repeller of the Gperf
m,k -action on FlG are related toM and P±

as follows:

Proposition 3.9. There exists a canonical commutative diagram

FlM FlP± FlG

(FlG)
0 (FlG)

± FlG ,

ι0 ι± id

such that ι0 and ι± are open and closed immersions, and surjective if G is very special. Here, the
lower horizontal maps are the natural maps out of the attractor and repeller of FlG , and the upper
horizontal maps are induced by the maps out of the attractor and repeller of G.

Proof. This follows from [HR21, Proposition 4.7], cf. also [AGLR22, Theorem 5.2] in mixed charac-
teristic. �

Notation 3.10. Assume moreover that G is very special, so that FlP± → FlG is bijective on points
(by the proposition and properness of FlG). Then we denote the connected components of FlP± by
S±P,ν for ν ∈ π0(FlM) ∼= π1(M)Gal(F/F ) ([Ric19, Corollary 1.12] and Lemma 3.3).

Now, assume G is very special parahoric. Then G is quasi-split by [Zhu15, Lemma 6.1], and we
fix a Borel T ⊆ B = B+ ⊆ G, along with the corresponding choice of positive roots and dominant
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cocharacters. We moreover assume λ is dominant regular, so that M = T is a minimal Levi of
G, and P± = B± are opposite Borels; we denote the unipotent radicals of the latter by U±, and
similarly for their closures in G. Then the S±B,ν defined above are usually called the semi-infinite

orbits ; we also denote them by S±ν for simplicity. For the rest of this section, we assume that G

is residually split. Then the semi-infinite orbits are in bijection with π0(FlT ) ∼= W̃/WG
∼= X∗(T )I .

Moreover, we have S±ν = LU± · ν, making LU± → S±ν an L+U±-torsor, compare [AGLR22, (5.12)].
By [AGLR22, Proposition 5.4], the semi-infinite orbits form a stratification of GrG . In particular,

as any S±P,ν is a union of semi-infinite orbits (where P is the parabolic attached to a not necessarily

regular cocharacter, but G is still very special), we also have stratifications GrG =
⋃
ν∈π1(M)I

S±P,ν .

In order to show the convolution product is t-exact later on, we need to understand how semi-infinite
orbits intersect Schubert cells, and the dimension of these intersections.

Proposition 3.11. Let ν ∈ X∗(T )I and µ ∈ X∗(T )
+
I . Then the following are equivalent.

(1) S+ν ∩GrG,≤µ 6= ∅,
(2) S+ν ∩GrG,µ 6= ∅, and
(3) The unique dominant representative ν+ of WG · ν satisfies ν+ ≤ µ.

Moreover, if these assumptions are satisfied, S+ν ∩GrG,≤µ is affine and equidimensional of dimension
〈ρ, µ+ ν〉.

Proof. This is [AGLR22, Lemma 5.5] (while it is only stated when F is of mixed characteristic, the
proof also works in equal characteristic). �

4. LS galleries and MV cycles for residually split reductive groups

Next, we need to understand how Schubert cells and semi-infinite orbits intersect. Although
Proposition 3.11 already tells us which intersections are nonempty, we also need to understand
the geometry of these intersections, generalizing [GL05, CvdHS22], which handled the case of split
groups in equal characteristic. This will later be used to show, among other things, that the constant
term functors preserve Artin-Tate motives, and that the Tannakian dual group is flat.

Since in this section we will study the geometry of semi-infinite orbits, we will assume throughout
thatG is residually split; in particularG is quasi-split and its affine root system is reduced. we denote
its absolute Weyl group by W , so that its relative Weyl group is given by the inertia-invariantsW I .
As usual, G denotes a very special parahoric O-model of G. We will also assume G is semisimple and
simply connected throughout most of this section. We will explain in Lemma 4.47 why it suffices
to handle this case. Note that this assumption implies that X∗(T )I is torsionfree. Hence, we get
inclusions X∗(S) ⊆ X∗(T )I ⊆ X∗(S) ⊗Z Q, and we will use these inclusions to extend the pairing
〈−,−〉S : X

∗(S)×X∗(T )I → Q. Many definitions in this section are adapted from [GL05].

Notation 4.1. We now introduce some notation, which will only be used in this section. Let
B(G,F ) be the Bruhat-Tits building of G, and consider the appartment A := A (G,S, F ). The
(relative) affine Weyl group Waf acts simply transitively on the set of alcoves of A . We fix a
fundamental alcove ∆f in A whose closure contains the facet f0 corresponding to G, and let I ⊆ G
be the corresponding Iwahori. We identify A with X∗(S)⊗ZR, by choosing f0 as the origin. Recall
that Waf is a Coxeter group generated by the simple reflections Saf . Each such simple reflection s
corresponds to a reflection hyperplane (or wall) Hs, which contains a face of ∆f . We call a proper
subset of Saf a type. Then the facets of ∆f correspond bijectively to the types, by sending a facet
Γ ≺ ∆f to the set Saf(Γ) of simple reflections whose corresponding reflection hyperplane above
contains Γ; for example Saf(∆f ) = ∅. Conversely, for a type t ⊂ Saf , we denote by Ft the unique
face of ∆f of type t. Since, under the G(F )-action on B(G,F ), the G(F )-orbit of any facet contains
a unique face of ∆f , we can use this to associate a type to each facet Γ in B(G,F ), still denoted
by Saf(Γ). In particular, we can attach a type to each parahoric model P of G, and we will denote
the facet of this type contained in ∆f by FP .

We also briefly recall the spherical buildings of reductive groups over k.
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Notation 4.2. Consider the maximal reductive quotient G of the special fiber of G, i.e., G is the
quotient of G×SpecO Spec k by its unipotent radical. By our assumption that G is residually split, G
is split, and a maximal torus is given by the maximal reductive quotient S of the special fiber of S.
The spherical building Bs(G, k) of G is the building whose facets correspond to the proper parabolic
subgroups of G defined over k, with simplicial structure given by inclusion. The apartments are given
by the sets of parabolics containing a fixed maximal k-torus; in particular, there is the apartment
A s := A s(G, S, k) corresponding to S.

Remark 4.3. Since G is special, the affine Weyl group Waf is the semi-direct product of its trans-
lation subgroup with the finite Weyl group of G [KP23, Lemma 1.3.42]. Hence, the apartments
A
s(G, S, k) and A (G,S, F ) can be identified as affine spaces, albeit with different simplicial struc-

tures.

In order to reserve the term alcoves for maximal simplices in Bruhat-Tits buildings, we will
call the maximal simplices of spherical buildings chambers ; in the situation above these correspond
bijectively to the set of k-Borels of G. We denote the chamber corresponding to B (the image of
the special fiber of I in G) by Cf , the chamber corresponding to the opposite parabolic B− ⊃ S by
−Cf , and the simplex corresponding to a parabolic P by FP.

Definition 4.4. Under the identification of A = A (G,S, F ) with A s = A s(G, S, k) as affine
spaces, the chambers of A s correspond to the connected components of A \

⋃
t∈Saf (f0)

Ht. A Waf -

translate of such a chamber in A is called a sector, while two sectors are called equivalent if their
intersection contains another sector. Note that any sector is equivalent to a unique chamber in A s.

4.1. Galleries in the Bruhat-Tits building. One of the main goals of this section is to identify
points in S±ν ∩ GrG,µ with certain minimal galleries in B(G,F ), at least after passing to F̆ , as in
[GL05]. Here, it will be crucial to consider not only galleries of alcoves, but also smaller facets.

Definition 4.5. A gallery in B(G,F ) is a sequence of facets

γ = (Γ′
0 ≺ Γ0 ≻ Γ′

1 ≺ . . . ≻ Γ′
r ≺ Γr ≻ Γ′

r+1)

in B(G,F ), such that

(1) Γ′
0 and Γ′

r+1, called the source and target of γ, are vertices,
(2) the Γj ’s are facets of the same dimension, and
(3) for 1 ≤ j ≤ r, Γ′

j is a codimension 1 face of Γj−1 and Γj .

By attaching to each facet its type, we get the associated gallery of types of γ.
If the large facets of γ are alcoves, we say γ is a gallery of alcoves. It is moreover a minimal

gallery of alcoves, if its length r is minimal among the lengths of all galleries of alcoves joining Γ0

and Γr (where we silently forget the source and target vertices).

For general galleries, the notion of minimality is more subtle. Recall from [Tit74, Proposition
2.29] that for any alcove ∆ and facet Γ contained in an apartment A ′ of B(G,F ), there is a unique
alcove projΓ(∆) in A ′ such that any face of the convex hull of Γ and ∆ that contains Γ is itself a
face of projΓ(∆).

Definition 4.6. Let Γ be a facet, and ∆ an alcove with a face Γ′, all contained in an apartment A
′

of B(G,F ). Then ∆ is at maximal distance from Γ (among the alcoves containing Γ′) if the length
of a minimal gallery of alcoves joining ∆ and projΓ(∆) is the same as the number of walls of A ′

separating Γ and Γ′.

Here, separating is meant in the following sense:

Definition 4.7. Let A ′ ⊆B(G,F ) be an apartment, Ω ⊆ A ′ any subset, and Γ a face of A ′.

(1) An affine reflection hyperplane H ⊂ A
′ is said to separate Ω and Γ if Ω is contained in

a closed half-space defined by H, and the closure of Γ is contained in the opposite open
half-space. If Ω and Γ are both facets, we denote the set of reflection hyperplanes in A ′

separating Ω and Γ byMA ′(Ω,Γ), which is finite.
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(2) We say a hyperplane H as above separates Γ from C−∞, if H separates Γ from a sector
equivalent to −Cf , as in Definition 4.4.

We can now define minimality for general galleries.

Definition 4.8. Consider a gallery γ = (Γ′
0 ≺ Γ0 ≻ Γ′

1 ≺ . . . ≻ Γ′
r ≺ Γr ≻ Γ′

r+1) in B(G,F ′) and
an alcove ∆ ≻ Γ′

0 at maximal distance of Γ′
r+1. Then γ is minimal if

(1) there exists a minimal gallery

δ = (∆ = ∆1
0, . . .∆

q0
0 ,∆

1
1, . . . ,∆

1
j , . . . ,∆

qj
j , . . . ,∆

1
r, . . . ,∆

qr
p = projΓ′

r+1
(∆)),

of alcoves such that Γj � ∆0
j and Γ′

j ≺ ∆i
j for j = 0, . . . , r and i = 0, . . . , qj , and

(2) let A ′ be an apartment containing γ, which exists by (1). Then

MA ′(Γ′
0,Γ

′
r+1) =

⊔

j=0,...,r

{
H ⊂ A

′ | Γj ⊆ H,Γ′
j * H

}
.

One easily checks that the notion of minimality is independent of the choice of ∆ made above.
Let Tad ⊆ Gad be the adjoint torus of T , and fix some µ ∈ X∗(Tad)I . We denote

Hµ :=
⋂

α∈Φnd : 〈α,µ〉S=0

Hα,0

where we let Hµ = A if µ is regular. We also let fµ be the vertex in A corresponding to µ.

Definition 4.9. A gallery joining 0 with µ is a gallery

γ = (f0 ≺ Γ0 ≻ Γ′
1 ≺ . . . ≻ Γ′

r ≺ Γr ≻ fµ)

contained in A , such that dimΓj = dimHµ for any j.

Let us now fix some µ ∈ X∗(Tad)
+
I , together with a minimal gallery

γµ = (f0 ≺ Γ0 ≻ Γ′
1 ≺ . . . ≻ Γ′

r ≺ Γr ≻ fµ) (4.1)

joining 0 with µ. We denote its gallery of types by

tγµ = (t0 ⊃ t0 ⊂ t
′
1 ⊃ . . . ⊂ t

′
r ⊃ tr ⊂ tµ). (4.2)

Remark 4.10. As in [GL05, Lemma 4], one can show that minimality of γµ implies that it lies in
Hµ. Since Γ0 also lies in ∆f and has the same dimension as Hµ, it is uniquely determined by µ.
Namely, it is the unique parahoric I ⊆ P ⊆ G, whose corresponding parabolic P ⊆ G is generated
by S and the root groups for those roots α for which 〈α, µ〉S ≥ 0.

The following set of galleries will be particularly important for us.

Definition 4.11. A gallery γ is called combinatorial of type tγµ if it has source f0, has tγµ as its
gallery of types, and is contained in A . We denote the set of combinatorial galleries of type tγµ by
Γ(γµ), and by Γ(γµ, ν) ⊆ Γ(γµ) those combinatorial galleries with target fν , for ν ∈ X∗(Tad)I .

We will denote the subgroups ofWaf generated by tj and t
′
j byWj andW

′
j respectively. Similarly,

we will denote the standard parahorics (containing the Iwahori I) corresponding to these types by
Pj and P ′

j . As the name suggests, there is a combinatorial way to describe Γ(γµ), similar to the

unramified case [GL05, Proposition 2].

Proposition 4.12. The map

Wf0

W0

× W ′
1

W1

× . . .
Wr−1

× W ′
r/Wr → Γ(γµ)

[δ0, δ1, . . . , δr] 7→ δ = (f0 ≺ Σ0 ≻ Σ′
1 ≺ . . . ≻ Σ′

r ≺ Σr ≻ Σr+1)

defined by Σj = δ0δ1 . . . δj(Ftj ) is a bijection.

Proof. This follows easily from Waf acting simply transitively on the alcoves of A , and the Wj and
W ′
j being the stabilizers of the corresponding facets. �
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Using this proposition, we can and will denote combinatorial galleries as δ = [δ0, . . . , δr], where
each δj ∈W

′
j is the minimal length representative of its class inW ′

j/Wj . Clearly, we have γµ ∈ Γ(γµ),

and γµ = [1, τ1, . . . , τr], where each τj ∈W
′
j is the minimal length representative of the longest class

in W ′
j/Wj . On the other hand, if δ is such that δj 6= τj for some 1 ≤ j ≤ r, we say δ is folded around

Σ′
j . More precisely, consider the combinatorial galleries

γj−1 = [δ0, . . . , δj−1, τj , τj+1, . . . , τr] = (f0 ≺ . . . ≺ Σj−1 ≻ Σ′
j ≺ Ωj ≻ Ω′

j+1 ≺ Ωj+1 ≻ . . .Ωr ≻ Ωr+1)

and

γj = [δ0, . . . , δj−1, δj , τj+1, . . . , τr] = (f0 ≺ . . . ≺ Σj−1 ≻ Σ′
j ≺ Σj ≻ Σ′

j+1 ≺ Ξj+1 ≻ . . .Ξr ≻ Ξr+1).

Then the following lemma says we can fold γj−1 around Σ′
j to obtain γj.

Lemma 4.13. There exist positive affine roots ψ1, . . . , ψa for which Hψi ⊃ Σ′
j, and such that

Σj = sψa . . . sψ1(Ωj).

Then, for any j < l ≤ r, we also have

Ξl = sψa . . . sψ1(Ωl).

Proof. This is similar to [GL05, Lemma 5]; let us sketch the proof. By Proposition 4.12, we know
that

Σj = δ0 . . . δj(Ftj ) = (δ0 . . . δj−1)δjτ
−1
j (δ0 . . . δj−1)

−1(Ωj).

Since Σ′
j is a face of both Σj and Ωj , it must be fixed by δjτ

−1
j . Fix a reduced decomposition

sζ1 . . . sζa of the minimal representative of the class of δjτ
−1
j in W ′

j/Wj . All sζi lie in the type

Saf(Ftj ). Then one checks that the (unique) positive affine roots corresponding to the hyperplane
δ0 . . . δj−1sζ1 . . . sζiHsζi

, for varying i, satisfy the desired condition for the first statement of the
lemma. The second statement then follows from the observation that

Ξl = δ0 . . . δjτj+1 . . . τl(Ftl) = (δ0 . . . δj−1)δjτ
−1
j (δ0 . . . δj−1)

−1(Ωl).

�

This allows us to define a special subset of combinatorial galleries.

Definition 4.14. Let δ = [δ0, . . . , δr] = (f0 ≺ Σ0 ≻ Σ′
1 ≺ . . . ≻ Σ′

r ≺ Σr ≻ Σr+1) be a combinatorial
gallery of type γµ. Let j ≥ 1, and consider the associated positive affine roots ψ1, . . . , ψa obtained
by the previous lemma. We say δ is positively folded at Σ′

j if for all 1 ≤ i ≤ a, the facet Σj is

contained in the positive closed half-space determined by Hψi . We denote by Γ+(γµ) ⊆ Γ(γµ) the
subset of positively folded combinatorial galleries, i.e., those galleries which are positively folded
everywhere. Moreover, for ν ∈ X∗(Tad)I , we write Γ+(γµ, ν) := Γ+(γµ) ∩ Γ(γµ, ν).

It is clear that this definition is independent of the chosen affine roots ψ1, . . . , ψa, which in turn
depend on a choice of reduced decomposition of a certain element in Waf .

Example 4.15. If δj = τj for all j ≥ 1, i.e., when δ does not have any folds, then the set of affine
roots obtained from Lemma 4.13 is empty. Hence the condition above is automatically satisfied, so
that δ is positively folded. In particular, all minimal combinatorial galleries are positively folded.

Now, let us relate the above combinatorics to geometry. The choice of γµ induces a resolution of
the corresponding Schubert variety.

Definition 4.16. The Bott-Samelson scheme Σ(γµ) is the contracted product

Σ(γµ) := L+Pf0

L+P0

× L+P ′
1

L+P1

× . . .
L+Pr−1

× L+P ′
r/L

+Pr.
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Clearly, Σ(γµ) is representable by a smooth projective scheme, as an iterated Zariski-locally trivial
fibration with partial flag varieties as fibers. As we moreover have Pr ⊆ Pµ, multiplication induces
a proper map

πµ : Σ(γµ)→ Flfµ .

Thanks to the following proposition, we can also call Σ(γµ) a Bott-Samelson resolution.

Proposition 4.17. The image of the multiplication map π above is Fl≤µ(f0, fµ), and the induced
map π : Σ(γµ)→ Fl≤µ(f0, fµ) is L

+G-equivariant and birational.

Proof. The L+G-equivariance follows from the definition, while the fact that π is birational onto
Fl≤µ(f0, fµ) can be proven as in [Ric13, (3.1)] �

We can describe the closed points of Σ(γµ) as galleries. Recall that for any parahoric P of G, the
k-valued points of LG/L+P can be identified with the parahorics of the same type as P .

Proposition 4.18. The Bott-Samelson resolution Σ(γµ) can be identified with the closed subscheme
of

LG/L+P0 ×


 ∏

j=1,...,r

LG/L+P ′
j × LG/L

+Pj


× LG/L+Pµ

corresponding to the sequences of parahorics (i.e., galleries)

(Pf0 ⊃ Q0 ⊂ Q
′
1 ⊃ Q1 ⊃ . . . ⊂ Q

′
r ⊃ Qr ⊂ Qµ)

of type tγµ starting at f0.

Proof. The proof is the same as in the split case, cf. [GL05, Definition-Proposition 1]. Specifically,
the morphism

Σ(γµ)→ LG/L+P0 ×


 ∏

j=1,...,r

LG/L+P ′
j × LG/L

+Pj


× LG/L+Pµ

is given by sending [g0, . . . , gp] to the sequence of parahorics corresponding to the gallery

(f0 ≺ Γ0 ≻ Γ′
1 ≺ . . . ≻ Γ′

r ≺ Γr ≻ Γ′
r+1),

where Γj = g0g1 . . . gjFt′j . This already determines the small faces uniquely �

As in [CvdHS22, Remark 3.27], π maps the minimal gallery γµ to the point ̟w0(µ) ∈ Flµ(f0, fµ),
where w0 is the longest element in the relative Weyl group of G. Hence, we see that π restricts to
a map L+Gf0γµ → Flµ(f0, fµ). Since all minimal galleries of type tγµ lie in the same L+Gf0 -orbit,
birationality of π gives the following generalization of [GL05, Lemma 10].

Corollary 4.19. The Bott-Samelson resolution π : Σ(γµ)→ Fl≤µ(f0, fµ) induces a bijection between
the minimal galleries in Σ(γµ) (i.e., sequences of parahorics defined over O), and Flµ(f0, fµ)(k).

4.2. Root operators. Next, we introduce root operators on the set of combinatorial galleries Γ(γµ).
Although this is not strictly necessary for Theorem 4.49, it will simplify a step in the proof of this
theorem. While root operators can be defined for arbitrary affine buildings as in [Sch18], we will
emphasize the connection to the group G and the affine Grassmannian GrG , in order to relate them
to representation theory. In particular, we believe the results below to be of independent interest.

Let α be a simple nondivisible relative root of G, and set uα ∈ Q to be as in [KP23, Proposition
1.3.49 (3)], i.e., it represents the jumps between the affine roots with derivative α. We will define
three partially defined operators fα, eα, and ẽα on Γ(γµ). So let us fix some γ = (f0 = Γ′

0 ≺ Γ0 ≻
Γ′
1 ≺ . . . ≻ Γ′

r ≺ Γr ≻ Γ′
r+1 = fν) ∈ Γ(γµ). Let m ∈ uαZ be minimal such that Γ′

l ⊆ Hα,m = {x ∈
A | 〈α, x〉S = m} for some 0 ≤ l ≤ r + 1; in particular m ≤ 0. We will consider the following (not
mutually exclusive) cases:
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(I) If m < 0, let l be minimal such that Γ′
l ⊆ Hα,m, and let 0 ≤ j ≤ l be maximal such that

Γ′
j ⊆ Hα,m+uα .

(II) If m < 〈α, ν〉S , let j be maximal such that Γ′
j ⊆ Hα,m, and let j ≤ l ≤ r+1 be minimal such

that Γ′
l ⊆ Hα,m+uα .

(III) If γ crosses Hα,m, let j be minimal such that Γ′
j ⊆ Hα,m and such that Hα,m separates Γ′

i

from C−∞ for i < j. Moreover, let l > j be minimal such that Γ′
l ⊆ Hα,m.

Definition 4.20. For a nondivisible simple relative root α as above, we define three root operators
as partially defined functions Γ(γµ)→ Γ(γµ). Fix some γ ∈ Γ(γµ) as above.

• If γ satisfies (I), we define eα(γ) = (f0 ≺ Σ0 ≻ Σ′
1 ≺ . . . ≻ Σ′

r ≺ Σr ≻ Σr+1), where

Σi =





Γi for i < j,

sα,m+uα(Γi) for j ≤ i < l,

tα∨(Γi) for i ≥ l.

Here, sα,m+uα denotes the reflection across Hα,m+uα , while tα∨ denotes the translation by
α∨.

• If γ satisfies (II), we define fα(γ) = (f0 ≺ Σ0 ≻ Σ′
1 ≺ . . . ≻ Σ′

r ≺ Σr ≻ Σr+1), where

Σi =





Γi for i < j,

sα,m(Γi) for j ≤ i < l,

t−α∨(Γi) for i ≥ l.

• If γ satisfies (III), we define ẽα(γ) = (f0 ≺ Σ0 ≻ Σ′
1 ≺ . . . ≻ Σ′

r ≺ Σr ≻ Σr+1), where

Σi =

{
Γi for i < j and i ≥ l,

sα,m(Γi) for j ≤ i < l.

One readily checks that eα, fα, and ẽα take values in Γ(γµ). The following properties of the
root operators are standard, compare with [GL05, Lemma 6], and follow immediately from the
definitions.

Lemma 4.21. Fix a nondivisible simple relative root α, as well as some γ ∈ Γ(γµ, ν).

(1) If eα(γ) is defined, we have eα(γ) ∈ Γ(γµ, ν + α∨).
(2) If fα(γ) is defined, we have fα(γ) ∈ Γ(γµ, ν − α

∨).
(3) If eα(γ) is defined, then fα(eα(γ)) is defined and equals γ.
(4) If fα(γ) is defined, then eα(fα(γ)) is defined and equals γ.

(5) Let p and q be maximal such that fpα(γ) and e
q
α(γ) are defined. Then p− q = 〈α,ν〉S

uα
.

The result below gives a first indication of the relation between galleries and representation
theory. For a combinatorial gallery δ, let e(δ) ∈ X∗(Tad)I correspond to the target of γ, so that
δ ∈ Γ(γµ, e(δ)). We also set char Γ(γµ) :=

∑
γ∈Γ(γµ)

exp(e(γ)). Finally, let Γ(γµ, dom) be the set of

combinatorial galleries δ ∈ Γ(γµ) for which eα(δ) is not defined for any α.

On the other hand, consider the inertia-invariants ĜI of the Langlands dual group of G; for this

section, we consider Ĝ and ĜI over SpecC (or any field of characteristic 0). In that case, ĜI is
a (connected, by the assumption that G is simply connected) split reductive group with maximal

torus T̂ I [ALRR22, Theorem 1.1 (4)]. The Weyl group of ĜI is canonically isomorphic to W I , the

relative Weyl group of G. Then, for µ ∈ X∗(T )
+
I
∼= X∗(T̂ I)+, we let V (µ) be the unique irreducible

complex representation of ĜI of highest weight µ.

Corollary 4.22. There is an equality

charΓ(γµ) =
∑

γ∈Γ(γµ,dom)

charV (e(γ)).
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Proof. The proof is analogous to [GL05, Corollary 1]. By Weyl’s character formula, we have to show
( ∑

w∈W I

sgn(w) exp(w(ρ))

)
· char(Γ(γµ)) =

∑

γ∈Γ(γµ,dom)

( ∑

w∈W I

sgn(w) exp (w(ρ+ e(γ)))

)
.

As charΓ(γµ) is stable under the W I -action by Lemma 4.21, both sides of the above equation are
stable under W I , so it suffices to show the coefficients for the dominant weights agree. In other
words, let Ω := {(w, δ) ∈ W I × Γ(γµ) | w(ρ) + e(δ) ∈ X∗(T )

+}, and let Ω′ ⊆ Ω be the subset
consisting of those (w, δ) such that either w 6= 1 or δ /∈ Γ(γµ, dom). Then we are reduced to showing∑

(w,δ)∈Ω′ exp(w(ρ) + e(δ)) = 0. For this, we will construct an involution ϕ : Ω′ → Ω′ : (w, δ) 7→

(w′, δ′), such that sgn(w) = − sgn(w′) and w(ρ) + e(δ) = w′(ρ) + e(δ′). The existence of such an
involution then finishes the proof.

Fix some (w, δ) ∈ Ω, and let w(ρ) + δ be the shifted gallery obtained by translating δ facetwise
by w(ρ). If moreover (w, δ) ∈ Ω′, then w(ρ) + δ must meet a proper face F of the dominant
Weyl chamber in A . For such a proper face F, let Ω′(F) ⊆ Ω′ be the subset of those (w, δ), with
δ = (f0 ≺ Σ0 ≻ Σ′

1 ≺ . . . ≻ Σ′
r ≺ Σr ≻ Σr+1), satisfying the following: there exists some j such

that w(ρ) + Γ′
j is contained in the interior of F, and w(ρ) + Γ′

l is contained in the interior of the
dominant Weyl chamber for l > j.

Then Ω′ =
⊔
Ω′(F), so it suffices to define ϕ : Ω′(F)→ Ω′(F) with the required properties, for some

fixed F. Let α be a nondivisible simple relative root of G orthogonal to F. Then n := 〈α,w(ρ)〉S
uα

6= 0

for any (w, δ) ∈ Ω′(F). If 〈α,w(ρ)〉S < 0, we set ϕ(w, δ) := (sαw, f
−n
α (δ)), which is well-defined and

lies in Ω′(F). Similarly, if 〈α,w(ρ)〉S > 0, we set ϕ(w, δ) := (sαw, e
n
α(δ)) ∈ Ω′(F). Lemma 4.21 then

implies that ϕ is an involution and satisfies the desired properties. �

The corollary above relates the character of all combinatorial galleries of the same type as γµ
with the sum of the characters of certain representations of ĜI . In order to single out the character
of V (µ), we will introduce the dimension of combinatorial galleries.

Definition 4.23. Let γ = (f0 = Γ′
0 ≺ Γ0 ≻ Γ′

1 ≺ . . . ≻ Γ′
r ≺ Γr ≻ Γ′

r+1) ∈ Γ+(γµ) be a positively
folded combinatorial gallery.

(1) A reflection hyperplane H is a load-bearing wall for γ at Γj if we have Γ′
j ⊆ H but Γj * H,

and if H separates Γj from C−∞.
(2) The dimension dim γ of γ is the number of pairs (H,Γj) such that the reflection hyperplane

H is a load-bearing wall for γ at Γj .

Remark 4.24. In the definition above, γ is assumed to be positively folded. Hence, if γ is folded
at Γ′

j , then all folding hyperplanes containing Γ′
j are load-bearing by definition. Note also that a

hyperplane H need not be load-bearing for all small facets of γ it contains.

Example 4.25. For any positive nondivisible root β, there are 〈β,µ〉S
uβ

load-bearing walls for γµ
which are parallel to Hβ,0. Hence, we have

dim γµ =
∑

β

〈β, µ〉S
uβ

= 〈2ρ, µ〉.

Here, we are implicitly using that our definition of 〈2ρ,−〉 agrees with the definition from e.g. [Ric13,
§1]. For any w ∈W I , we obtain a gallery γw(µ) be applying w facetwise to γµ. Then γw(µ) is minimal
without foldings, as the same holds for γµ. Moreover, it is easy to see that dim γw(µ) = 〈ρ, µ+w(µ)〉.

Remark 4.26. Let γ = (f0 = Γ′
0 ≺ Γ0 ≻ Γ′

1 ≺ . . . ≻ Γ′
r ≺ Γr ≻ Γ′

r+1 = fν) ∈ Γ(γµ) be a
combinatorial gallery. Consider the gallery γ∗, which is obtained by reversing the order of the facets
in the shifted gallery γ − ν. In particular, γ∗ ∈ Γ(w0(γ

∗
µ)) is a combinatorial gallery, of the same

type as γ∗µ and w0(γ
∗
µ). In fact, γ 7→ γ∗ defines a bijection Γ(γµ) ∼= Γ(w0(γ

∗
µ)), and this bijection

identifies the positively folded galleries. Moreover, for any nondivisible simple relative root α we
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have eα(γ) = (fα(γ
∗))∗ (respectively fα(γ) = (eα(γ

∗))∗), as soon as either side of these equalities is
defined.

Using this notion of dual combinatorial galleries, we can determine the effect of root operators
on the dimensions and folds of galleries, similar to [GL05, Lemma 7].

Lemma 4.27. Let γ = (f0 = Γ′
0 ≺ Γ0 ≻ Γ′

1 ≺ . . . ≻ Γ′
r ≺ Γr ≻ Γ′

r+1) ∈ Γ(γµ) and α a nondivisible
simple relative root.

(1) If eα(γ) (resp. ẽα(γ), resp. fα(γ)) is defined, we have dim eα(γ) = dim γ+1 (resp. dim ẽα(γ) =
dim γ + 1, resp. dim fα(γ) = dim γ − 1).

(2) If γ ∈ Γ+(γµ) and ẽα(γ) is defined, then also ẽα(γ) ∈ Γ+(γµ).
(3) Assume γ ∈ Γ+(γµ) and that ẽα(γ) is not defined. Then, if eα(γ) or fα(γ) is defined, it is

positively folded.

Proof. The proof is similar to [GL05, Lemma 7]; we sketch it for convenience.

(1) Consider some facets Γ′
j ≺ Γj of γ, and a reflection hyperplane H ⊇ Γ′

j . Then translations
preserve the relative position of Γj and H with respect to C−∞. On the other hand, a
reflection reverses the relative position if and only if Γ′

j is contained in a hyperplane parallel
to the hyperplane fixed by the reflection. From there one deduces the lemma for eα and fα.

Now, let j, l be as in (III). Then Hα,m is load-bearing at both Γj and Γl for ẽα(γ), but
only at Γl for γ. Since ẽα does not affect the relative position at the other facets of the
galleries, we conclude that dim ẽγ = dim γ + 1.

(2) Again, we only have to check the facets for the indices j and l. But the proof of (1) already
implies that all additional folds are positive.

(3) We consider eα, the case of fα being dual. Let j, l be as in (I); as before, it suffices to
consider the folds at Γ′

j and Γ′
l. By definition, Γ′

j only obtains a positive fold by applying

eα, regardless of the assumption on ẽα(γ). However, if the latter is not defined, this means
that Hα,m does not separate Γl−1 and Γl. Hence, applying eα to these two facets gives two
facets which are separated by Hα,m+2uα . Since α is simple, we conclude that all folds of
eα(γ) are positive, as required.

�

This allows us to give a bound on the dimension of positively folded combinatorial galleries.

Proposition 4.28. For any γ ∈ Γ+(γµ), we have dim γ ≤ 〈ρ, µ+ e(γ)〉.

Proof. We proceed by induction on 〈ρ, µ − e(γ)〉 ∈ N. If this number is 0, we must have e(γ) = µ.
But γµ is the only element in Γ(γµ) with target µ, for which the dimension formula holds by
Example 4.25. So we may assume e(γ) 6= µ, in which case γ = [γ0, . . . , γr] with γ0 6= id. Let α be a
nondivisible simple relative root such that sαγ0 < γ0.

Assume first that ẽα(γ) is not defined. Then γ does not satisfy condition (III) above, so that it
must satisfy condition (I) as γ0 6= id. In other words, eα(γ) is defined, and by Lemma 4.27 it is
positively folded. Then the dimension estimate follows by dim eα(γ) = dim γ + 1 and induction.

On the other hand, if ẽα(γ) is defined, we keep applying ẽα′ (possibly for different roots), until we
get a gallery γ′ (necessarily positively folded and with e(γ′) = e(γ)) and a root β such that ẽβ(γ

′)
is not defined. Then the proposition follows from induction and Lemma 4.27. �

Definition 4.29. A positively folded gallery γ ∈ Γ+(γµ) is called an LS gallery (or Lakshimibai-
Seshadri gallery, in analogy to the terminology from [Lit95]) if dim γ = 〈ρ, µ+ e(γ)〉. We denote the
set of LS galleries of the same type as γµ by Γ+

LS(γµ).

Using these LS galleries, we can now determine the character of a single irreducible representation

of ĜI , in terms of combinatorial galleries.

Theorem 4.30. (1) The set Γ+
LS(γµ) is the subset of Γ(γµ) generated by γµ under the root

operators fα.
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(2) A gallery γ ∈ Γ+(γµ) is an LS gallery if and only if its dual γ∗ is an LS gallery.
(3) We have

charV (µ) =
∑

γ∈Γ+
LS(γµ)

exp(e(γ)).

Proof. (1) If γ ∈ Γ+
LS(γµ), the proof of Proposition 4.28 shows that we can obtain γµ from γ

by applying root operators of the form eα. By Lemma 4.21, this shows that repeatedly
applying the root operators fα to γµ generates at least Γ+

LS(γµ). To ensure we only get
the LS galleries, it suffices to show the root operators fα preserve LS galleries, so let again
γ ∈ Γ+

LS(γµ). Then ẽα(γ) is not defined for dimension reasons, so fα(γ) is an LS gallery by
Lemma 4.27 (1) and (3).

(2) follows from (1) and Remark 4.26.
(3) We can repeat the proof of Corollary 4.22 to the set of LS galleries, rather than all combi-

natorial galleries. The statement then follows from the observation that γµ is the only LS
gallery in Γ(γµ, dom).

�

4.3. Retractions. In order to make the semi-infinite orbits enter the picture, we will use the re-
traction at infinity. We will also need to relate it to retractions in the spherical building attached
to the maximal reductive quotient of the special fiber of G. Let us briefly recall these notions, and
refer to [Bro89] for more details, in particular for the building at infinity.

Example 4.31. For a parahoric integral model P of G contained in G, the image in G of the
special fiber of P is a parabolic subgroup P. In particular, the Iwahori I gives rise to a Borel
B ⊆ G. Recall that the chambers of Bs(G, k) are in bijection to G/B(k), and similarly for more
general facets; we had denoted the simplex corresponding to a parabolic P by FP. The retraction
rCf ,A s(G,S,k) : Bs(G, k) → A s(G, S, k) with center Cf can be described explicitly via the Bruhat
decomposition, as in [GL05, Example 1]. Namely, consider a proper parabolic P′ ⊂ G of the same
type as a standard parabolic P, along with its associated simplex FP′ in B

s(G, k). By the Bruhat
decomposition, we can find b ∈ B(k) and a unique w ∈ WG/WP such that P′ = bwP in G/P(k).
Then FP′ retracts to wFP, i.e.,

rCf ,A s(FP′) = wFP = FwPw−1 .

Definition 4.32. The retraction at −∞ is the unique map r−∞ : B(G,F ) → A defined via
r−∞(∆′) = r∆,A (∆′), where r∆,A is the usual retraction of B(G,F ) onto A with center ∆ [KP23,
Definition 1.5.25], and ∆ is any alcove contained in a common apartment with ∆′, as well as in a
sector equivalent to −Cf .

Since the fibers of a retraction r∆,A : B(G,F ) → A are exactly the U∆-orbits on B(G,F ), the
following proposition can be obtained similarly to [GL05, Proposition 1], cf. also [Sch18, §2.3].

Proposition 4.33. The fibers of r−∞ : B(G,F )→ A are the U−(F )-orbits on B(G,F ).

We can also facetwise extend r−∞ to galleries, which gives the following geometric picture.

Proposition 4.34. The retraction at infinity induces a map rγµ : Σ(γµ)(k)→ Γ(γµ). The fibers of
this map correspond to locally closed subschemes of Cδ ⊆ Σ(γµ), and they form a filtrable decompo-
sition.

Proof. As retractions are morphisms of simplicial complexes, the extension of r−∞ to galleries
preserves the types of galleries. Since r−∞ moreover fixes A , it maps a gallery of type tγµ to a

combinatorial gallery. This induces the desired map rγµ : Σ(γµ)(k)→ Γ(γµ).
In order to describe the fibers of this map, choose some anti-dominant regular cocharacter

λ : Gm,O → S, and consider the induced Gm,k-action on Σ(γµ). We claim that the Cδ arise
from a Bialynicki-Birula decomposition as in [BB73]. As the Bott-Samelson resolution can be
Gm-equivariantly embedded in a projective space with linear Gm-action, it follows from [BB76,
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Theorem 3] that this decomposition is filtrable. The claim can be shown as in [GL05, Proposition
6], we sketch the proof for convenience of the reader.

By [Ric19, Corollary 1.16], we can assume k = k. Let δ = (f0 ≺ Σ0 ≻ Σ′
1 ≺ . . . ≺ Σr ≻ Σ′

r+1) ∈
Γ(γµ) be a combinatorial gallery, and let g = (f0 ≺ Γ0 ≻ Γ′

1 ≺ . . . ≺ Γr ≻ Γ′
r+1) be a gallery of

type tγµ retracting to δ. By Proposition 4.33, there exist uj ∈ U
−(F̆ ) such that Γj = uj ·Σj, which

moreover satisfy u0 · f0 = f0 and u−1
j−1uj · Σ

′
j = Σ′

j . Conversely, any sequence (uj)0≤j≤r satisfying

these conditions determines a gallery (u0 · f0 ≺ u0 ·Σ0 ≻ u1 ·Σ
′
1 ≺ . . . ≺ Σr ≻ Σ′

r+1) retracting to δ.

Since S normalizes U− and for any t ∈ S(F̆ ), the element (tu−1
j−1t

−1)(tujt−
1) preserves Σ′

j exactly

when t−1
j−1uj does, the fibres of r−∞ are Gm,k-equivariant. In particular, the Gm,k-fixed points in

Σ(γµ) are exactly the combinatorial galleries Γ(γµ). The assumption that λ is anti-dominant then

implies that limt→0 λ(t)U
−(F̆ )λ(t)−1 = 1, and hence also that limt→0 λ(s)g = δ, as desired. �

Lemma 4.35. If Cδ ∩ Flµ(f0, fµ) 6= ∅ for δ ∈ Γ(γµ), then δ ∈ Γ+(γµ).

Proof. The proof of [GL05, Lemma 11] is purely based on building combinatorics, and hence applies
verbatim to our setting. �

The fibers of the retraction map describe the intersection of Schubert cells and semi-infinite orbits
as follows.

Corollary 4.36. The retraction map rγµ restricts to a map r+γµ : Flµ(f0, fµ)→ Γ+(γµ). Moreover,

for ν ∈ X∗(Tad)I we have a filtrable decomposition
⋃

δ∈Γ+(γµ,ν)

(Cδ ∩ Flµ(f0, fµ)) = S
−
w0(ν)

∩ Flµ(f0, fµ).

Proof. The first statement follows immediately from Lemma 4.35, while the second statement follows
from Proposition 4.33, and the fact that the Bott-Samelson resolution is L+G-equivariant and maps
a combinatorial gallery δ ∈ Σ(γµ) to ̟

w0(e(δ)) ∈ Fl≤µ(f0, fµ). �

Next, we describe an open affine covering of Σ(γµ) as in [GL05]. They will be built inductively
out of the following base case.

Lemma 4.37. For standard parahorics P ′ ⊃ P ⊇ I, consider the set R of affine roots ψ for which
Uψ ⊂ P

′ and Uψ * P. Then there is an open immersion
∏
ψ∈R L

+Uψ/L
+Uψ+ → L+P ′/L+P, the

source of which is isomorphic to (the perfection of) an affine space.

We denote the image of this open immersion by A(P ′/P) ⊆ L+P ′/L+P .

Proof. Since Uψ ⊆ L
+P ′ implies Uψ+ ⊆ L

+I ⊆ L+P , we have natural maps

L+Uψ/L
+Uψ+ → L+P ′/L+P .

Note that sinceG is residually split, its affine root system is reduced, so that L+Uψ/L
+Uψ+ ∼= A1,perf

k .
Now, consider the map f :

∏
ψ∈R L

+Uψ/L
+Uψ+ → L+P ′/L+P , induced by the multiplication with

respect to a choice of ordering on R. Then, under the identification of L+P ′/L+P with (the
perfection of) a partial flag variety for the maximal reductive quotient of the special fiber of L+P ′,
the map f corresponds exactly to the inclusion of an open cell as in [Jan03, II.1.9]. �

Next, for w ∈WP′/WP , consider the finite subsets of affine roots

R+(w) := {ψ > 0 | Uw−1(ψ) * P}

and
R−(w) := {ψ < 0 | w(ψ) < 0, Uψ ⊆ P

′, Uψ * P},

where we identify w with its minimal length representative in WP′ . Then we define A+(w) :=∏
ψ∈R+(w) L

+Uψ/L
+Uψ+ and A−(w) :=

∏
ψ∈R−(w) L

+Uψ/L
+Uψ+. As the notation suggests, these

are (perfections of) affine spaces. Moreover, we have an affine open neighbourhood wA(P ′/P) =
A+(w)wA−(w) of w in L+P ′/L+P . The lemma above immediately gives the following corollary.
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Corollary 4.38. For any δ = [δ0, . . . , δr] ∈ Γ(γµ), the there is a natural open immersion

A+(δ0)δ0A
−(δ0)× . . .× A+(δr)δrA

−(δr)→ Σ(γµ).

Denoting the corresponding open subscheme by A(δ) ⊆ Σ(γµ), we have δ ∈ Cδ ⊆ A(δ) and Σ(γµ) =⋃
δ∈Γ(γµ)

A(δ).

Remark 4.39. Recall that since G is residually split, its affine root system is reduced. Hence, for
any w ∈ WP′/WP , the affine roots in R+(w) ⊔ (−R−(w)) are exactly those positive affine roots
whose corresponding reflection hyperplane contain FP′ but not wFP .

Now, let us get back to understanding the open subsets (Cδ ∩ Flµ(f0, fµ)) ⊆ Cδ, for δ ∈ Γ+(γµ).
We will start with the whole Cδ’s, for which we need some more combinatorics.

Notation 4.40. Let δ = [δ0, . . . , δr] = (f0 ≺ Σ0 ≻ Σ′
1 ≺ . . . ≺ Σr ≻ Σ′

r+1) ∈ Γ+(γµ) be a
positively folded combinatorial gallery. By Remark 4.39 above, the set of reflection hyperplanes in
A containing Σ′

j but not δjΣj is naturally in bijection with R(δj) := R+(δj) ⊔R
−(δj); we fix this

identification in what follows. Then, we denote by J−∞(δ) ⊆
⊔
j=0,...,r R(δj) those hyperplanes that

are load-bearing at Σ′
j , and let J±

−∞(δ) := J−∞(δ) ∩ (
⊔
j R

±(δj)). Since δ is positively folded, we

have J−
−∞(δ) =

⊔
j R

−(δj). Moreover, we the number of elements in J−∞ is exactly dim δ.

Proposition 4.41. Let δ = [δ0, . . . , δr] ∈ Γ+(γµ). Then the inclusion Cδ ⊆ A(δ) can be identified
with

∏

j=0,...,r




 ∏

ψ∈R+(δj)∩J−∞(δ)

L+Uψ/L
+Uψ+


 δj


 ∏

ψ∈R−(δj)

L+Uψ/L
+Uψ+






⊆
∏

j=0,...,r




 ∏

ψ∈R+(δj)

L+Uψ/L
+Uψ+


 δj


 ∏

ψ∈R−(δj)

L+Uψ/L
+Uψ+




 .

Consequently, we have Cδ ∼= Adim δ,perf
k .

Proof. We may assume that F = F̆ , i.e., that k = k, and proceed as in [GL05, Lemma 13]. Let g =
[g0, . . . , gr] be a gallery in B(G,F ) with gj ∈ A+(δj)δjA−(δj). We need to determine the conditions
under which g retracts to δ. We write δ = [δ0, . . . , δr] = (f0 ≺ Σ0 ≻ Σ′

1 ≺ . . . ≺ Σr ≻ Σ′
r+1).

We start with g0, i.e., we need to determine when r−∞(g0ΓP0) = δ0(ΓP0). Recall that P0 was
the standard parahoric corresponding to the type t0 from (4.2), and ΓP0 is the corresponding facet.
Consider the maximal reductive quotient G of the special fiber of G, and the parabolic P ⊂ G

corresponding to P0 ⊂ G; in particular we have G/P ∼= L+G/L+P0, and we can view δ0 as an
element of W0/W

′
0
∼= WG/WP. Let S ⊆ G be the maximal torus corresponding to S ⊆ G, and

P− ⊇ S the parabolic opposite to P. In this case, we can describe the retraction at −∞ via
r−∞(g0ΓP0) = rw0∆f ,A(g0ΓP0), where w0 is the longest element in the finite Weyl group WG of G.

By Remark 4.3 and the isomorphism L+G/L+P0
∼= G/P, we are reduced to determining the spherical

facets which retract to δ0(FP) under r−Cf
= rw0Cf ,A s . But under the identification of the facets of

the same type as P− in Bs(G, k) with G/P−(k), Example 4.31 tells us that r−1
−Cf

(δ0Γ) = (B)−δ0w0

in G/P−. Note also that

B
−δ0w0

∼=


 ∏

ψ<0,(δ0w0)−1(ψ)>0

L+Uψ/L
+Uψ+


 δ0w0 = δ0


 ∏

ψ<0,δ0(ψ)>0

L+Uψ/L
+Uψ+


w0,

and that right-multiplication by w0 gives an isomorphism G/P ∼= G/P−. We can then conclude that
g0ΓP0 retracts onto δ0(ΓP0) exactly when

g0 ∈ δ0
∏

ψ∈R−(δ0)

L+Uψ/L
+Uψ+,

again using G/P ∼= L+G/L+P0. Since R
+(δ0)∩J−∞(δ) = ∅, this gives the desired condition for g0.
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For j > 0, we can retract g step by step. So let

g′ = [δ0, . . . , δj−1, gj , . . . , gr] = (f0 ≺ . . . ≺ Σj−1 ≻ Σ′
j ≺ Ξj ≻ Ξ′

j+1 ≺ . . .),

where Ξj = δ0 . . . δj−1gjFtj and gj ∈ A+(δj)δjA−(δj). Consider the simple affine roots ζ1, . . . , ζl(δj)
corresponding to the simple reflections in a reduced decomposition sζ1 . . . sζj of δj . Then we have

R+(δj) = {ζ1, sζ1(ζ2), . . . , sζ1 . . . sζl(δj )−1
(ζl(δj))}.

In particular, there exist elements a1, . . . , al(δj) ∈ F̆ and bψ ∈ F̆ such that

gj = pζ1(a1) · sζ1 · . . . · pζl(δj)(al(δj)) · sζl(δj )
·

∏

ψ∈R−(δj)

pψ(bψ),

where pψ : L
+Uψ/L

+Uψ+ → L+P ′
j/L

+Pj denotes the locally closed immersion.
To determine the necessary conditions on these ai and bψ such that g′ retracts to δ, let us first

assume all the bψ are zero. Let

Γi = δ0 . . . δj−1pζ1(a1)sζ1 . . . pζi(ai)sζi∆f

for any i. Then by [BT72, Proposition 2.1.9], (Γ0, . . . ,Γl(δj)) is a minimal gallery of alcoves joining
Γ0 ≻ Σj−1 and Γl(δj) ≻ Ξj . By minimality, Ξj retracts to Σj exactly when each Γi retracts to
Θi := δ0 . . . δj−1sζ1 . . . sζi∆f , for 1 ≤ i ≤ l(δj). We can again apply this retraction step by step, so
we need to determine when Υi := δ0 . . . δj−1sζ1 . . . sζi−1pζi(ai)sζi∆f retracts to Θi.

We may assume Υi 6= Θi, in which case (Θi−1 ≻ Θ′
i ≺ Υi) and (sHΘi−1 ≻ Θ′

i ≺ Υi) are minimal
galleries in any apartment containing them. Here, Θ′

i is the obvious codimension 1 face of Θi,
and sH is the reflection corresponding to the unique hyperplane H containing Θ′

i. Let A ′ be an
apartment containing Υ′

i and H. Let us fix some alcove ∆′ ⊂ A ∩ A
′ such that r−∞ = r∆′,A , at

least for all facets we will concern ourselves with. If H is not load-bearing at this place, then ∆′

and Θi are not separated by H. But Υi and ∆′ are separated by H, so that the properties of r−∞

imply that Υi can only retract to Θi if they are already equal; this contradiction shows that ai must

be 0. On the other hand, if H is load-bearing at this place, a similar argument shows that ai ∈ F̆
can be arbitrary, and we have determined the possible values for the ai under the assumption that
each bψ = 0.

However, since the reflection hyperplanes corresponding to ψ ∈ R−(δj) are automatically load-
bearing at Σ′

j , we can show in the same way that bψ can be arbitrary, independently of the values
of ai. This gives the desired description for the gj ’s, and hence concludes the proof. �

Corollary 4.42. For any w ∈W0, we have A〈ρ,µ−w(µ)〉,perf ∼= GrG,µ ∩S
−
w(µ) ⊆ GrG.

It will follow from Lemma 4.47 that this a similar statement also holds without the assumption
that G is semisimple or simply connected.

Proof. By Proposition 3.11, we have GrG,µ ∩S
−
w(µ) = GrG,≤µ ∩S

−
w(µ), so that this intersection more-

over agrees with
⊔
δ∈Γ+(γµ,w(µ))Cδ by Corollary 4.36. Now, Γ+(γµ, w(µ)) is a singleton, and consists

of the gallery obtained by facetwise applying w to γµ. We conclude by Proposition 4.41 and Exam-
ple 4.25. �

4.4. Intersections of Schubert cells and semi-infinite orbits. Finally, we will use the results
above to deduce Theorem 1.2, generalizing Corollary 4.42 above. By Corollary 4.36, we need to
understand the intersection of each Cδ with Flµ(f0, fµ) ⊆ Σ(γµ), i.e., which galleries in Cδ are
minimal. This will be done by cutting γµ (and hence all galleries of the same type) into smaller
triple galleries.

Definition 4.43. A triple gallery is a sequence (Υ ≻ Ξ′ ≺ Ξ) of facets of B(G,F ′), such that Ξ′

is a codimension 1 face of both Υ and Ξ. It is called minimal if MA ′(Υ,Ξ) consists exactly of
those walls containing Ξ′ but not Ξ, for any apartment A ′ containing Υ and Ξ. Such an apartment
always exists, and minimality does not depend on the choice of such an apartment.
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Clearly, if γ = (Γ′
0 ≺ Γ0 ≻ Γ′

1 ≺ . . . ≻ Γ′
r ≺ Γr ≻ Γ′

r+1) is a minimal gallery in B(G,F ′), then
each (Γj−1 ≻ Γ′

j ≺ Γj) is a minimal triple gallery of faces. Moreover, as in [GL05, Remark 7],

(Υ ≻ Ξ′ ≺ Ξ) is minimal exactly when for any alcove ∆ ≻ Υ in A ′ at maximal distance from Ξ,
the length of any minimal gallery of alcoves joining ∆ and projF (∆) is |MA ′(Ξ′,Ξ)|.

Now, let ǫ = (tj−1 ⊂ t′j ⊃ tj) be a triple gallery of types appearing in tγµ , and consider the

standard parahorics P ′
j ⊃ Pj of types t′j ⊃ tj respectively. Denote by τ ∈ Waf the shortest

representative of the longest class in W ′
j/Wj . Then we can explicitly describe the minimal triple

galleries of type ǫ, as in [GL05, Lemma 12, Proposition 8].

Lemma 4.44. Let ρ = (Υ ≻ Ξ′ ≺ Ξ) be a triple gallery of faces in B(G,F ′) of type ǫ, with Υ � ∆f .

(1) If Ξ = xΞPj for some x ∈ A+(τ)τ , then ρ is minimal.
(2) Conversely, if ρ is minimal, we can find x ∈ A+(τ)τ and y ∈ StabE(P

′
j) such that Ξ =

yxΞPj .

Proof. (1) By [BT72, Proposition 2.1.9], there exists a minimal gallery of alcoves of length l(τ)
between ∆f � Υ and x∆f = projΞ(∆f ), so that ∆f is at maximal distance from Ξ. But then ρ can
obtained from such a gallery above using the action of the stabilizer of Υ ∪ Ξ, so that the lemma
follows from [GL05, Lemma 3].

(2) Let A ′ be an apartment containing ρ, and let r := |MA ′(Ξ′,Ξ)|. Choose an alcove ∆ � Υ in
A ′ at maximal distance from Ξ. Then minimality of ρ implies that any minimal gallery of alcoves
joining ∆ and projΞ(∆) has length r; let ξ = (∆,∆1, . . . ,∆r = projΞ(∆)) be such a gallery of alcoves.
Then there exists y ∈ StabE(P

′
j) such that the minimal gallery yρ = (y∆ = ∆f , y∆1, . . . , y∆r) starts

at ∆f . By [BT72, Proposition 2.1.9] and [GL05, Remark 16 (2)], we can find x ∈ A+(τ)τ such that
y projΞ(∆) = x∆f . This implies Ξ = y−1xΞPj , as desired. �

Remark 4.45. As in [GL05, Proposition 10], we could already conclude that for regular µ ∈
X∗(Tad)

+
I and arbitrary ν ∈ X∗(Tad)I , the intersection GrG,µ ∩S

−
ν is isomorphic to some Ar × Gsm

(not just up to some filtrable decomposition). Indeed, using Lemma 4.44, we can describe which
galleries in Cδ are minimal in terms of the identification from Proposition 4.41. However, for general
µ, we need some extra arguments, as in [GL05, Proposition 9].

Consider P ′ ⊃ P standard parahorics and w, τ ∈ WP′/WP as above, where as usual we identify
an equivalence class in WP′/WP with its shortest representative in WP .

Lemma 4.46. The intersection

A+(w)wA−(w) ∩ A+(τ)τ

in P ′/P admits a filtrable decomposition into perfect cells.

Proof. As in [GL05, Proposition 9], we reduce to showing the claim for the intersection Iv−1 ∩
I−P ′/P in P ′/P . Using the isomorphism P ′/P ∼= P′/P, it suffices to show the claim for the
intersection of Schubert varieties in a finite flag varieties of G. But G is split as G was assumed
residually split, so that [Deo85, Corollary 1.2] gives us a decomposition into cells. This decomposition
is moreover filtrable by [Dud09, Lemma 2.5]. �

From now on, we remove the assumption that G is semisimple or simply connected. The next
lemma explains how we can still use the results of this section.

Lemma 4.47. Let Gad be the adjoint quotient of G, and Gsc its simply connected cover. Let Gad
and Gsc be the respective parahoric models corresponding to G under isomorphisms B(Gsc, F ) ∼=
B(G,F ) ∼= B(Gad, F ). Fix some µ ∈ X∗(T )

+
I ; by composing with T → Tad we can view it as a

cocharacter in X∗(Tad)I . Then there are natural isomorphisms

FlG,≤µ(f0, fµ) ∼= FlGad,≤µ(f0, fµ)
∼= FlGsc,≤µ(f0, fµ),

which are equivariant for the L+G- and L+Gsc-actions respectively, and compatible for the intersec-
tions with the semi-infinite orbits.
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Note that we have a canonical isomorphism FlG,≤µ(f0, fµ) ∼= GrG,≤µ, and similarly for Gad. For
Gsc, this only holds if µ ∈ X∗(Tad)

+
I is induced by a cocharacter of Gsc.

Proof. Consider the morphism FlG → FlGad
induced by the quotient G → Gad. It is clearly LG-

equivariant, which will imply the combatiblity for the intersections with the semi-infinite orbits.
It restricts to a morphism FlG,≤µ(f0, fµ) → FlGad,≤µ(f0, fµ) as both schemes are defined as orbit
closures. By [BS17, Lemma 3.8], it suffices to show this map is a universal homeomorphism, i.e.,
surjective, radicial, and universally closed. As Schubert varieties are perfections of proper schemes,
any morphism between them is universally closed. For the other properties, it suffices to show
the same properties on the stratifications by I-orbits. This is shown in [HR23, Proposition 3.5]
in equal characteristic, but the proof also works in mixed characteristic. (We note that the use of
[HR23, Proposition 3.1] becomes superfluous, as perfected Schubert varieties are always normal by
[AGLR22, Proposition 3.7] and [CX22, Lemma 2.8].)

Next, the quotient LGsc → LGad realizes any connected component of FlGad
as the quotient of

LGsc by a very special parahoric. Indeed, for the neutral component this follows as in the previous
paragraph, and in general by conjugating G by a suitable element in LGad. The same argument as
in the previous paragraph then concludes the proof. �

Remark 4.48. Consider the group G = PU3 corresponding to a ramified quadratic extension.
Then although there are two very special standard parahorics, which are not conjugate to each
other, we also have π0(LG) = π1(PU3)I = 1, so that we only need to consider the neutral connected
component.

Theorem 4.49. For any µ ∈ X∗(T )
+
I and ν ∈ X∗(T )I , the intersection GrG,µ ∩S

−
ν admits a filtrable

decomposition by subschemes of the form Ar,perfk ×k Gs,perfm .

Remark 4.50. Since we have opted to follow the methods of [GL05], the semi-infinite orbits S−ν
for the negative Borel arose. It follows however easily from the theorem that GrG,µ ∩S

+
ν also admits

a filtrable decomposition into products of A1,perf ’s and Gperf
m ’s, by changing the choice of Borel.

Proof. By Corollary 4.36, it suffices to stratify the intersections Cδ ∩ GrG,µ, for δ ∈ Γ+(γµ). By
Corollary 4.19, this amounts to determining which galleries in Cδ are minimal. Breaking up a (not
necessarily combinatorial) gallery γ ∈ Cδ into triple galleries as in Definition 4.43, we see as in
[GL05, Remark 8] that γ is minimal if and only if each triple gallery appearing is minimal.

Recall that Σ(γµ) was defined as an iterated fibration with partial flag varieties as fibers. By
Lemma 4.44, the minimal galleries in Cδ ⊆ Σ(γµ) are those contained in the subscheme given by
an iterated fibration with fibers A+(δj)δjA−(δj) ∩A+(τj)τj , where τj is as in Lemma 4.44. But we
know these fibers are stratified by perfect cells by Lemma 4.46. Hence, Cδ ∩ GrG,µ is an iterated
fibration whose fibers admit stratifications by perfect cells, so that the same holds for Cδ ∩GrG,µ as
well, concluding the proof. �

Example 4.51. Let us describe the intersections GrG,µ ∩S
±
ν explicitly for the group SU3 associated

to a ramified quadratic extension F̃ /F . This is similar to the case of the split group PGL2, for
which we refer to [CvdHS22, Example 3.37]. Although this SU3 has two conjugacy classes of very
special parahorics, the discussion below works uniformly for both cases.

We identify the injections X∗(S) ⊆ X∗(T )I ⊆ X∗(S)⊗ZR with Z ⊆ 1
2Z ⊆ R, where the dominant

cocharacters (for the usual choice of Borel B) correspond to positive numbers. Let µ ∈ X∗(T )
+
I .

Then there is a unique choice of γµ, namely the gallery of length 4µ which goes straight from 0 to
µ. For each ν ∈ X∗(T )I satisfying |ν| ≤ |µ| and µ − ν ∈ Z, there may be multiple combinatorial
galleries in Γ(γµ, ν), but there is a unique positively folded one. This is the gallery having at most
one fold, in which case it changes from moving to C−∞ to the opposite direction; we call this gallery
δν . If ν does not satisfy the conditions above, then Γ(γµ, ν) = ∅.

Then Proposition 4.41 gives us Cδν
∼= Adim δν ,perf

k . To understand Cδν ∩ GrG,µ, we need to see
which points correspond to minimal galleries. As in [GL05, Proposition 10], the only potential
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obstruction to minimality arises at the fold. We deduce that Cδν ∩ GrG,µ ∼= Adim δ,perf
k if ν = ±µ,

as δν has no folds in this case, and Cδν ∩ GrG,µ ∼= Gperf
m,k × Adim δ−1,perf

k otherwise. It is also clear

that dim δν is the number of steps where δν moves away from C−∞, so that dim δν = 2(µ+ ν). This
completely determines the intersections GrG,µ ∩S

±
ν , by Theorem 4.49.

To end this section, we record some corollaries that will be used later on.

Lemma 4.52. Consider n≫ 0 for which the action of L+G factors through LnG, and let Pnw0(µ)
⊆

LnG be the stabilizer of ̟w0(µ). Then for any δ ∈ Γ+(γµ), the P
n
w0(µ)

-torsor LnG → GrG,µ is trivial

over the locally closed subscheme Cδ ∩GrG,µ.

Proof. Consider the following diagram with cartesian square:

LnG LnG/(L>0G ∩ Pnw0(µ)
) GrG,µ

L0G G G/Pw0(µ).

g f

Here, G is the reductive quotient of the special fiber L0G of G, and the parabolic subgroup Pw0(µ) ⊆ G

is the image of P0
w0(µ)

. By [Jan03, II.1.10 (5)], the projection G → G/Pw0(µ) has sections over the

attractors for the Gm,k-action on G/Pw0(µ) induced by an anti-dominant regular cocharacter. Note

that these attractors are affine spaces. Since L0G → G is a vector bundle, and any vector bundle
over an affine space is trivial, we see that L0G → G/P(w0(µ)) has a section over each such attractor.
In particular, f has sections over the preimage in GrG,µ of any such attractor. On the other hand,
since GrG,µ → G/Pw0(µ) is an affine morphism, LnG/(L>0G ∩ Pnw0(µ)

) is also affine. And since g

is a torsor under a unipotent group scheme by Lemma 4.53 below, it is a trivial torsor by [RS20,
Proposition A.6]. So we are left to show that each Cδ ∩GrG,µ is contained in the preimage of some
attractor in G/Pw0(µ).

Consider the Bott-Samelson scheme Σ(γµ), along with its projection onto the first factor Pf0/P0,
which is clearly L+G-equivariant. Moreover, there is an equivariant identification Pf0/P0

∼= G/Pw0(µ),
by Remark 4.10, under which the restriction of Σ(γµ)→ Pf0/P0 agrees with GrG,µ → G/Pw0(µ). We
conclude by observing that Σ(γµ) → Pf0/P0 preserves the attractors for the Gm,k-action induced
by a regular anti-dominant cocharacter, and that the Cδ’s are exactly these attractors. �

The following cellularity result was used in the proof above, and is a generalization of [RS20,
Remark 4.2.8] to the residually split case.

Lemma 4.53. For each n ≥ m ≥ 0, the kernel ker(Pnw0(µ)
→ Pmw0(µ)

) is a perfected vector group.

In particular, Pnw0(µ)
is perfectly cellular.

Proof. The first assertion follows from [RS20, Proposition A.9]. For the second one, since P0
w0(µ)

is

affine, it suffices by [RS20, Proposition A.6] to show P0
w0(µ)

is cellular. But it is a torsor over Pw0(µ)

under the unipotent radical of L0G, which is also a vector group, so we are left to show cellularity
of Pw0(µ). Since we assumed G residually split, this is a parabolic of the split reductive group G.
In particular, Pw0(µ) is the semi-direct product of a (split) Levi subgroup, which is cellular by the
Bruhat decomposition, and its unipotent radical, which is a vector group. �

Let a : LnG × (S−ν ∩GrG,µ)→ GrG,µ be the action map, for some ν ∈ X∗(T )I .

Corollary 4.54. For any λ ∈ X∗(T )I , the preimage a−1(S+λ ∩GrG,µ) admits a filtrable decomposition
into perfect cells. Moreover, it has dimension dimLnG + 〈ρ, λ− ν〉.

Proof. Filtering S+λ ∩GrG,µ by perfect cells as in Remark 4.50, it suffices to consider the preimage
under a of such a cell X . By Lemma 4.52, the map LnG → GrG,µ : g 7→ g · ̟µ has a section
s : X → LnG over X ⊆ GrG,µ. This gives an isomorphism X×a−1(̟µ) ∼= a−1(X) : (x, f) 7→ s(x) ·f ,
where we used the left action of LnG on LnG × (S−ν ∩ GrG,µ) via the first factor. Since X is a cell,
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it suffices to decompose a−1(̟µ), which is isomorphic to a−1(̟w0µ) as LnG acts transitively on
GrG,µ.

It is also enough to decompose the preimages of any cell Y from Theorem 4.49 under the projection
a−1(̟w0(µ)) ⊆ LnG×(S−ν ∩GrG,µ)→ S

−
ν ∩GrG,µ. But this preimage is isomorphic to Pnw0(µ)

×Y , by

sending (p, y) ∈ Pnw0(µ)
×Y to (p · s′(x−1), x), where s′ : Y → LnG is a section of LnG 7→ GrG,µ : g 7→

g ·̟w0(µ) obtained from Lemma 4.52. Thus, we are left to decompose Pw0(µ), which was covered in
Lemma 4.53.

Finally, the dimension follows from dimPnw0(µ)
= dimLnG − 〈2ρ, µ〉, as well as dimS+λ ∩GrG,µ =

〈ρ, µ+ λ〉 and S−ν ∩GrG,µ = 〈ρ, µ− ν〉. �

5. The convolution product

We now go back to an arbitrary connected reductive groupG/F . The goal of this section will be to
construct a convolution product for equivariant motives on affine flag varieties, and show it preserves
stratified Tate motives. At very special level, we will moreover show it is t-exact, up to possible
issues related to the failure of exactness of the tensor product. Our approach is a generalization of
[RS21a, §3] and [RS21b, §4.3] to the case of ramified groups.

5.1. Convolution affine flag varieties. We start by recalling the twisted products of affine flag
varieties (and semi-infinite orbits) and record their basic properties. These are not very surprising,
but the case of ramified groups has not yet appeared in the literature with enough details.

Definition 5.1. Let G0,G1, . . . ,Gn/O be (not necessarily very special) parahoric integral models of
G. The convolution affine flag variety is the twisted product FlG1 ×̃FlG2 ×̃ . . . ×̃FlGn , which is by

definition the contracted product LG
L+G1

× LG
L+G2

× . . .
L+Gn−1

× FlGn .

For i = 1, . . . , n, one can multiply the first i factors of this contracted product to get a map
mi : FlG1 ×̃FlG2 ×̃ . . . ×̃FlGi → FlGi ; in particular m1 is the projection onto the first factor. This
induces an isomorphism

(m1, . . . ,mn) : FlG1 ×̃FlG2 ×̃ . . . ×̃FlGn
∼= FlG1 ×FlG2 × . . .× FlGn , (5.1)

so that convolution affine flag varieties are representable by ind-(perfect projective) ind-schemes.
By replacing FlGi in the contracted product above by an L+Gi−1-orbit FlGi,wi , we get a locally

closed subvariety FlG1,w1 ×̃FlG2,w2 ×̃ . . . ×̃FlGn,wn . This defines a stratification of the convolution

flag variety, indexed by
∏n
i=1(WGi−1\W̃/WGi). Similarly, we can define twisted products of the

closures of such orbits, which are perfect projective schemes.
Next, assume that G0 = G1 = . . . = Gn = G is a very special parahoric integral model, with

associated twisted affine Grassmannian GrG . As in §3.2, choose a cocharacter λ : Gm,O → S. Let
M ⊆ P± ⊆ G be the fixed points and attractor/repeller of the associated Gm,F -action on G, and
consider the associated stratification GrG =

⊔
ν∈π1(M)Gal(F/F )

S±P,ν .

If λ is regular dominant, then P = B is a Borel with Levi factor M = T , and the S±P,ν = S±ν
are the semi-infinite orbits. Moreover, for each ν we have an L+U±-torsor LU± → S±ν . We can
use these to form the twisted product S±ν1×̃S

±
ν2×̃ . . . ×̃S

±
νn , for any tuple (ν1, . . . , νn) of elements in

π1(T )Gal(F/F ). This time, the partial multiplication maps induce an isomorphism

S±ν1 ×̃S
±
ν2×̃ . . . ×̃S

±
νn
∼= S±ν1 × S

±
ν1+ν2 × . . .× S

±
ν1+...+νn .

Under the isomorphism (GrG)
×̃n ∼= (GrG)

×n, the diagonal Gm,k-action on the product induced
by λ induces a Gm,k-action on the convolution affine Grassmannian. Then it is clear that the

attractors and repellers of this Gm,k-action are exactly the twisted products S±ν1×̃S
±
ν2×̃ . . . ×̃S

±
νn

above, compare [Yu22, §6]. In particular, we can consider the twisted products of GrB± with itself
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along the L+B±-torsor LB± → GrB± . This yields a coproduct

GrB± ×̃GrB± ×̃ . . . ×̃GrB± =
∐

νi∈π1(T )Gal(F/F )

S±ν1×̃S
±
ν2×̃ . . . ×̃S

±
νn ,

which determines a stratification of (GrG)
×̃n.

If λ is not regular dominant, then we can no longer view the S±P,ν as the quotient of a loop group
by a positive loop group, so we cannot define their twisted products in a naive way. However, we
can define them in analogy to the P = B case, by considering the isomorphism

GrP± ×̃GrP± ×̃ . . . ×̃GrP±
∼= GrP± ×GrP± × . . .×GrP± .

Then for any tuple (ν1, . . . , νn) ∈ (π1(M)Gal(F/F ))
n we define the twisted product

S±P,ν1×̃S
±
P,ν2
×̃ . . . ×̃S±P,νn

as the preimage of S±P,ν1 × S
±
P,ν1+ν2

× . . . × S±P,ν1+...+νn under the above isomorphism. These are

the connected components of the iterated twisted product (GrP±)×̃n, and define a stratification of

(GrG)
×̃n. They are also the attractor/repeller of the Gm,k-action on (GrG)

×̃n induced by λ via the
diagonal action on (GrG)

×n.

5.2. Preservation of Artin-Tate motives. Let G,G′,G′′/O be three parahoric models ofG, which
we assume to contain a common Iwahori I for simplicity. Consider the maps

L+G′\LG/L+G × L+G\LG/L+G′′
q
←− L+G′\LG

L+G
× LG/L+G′′

m
−→ L+G′\LG/L+G′′ (5.2)

induced by the projection and multiplication on LG.

Definition 5.2. The (derived) convolution product is the functor

⋆ := m!q
!(−⊠−) : DM(L+G′\LG/L+G)×DM(L+G\LG/L+G′′)→ DM(L+G′\LG/L+G′′).

Remark 5.3. (1) By descent, we have natural equivalences

DM(L+G′\LG/L+G) ∼= DM(L+G′\FlG),

and similarly for the other parahorics. Hence, we will also consider ⋆ as a functor

DM(L+G′\FlG)×DM(L+G\FlG′′ )→ DM(L+G′\FlG′′).

(2) By base change, the derived convolution product admits natural associativity isomorphisms,
cf. [RS21a, Lemma 3.7] for details.

(3) Any map of prestacks admits an upper-! functor by construction, while m! exists by de-
scending m!, which exists for the morphism m : FlG ×̃FlG′′ → FlG′′ of ind-(pfp schemes).
On the other hand, ⊠ can be constructed as in [RS20, Proposition 2.4.4].

The main purpose of this subsection is to show the derived convolution product preserves Artin-
Tate motives. And while we are mostly interested in the case where G = G′ = G′′ is very special,
we will reduce to the case where G = G′ = G′ = I are Iwahori models, in order to use the full affine
flag variety rather than the affine Grassmannian.

Proposition 5.4. The convolution product ⋆ : DM(G′\FlG) × DM(G\FlG′′) → DM(G′\FlG′′) pre-
serves anti-effective stratified Artin-Tate motives.

Here, stratified Artin-Tate motives in DM(G′\FlG) are defined with respect to the stratification
of FlG by L+G′-orbits, and similar for the other parahorics.

Proof. We may assume G is residually split and set k = k′, in which case we need to show ⋆ preserves
stratified Tate motives. The proof is then similar to [RS21a, Theorem 3.17], cf. also [RS21b, Theorem
4.8], and [CvdHS22, Definition and Lemma 4.11] for anti-effectivity; let us recall it. It suffices to

show that for any w ∈ WG′\W̃/WG and w′ ∈ WG\W̃/WG′′ , the non-equivariant motive underlying
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ιw,∗1 ⋆ ιw′,∗1 ∈ DTML+G′(FlG′′) is (anti-effective) stratified Tate; note that both ιw,∗1 and ιw′,∗1

are naturally equivariant.
(I) First, assume G = G′ = G′′ = I are Iwahori models. This case contains the key geometric

computations, and we analyse different cases further.
(I.a) w = w′ = s is a simple reflection. In this case FlI,s ⊂ FlI,≤s can be identified with the

inclusion A1,perf
k ⊆ P1,perf

k . Moreover, (5.1) restricts to an isomorphism τ : FlI,≤s ×̃FlI,≤s ∼=
FlI,≤s×FlI,≤s. More specifically, we have τ(FlI,e ×̃FlI,e) = FlI,e×FlI,e, τ(FlI,e ×̃FlI,s) =

FlI,e×FlI,s, and τ(FlI,s ×̃FlI,e) = ∆(FlI,s), where ∆ is the diagonal of FlI,≤s. Thus, the dia-
gram [RS21a, p. 1619] works in our setting as well, and we are reduced to showing that f∗(1) =

ιs,∗1 ⋆ ιs,∗1 ∈ DM(P1,perf
k ) lies in DTM(P1,perf

k ,A1,perf
k

∐
{∞})(anti), where f : (A1,perf

k × P1,perf
k ) \

∆(A1,perf
k )→ P1,perf

k is the projection onto the second factor. (We use f∗, instead of f! as in loc. cit.,
in order to handle anti-effective motives as well. To show *-pushforwards commute with exterior, and
hence twisted products, we can use [JY21, Proposition 2.1.20].) This follows from the localization
sequence

ι∞,∗ι
!
∞f∗(1)

∼= ι∞,∗(1(−1)[−2])→ f∗(1)→ ιA1
k,∗
ι!A1

k
f∗(1) ∼= ιA1

k,∗
(1(−1)[−1]⊕ 1), (5.3)

since q−1({∞}) ∼= A1
k and q−1(A1

k)
∼= A1 ×Gm,k.

(I.b) w,w′ ∈ W̃ satisfy l(ww′) = l(w) + l(w′). Then the multiplication map restricts to an
isomorphism FlI,w ×̃FlI,w′ ∼= FlI,ww′, so that ιw,∗1 ⋆ ιw′,∗1

∼= ιww′,∗1 is (anti-effective) stratified
Tate by Theorem 3.7.

(I.c) w′ = s is a simple reflection. The case l(ws) = l(w) + 1 is already handled, so we can
assume l(ws) = l(w)− 1. Then the previous case shows ιw,∗1 ∼= ιws,∗1 ⋆ ιs,∗1. Convolving (5.3) on
the left with ιws,∗1 gives an exact triangle

ιws,∗1(−1)[−2]→ ιws,∗1 ⋆ (ιs,∗1 ⋆ ιs,∗1)→ (ιw,∗1(−1)[−2]⊕ ιw,∗1[−1]).

We conclude this case by associativity of ⋆, Remark 5.3.
(I.d) w,w′ ∈ W̃ are arbitrary. Fixing a reduced expression for w′, this follows by using the second

and third cases.
(II) Next, assume G′ = G′′ = I are Iwahori’s, and G ⊇ I. Let w ∈ W̃/WG and w′ ∈WG\W̃ .

Note that the action map L+I → FlG,w is already surjective when restricted to the pro-unipotent
radical of L+I. Since FlG,w is itself an affine space, this action map admits a section, and hence

(L+IwL+G)
L+I
× (L+Gw′L+I) → (L+IwL+G)

L+G
× (L+Gw′L+I) admits a section as well. As in

[RS21a, Proposition 3.26], this allows us to reduce to the case G = I, which was already covered.
(III) Finally, let G,G′,G′′ be arbitrary (but still containing a common Iwahori I.) Since the

stratifications involved are given by orbits, we can use [RS20, Proposition 3.1.23] to reduce to the
case G′ = I. Using Remark 3.8, we can similarly assume G′′ = I. Since we already handled this
case, we can conclude the proof. �

5.3. t-exactness of the convolution product. Now, let us specialize to the situation where G =
G′ = G′′ is a very special parahoric, with associated (twisted) affine Grassmannian GrG = FlG . Using
Proposition 5.4, we view the convolution as a functor ⋆ : DATML+G(GrG) × DATML+G(GrG) →
DATML+G(GrG). As usual, this has no hope to be t-exact (for Z[ 1p ]-coefficients): already if G is the

trivial group, then convolution agrees with the tensor product, which is not t-exact. However, this
is the only thing that can go wrong.

Proposition 5.5. The functor

m!q
!pH0(− ⊠−) : DATML+G(GrG)×DATML+G(GrG)→ DATML+G(GrG)

is t-exact, and hence preserves mixed Artin-Tate motives.

Proof. It suffices to check this for bounded objects. As the Zℓ-étale realizations are t-exact by
Proposition 2.10, and jointly conservative by Remark 2.9, it suffices to show the statement for
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étale Zℓ-cohomology, with ℓ 6= p. In this situation t-exactness follows from semi-smallness of the
convolution morphism, Lemma 5.6, as in [MV07, Proposition 4.2]. �

Lemma 5.6. Equip GrG with the stratification by L+G-orbits, and GrG ×̃GrG with the stratifica-
tion given by twisted products of Schubert cells. Then the convolution morphism m : GrG ×̃GrG is
stratified semi-small.

Proof. Using that the intersections S+ν ∩GrG,µ are equidimensional of dimension 〈ρ, µ+ ν〉, Propo-
sition 3.11, the proofs of [MV07, Corollary 3.4, Lemma 4.4] carry over verbatim. �

This allows us to turn MATML+G(GrG) into a (not yet symmetric) monoidal abelian category.

Definition 5.7. The (truncated) convolution product on MATML+G(GrG) is given by

p⋆ := m!q
!pH0(−⊠−) : MATML+G(GrG)×MATML+G(GrG)→ MATML+G(GrG).

Proposition 5.8. The convolution product p⋆ induces a monoidal structure on MATML+G(GrG).

Proof. We need to construct an associativity constraint. This can be obtained by base change, using
iterated twisted products of GrG , along with the associativity constraint of the (truncated) tensor
product ⊗ on MATML+G×L+G×L+G(GrG ×GrG ×GrG). The required coherences then also follow
from the similar conditions for ⊗. �

6. Constant terms and the fiber functor

Our next goal is to introduce and study the constant term functors in the situation at hand.
These functors are well-known in the geometric Langlands program, and will help us reduce certain
questions to the case of tori (or smaller Levi’s), which are easier to handle. Throughout this section,
G/O denotes a very special parahoric model of a connected reductive group G/F .

6.1. Constant term functors. Let λ : Gm,O → S be a cocharacter defined over O, and consider
the induced Gm,F -action on G. As before, the attractor, repeller and fixed points of this action
are given by P+, P− and M = P+ ∩ P− respectively, where P± are opposite parabolics with
Levi M . By Proposition 3.9, the (twisted) affine Grassmannians of their smooth O-models P± and
M can be identified with the attractor, repeller and fixed points respectively of the Gm,k-action
on GrG . These affine Grassmannians moreover all admit a natural L+M-action. We denote the
corresponding hyperbolic localization diagram as follows, including the induced maps on prestacks
obtained by quotienting out this L+M-action

GrM GrP± GrG

L+M\GrM L+M\GrP± L+M\GrG

q±P p±P

q±P p±P

(6.1)

As in [Ric19, Construction 2.2], we obtain a natural transformation of functors (q−P )∗(p
−
P )

! →

(q+P )!(p
+
P )

∗, which is an equivalence when restricted to Gm,k-monodromic objects (i.e., objects gen-
erated under colimits by the image of DMGm,k

(GrG) → DM(GrG), cf. [CvdHS22, Proposition 2.5]

for more details about the motivic situation). Since L+M is pro-(perfectly smooth), this descends
to a natural transformation

(q−P )∗(p
−
P )

! → (q+P )!(p
+
P )

∗.

Moreover, since the forgetting the equivariance is conservative and the Gm,k-action factors through
L+M, the above natural transformation is already an equivalence. In [FS21, AGLR22], this is
defined to be the constant term functor. However, we prefer to include a shift into the definition of
the constant term functor in order to make it t-exact, as in [CvdHS22].

Definition 6.1. Let ρM denote the half-sum of the positive roots ofM . Then the degree associated
to P is the locally constant function

degP : GrM → GrM/Mder
∼= X∗(M/Mder)I

〈2ρG−2ρM ,−〉
−−−−−−−−−→ Z.
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Definition 6.2. The constant term functor associated to P is the functor

CTP := (q−P )∗(p
−
P )

![degP ]
∼= (q+P )!(p

+
P )

∗[degP ] : DML+G(GrG)→ DML+M(GrM), (6.2)

where we implicitly restrict part of the equivariance by applying the forgetful functor DML+G(GrG)→
DML+M(GrG).

For ν ∈ π0(GrM), we denote the functor obtained by restricting CTP to this connected component
by CTP,ν .

These constant term functors are very well-behaved, and most of their properties are already
well-known in different settings. So we recall certain of these properties for convenience of the
reader, but we will be brief and give references for their proofs. Recall that we assumed G is very
special, so that G is automatically quasi-split by [Zhu15, Lemma 6.1]. In particular, if λ is regular,
P± = B± are opposite Borels and M = T is a maximal torus.

Remark 6.3. The whole story above really depends only on the parabolics P±, rather than on the
cocharacter λ.

Lemma 6.4. Let P ′ ⊆ P ⊆ G be parabolics with Levi quotients M ′ ⊆M , and denote Q := im(P ′ →
M). Then there is a natural equivalence of functors CTP ′ ∼= CTQ ◦CTP .

Proof. As in [CvdHS22, Lemma 5.5], this follows from base change and the compatibility of taking
affine Grassmannians with fiber products along quotient maps. �

Recall that an object in DML+G(GrG) is bounded if, after forgetting the equivariance, it is sup-
ported on some scheme.

Lemma 6.5. The constant term functor CTP is conservative when restricted to bounded objects.

Proof. As in [CvdHS22, Lemma 5.7], we use Lemma 6.4 to reduce to the case where B is a Borel.
Then we proceed by induction on the strata, using Proposition 3.11 to see that for any Schubert
variety, there is a semi-infinite orbit intersecting it in a single point. �

Proposition 6.6. The constant term functor CTP preserves Artin-Tate motives, i.e., restricts to
a functor

CTP : DATML+G(GrG)→ DATML+M(GrM).

Proof. We may assume G is residually split, and proceed as in [CvdHS22, Proposition 5.6]. If P is a
Borel, this follows from Theorem 4.49. For the general case, it suffices by Lemma 6.4 to show CTB
reflects Tateness for bounded objects. This can be proven by an induction on the strata. Indeed, as
before we see that for every Schubert variety there is a semi-infinite intersecting it in a single point.
Then we use that for equivariant motives on a scheme which is acted on transitively, Tateness can
be checked after pullback to a point by [RS20, Proposition 3.1.23]. �

In order to consider properties related to t-structures, we will sometimes consider the constant
terms as a functor CTP : DATML+G(GrG)→ DATML+M(GrM).

Proposition 6.7. The constant term functor CTP is t-exact. In particular, if F ∈ DATML+G(GrG)
is bounded, then F ∈ MATML+G(GrG) if and only if CTP (F) ∈ MATML+M(GrM).

Proof. This can be proven as in [CvdHS22, Proposition 5.9]. Roughly, we assumeG is residually split
and let k = k′, and use Lemma 6.4 to reduce to the case where P = B is a Borel, with Levi factor
T . Then, we use Theorem 4.49 and Proposition 4.28 to show that (q+B)!(p

+
B)

∗[degB], as in (6.2),

is right t-exact. For the left t-exactness, we note that (q−B)∗(p
−
B)

!π!
G [degB] = (q−B)∗(q

−
B)

!π!
T [degB].

This functor is right adjoint to the right t-exact functor πT ,!(q
−
B)!(q

−
B )

∗[degB− ], and is hence left

t-exact. Since DTM≥0
L+G(GrG) is generated by ιµ,∗ DTM≥0

L+G(GrG,µ) for µ ∈ X∗(T )
+
I , it suffices to

consider such objects. We then use base change and the t-exact equivalence

ι!µ[〈2ρ, µ〉] : DTML+G(GrG,µ) ∼= DTM(Spec k)

from [RS20, Proposition 3.2.22] to deduce the desired left t-exactness of (q−B)∗(p
−
B)

![degB]. �
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In order to relate the constant term functors to the convolution product, we introduce a twisted
version of the constant term functor, in the sense that it is a functor between twisted products
of affine Grassmannians. Consider the Gm,k-action, induced by λ, on GrG ×̃GrG corresponding
to the diagonal action under the isomorphism (5.1). As in [Yu22, §6], the fixed points under this
action can be identified with GrM ×̃GrM, the attractor with GrP ×̃GrP (which is isomorphic to∐
ν1,ν2∈X∗(T )I

S+P,ν1×̃S
+
P,ν2

over k′), and similarly for the repeller. Moreover, the natural maps make

the following diagram commute, where the vertical maps are the restrictions of the multiplication
map:

GrM ×̃GrM GrP± ×̃GrP± GrG ×̃GrG

GrM GrP± GrG .

q̃±P p̃±P

q±P p±P

(6.3)

Definition 6.8. The twisted constant term functor

C̃TP : DML+G(GrG ×̃GrG)→ DML+M(GrM ×̃GrM)

is defined similarly to Definition 6.2, i.e., by taking the quotient of

(q̃−P )∗(p̃
−
P )

![d̃egP ]
∼= (q̃+P )!(p̃

+
P )

∗[d̃egP ]

by L+M. Here, d̃egP : GrM ×̃GrM → Z is defined as

GrM ×̃GrM ∼= GrM×GrM
degP × degP−−−−−−−−→ Z× Z

+
−→ Z.

Remark 6.9. In particular, C̃TP can be identified with the constant term functor CTP×P for the
group G×G and O-model G × G.

The lemma below will later be used to show constant terms are monoidal. In order to state it,
we recall the twisted exterior product.

Notation 6.10. For F1,F2 ∈MATML+G(GrG), we denote

F1
p
⊠̃F2 := q!pH0(F1 ⊠ F2) ∈ DM(L+G\LG

L+G
× LG/L+G).

Here, q is defined as in (5.2). Using the same notation, we then have F1
p ⋆ F2 = m!(F1

p
⊠̃F2),

and p
⊠̃ agrees with the classical twisted exterior product when taking étale realizations, up to

truncating and forgetting the equivariance. Note that GrG ×GrG is Artin-Whitney-Tate stratified
by its Schubert cells by [CvdHS22, Proposition 4.10], so that the truncation indeed makes sense.

Lemma 6.11. There is a natural equivalence of functors CTP (−)
p
⊠̃CTP (−) ∼= C̃TP (−

p
⊠̃−).

Proof. Consider the commutative diagram

L+M\GrM ×L+M\GrM L+M\GrP− ×L+M\GrP− L+M\GrP− ×L+P−\GrP− L+G\GrG ×L+G\GrG

L+M\GrM ×̃GrM L+M\GrP− ×̃GrP− L+G\GrG ×̃GrG ,

qM
qP

qG

where the left square is cartesian. Then the proposition follows from the commutation of CTP with
exterior products, base change, and t-exactness of CTP ×CTP (Proposition 6.7). �

6.2. The fiber functor. Next, we construct a fiber functor, and relate it to the constant term
functors from the previous subsection. In the next subsection, we will show that all these functors
are monoidal. This will allow us to use a Tannakian approach to relate MATML+G(GrG) to the
category of comodules under some bialgebra in MATM(Spec k).

By Proposition 3.6, pushforward πG,! along the structure map preserves Artin-Tate motives. Let
u : GrG → L+G\GrG be the quotient map, so that u! is given by forgetting the equivariance.
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Definition 6.12. The fiber functor is H∗ :=
⊕

n∈Z
pHnπG,!u

! : MATML+G(GrG)→ MATM(Spec k).

To justify the name of this functor, we want to show it is exact, conservative, and monoidal. This
will be done by relating it to the constant term functor CTB . Recall that the maximal torus T ⊆ G
has a unique parahoric integral model T ⊆ G.

Proposition 6.13. There is a natural isomorphism

H∗ ∼= πT ,!u
!CTB

of functors MATML+G(GrG)→ MATM(Spec k).

Proof. This can be proven verbatim as [CvdHS22, Proposition 5.11]. �

Corollary 6.14. The fiber functor H∗ is exact, conservative, and faithful.

Proof. Exactness follows from Proposition 6.13, Proposition 6.7, and the fact that GrT is a coproduct
of points. Conservativity for bounded objects was covered in Lemma 6.5, and it implies faithfulness
for bounded objects as we are working with abelian categories. Taking the colimit, this implies
conservativity and faithfulness for all of MATML+G(GrG). �

The following generalization of Proposition 6.13 is a weaker version of [ALRR24, Corollary 4.10].

Corollary 6.15. Assume k = k′, and let M ∈ DTM(Spec k) be such that each pHn(M) is a direct
sum of Tate twists, and moreover trivial for odd n. Then for each F ∈ MTML+G(GrG), there is a
canonical isomorphism

⊕

n∈Z

pHnπG,!u
!(F ⊗M) ∼=

⊕

n∈Z

pHnπT ,!u
!CTB(F ⊗M)

Proof. We may assume F is supported on a single connected component dof GrG , so that
pHnπG,!u

!F
can only be nontrivial for n of a single parity, say of even parity. Then, by our assumption on M ,
we have

pHnπG,!u
!(F ⊗M) ∼=

⊕

i+j=n

pHi(πG,!u
!F)⊗ pHj(M),

which vanishes if either i or j is odd. Similarly, we get

pHnπT ,!u
!CTB(F ⊗M) ∼=

⊕

i+j=n

pHi(πT ,!u
! CTB F)⊗

pHj(M),

so we conclude by Proposition 6.13. �

The following result will be used when constructing integral Satake isomorphisms. Recall that
when working with anti-effective motives, we only consider motives with rational coefficients.

Proposition 6.16. The fiber functor H∗ : MATML+G(GrG) → MATM(Spec k) preserves and re-
flects anti-effective motives.

Proof. Since pullback along Spec k′ → Spec k preserves and reflects anti-effectivity, we may assume
k = k′ and consider Tate motives only. Then, the proposition can be proven as in [CvdHS22,
Proposition 6.31]: using Theorem 4.49 one sees that constant terms, and hence the fiber functor,
can only lower the Tate twists, and hence preserve anti-effectivity. But since there is always a semi-
infinite orbit intersecting a given Schubert variety in a point, these functors also detect anti-effective
motives. �
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6.3. Intersection and (co)standard motives. In order to get some control on MATML+G(GrG),
we introduce specific examples of objects in this category. These are the motivic analogues of
the objects defined in [MV07, End of §2]. These motives will moreover be used in the proof of
Theorem 1.1. For the rest of this section, we assume G is residually split.

Definition 6.17. For µ ∈ X∗(T )
+
I , let ιµ : L

+G\GrG,µ → L+G\GrG be the inclusion, and consider
the structure map pµ : L

+G\GrG,µ → Spec k. Moreover, we denote by p∗µ := p!µ(−〈2ρ, µ〉)[−〈4ρ, µ〉]
the functor which agrees with *-pullback after forgetting the equivariance.

(1) The standard functor associated to µ is

J!(µ,−) :=
pH0ιµ,!p

∗
µ(−)[〈2ρ, µ〉] : MTM(Spec k)→ MTML+G(GrG).

(2) The costandard functor associted to µ is

J∗(µ,−) :=
pH0ιµ,∗p

∗
µ(−)[〈2ρ, µ〉] : MTM(Spec k)→ MTML+G(GrG).

(3) The IC-functor associated to µ is

ICµ(−) := im(J!(µ,−)→ J∗(µ,−)) : MTM(Spec k)→ MTML+G(GrG).

Lemma 6.18. For µ ∈ X∗(T )
+
I and ν ∈ X∗(T )I , there is an equivalence

CTB,ν(J!(µ,1)) ∼=
⊕

Irr(GrG,≤µ ∩S+
ν )

1(−〈ρ, µ+ ν〉).

Proof. Since CTB,ν is t-exact, we have

CTB,ν(J!(µ,1)) ∼=
pH〈2ρ,ν〉(q+ν )!(p

+
ν )

∗ιµ,!p
∗
µ(1)[〈2ρ, µ〉]

∼= pH〈2ρ,µ+ν〉f!f
∗(1),

where f : GrG,µ ∩S
+
ν → Spec k is the structure map. Since GrGµ ∩S

+
ν has dimension 〈ρ, µ + ν

by Proposition 3.11 and it admits a filtrable decomposition by perfect cells by Theorem 4.49, we
conclude by [CvdHS22, Lemma 2.20]. �

By general properties of t-structures, along with [RS20, Proposition 3.2.22], the essential images
of the IC-functors generate MTM(GrG) under colimits and extensions. Moreover, for rational coef-
ficients we can say something even stronger. Note that MTML+G(Spec k,Q) ∼= MTM(Spec k,Q) ∼=
gr -Q-Vect is itself semisimple.

Proposition 6.19. The abelian category MTML+G(GrG ,Q) is semisimple, with simple generators
given by ICµ(F) for µ ∈ X∗(T )

+
I and simple F ∈MTM(Spec k,Q).

Proof. By Lemma 6.20 below, it suffices to show MTM(GrG ,Q) is semisimple; the enumeration of
the simple generators then follow from generalities about t-structures and [RS20, Proposition 3.2.22].
As in [RS21b, Proposition 5.3] this semisimplicity follows from the parity vanishing condition for
ℓ-adic sheaves on GrG , which in turn can be deduced exactly as in [Zhu15, Lemma 1.1] or [Zhu17a,
Lemma 2.1]. �

Lemma 6.20. The functor u! : MTM(GrG)→ MTML+G(GrG), given by forgetting the equivariance,
is fully faithful, and its image is closed under subquotients.

Proof. The proof of [CvdHS22, Proposition 4.30] carries over verbatim to the current situation. �

In fact, the functor u! above is even an equivalence. Although one can likely give a direct motivic
proof of this fact by slightly modifying [ALRR24, Appendix A], we give a shorter proof, by reducing
to the result of loc. cit.

Proposition 6.21. The functor u! : MTM(GrG)→ MTML+G(GrG) is an equivalence.

Proof. We may replace GrG by an L+G-stable closed subscheme X , and L+G by a perfectly smooth
quotient LnG through which the action on X factors. The forgetful functor u! : DM(LnG\X) →
DM(X) admits a left adjoint coav by [CvdHS22, Lemma 2.22]. The construction of loc. cit. is
purely in terms of the six functor formalism, so that coav is compatible with the left adjoint of the
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forgetful functor on étale sheaves, under the étale realization functor. By [CvdHS22, Lemma 2.22
(2)] and since positive loop groups are pcs, motivic coaveraging maps DTM(X) to DTMLnG(X).
Hence, the forgetful functor MTMLnG(X) → MTM(X) admits a left adjoint pH0 ◦ coav, which is
again compatible with the similar functor on étale perverse sheaves. It thus suffices to show that the
unit and counit of this adjunction are equivalences. Since the étale realization functors are t-exact
and jointly conservative when restricted to DTM (Proposition 2.10 and Remark 2.9), this can be
checked on étale sheaves, where it follows from [ALRR24, Proposition A.3]. �

7. Tannakian reconstruction

As usual, we let G/O be a very special parahoric model of the reductive group G/F . Moreover,

S ⊆ G is a maximal F̆ -split torus, which splits over an unramified extension F ′/F with residue field
k′/k. In the following section, we apply a generalized Tannakian formalism to show MATML+G(GrG)
is equivalent to the category of comodules under some bialgebra in MATM(Spec k). Since this
Tannakian approach is well-known, we will give references when proofs already exist in the literature.

7.1. An adjoint to the fiber functor. Fix some finite subset W ⊆ X∗(T )
+
I closed under the

Bruhat order, and let GrG,W :=
⋃
µ∈W GrG,µ. We denote by iW : GrG,W →֒ GrG the inclusion, and

by H∗
W := H∗ ◦ (iW )∗ : MATML+G(GrG,W ) → MATM(Spec k) the restriction of the fiber functor.

Similarly, we denote by p±W , q
±
W the restrictions of the maps from (6.1) in case P = B is the Borel,

and by πG,W the restriction of πG .

Proposition 7.1. The restricted fiber functor H∗
W : MATML+G(GrG,W )→ MATM(Spec k) admits

a left adjoint LW .

Proof. We proceed as in [CvdHS22, §6.1.1]. Recall the motivic coaveraging functor from [CvdHS22,
Lemma 2.22], and consider the functor

coav(p−W )!(q
−
W )∗π∗

T ,W [− deg] : MATM(Spec k)→ DML+G(GrG,W )

It suffices to show this preserves Artin-Tate motives, as perverse truncating will then give the desired
left adjoint. As usual, we can assume G is residually split, and consider Tate motives only.

As (p−W )!(q
−
W )∗π∗

T ,W maps MTM(Spec k) to motives which are stratified Tate for the stratification

given by S−ν ∩GrG,µ for µ ∈ W and ν ∈ X∗(T )I , we have to show coaveraging takes values in Tate
motives for the stratification by Schubert cells. In other words, if iν : S

−
ν ∩ GrG,µ → GrG,µ is the

inclusion, we must show u! coav iν,!(1) is Tate. As coaveraging gives equivariant motives, it suffices by

[RS20, Proposition 3.1.23] to show (ιw0(µ))
!u! coav iν,!(1) ∈ DTM(Spec k), where ιw0(µ) : ̟

w0(µ) →֒
GrG,µ is the inclusion of the basepoint. By [CvdHS22, Lemma 2.22 (2)], this motive is isomorphic to
(ιw0(µ))

!a!p
!iν,!(1), where a, p : L

nG×GrG,µ → GrG,µ are the action and projection maps respectively,

for n≫ 0. It thus suffices to show f∗(1) is Tate, where f is the structure map of (a′)−1(̟w0(µ)), and
a′ : LnG×(S−ν ∩GrG,µ)→ GrG,µ is the restriction of the action map. This follows from Corollary 4.54
applied to λ = w0(µ). �

Corollary 7.2. For W ′ ⊆W and the corresponding inclusion iWW ′ : GrG,W ′ →֒ GrG,W , the adjoints
constructed above are related by (iWW ′)∗LW ∼= LW ′ .

Proof. This follows from the identity H∗
W ′ = (iWW ′)∗H

∗
W . �

Unwinding the definition of LW , we see that LW (1) corresponds to AZ(1) in [MV07, §11]. The
advantage of our formulation is that we can make use of monadicity theorems.

Proposition 7.3. The adjunction (LW ,H
∗
W ) is monadic, so that there is an equivalence

MATML+G(GrG,W ) ∼= ModTW (MATM(Spec k)),

where the right hand side denotes the category of modules under the monad TW := H∗
W ◦LW of the

adjunction.
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Proof. Since H∗
W is exact, it preserves finite colimits. As it is also conservative, the equivalence

follows from the Barr-Beck monadicity theorem. �

Here are some more properties of the left adjoints LW .

Lemma 7.4. For any F ∈MATM(Spec k), there is a canonical isomorphism

LW (F) ∼= LW (1)⊗F .

Proof. Consider the functor coav(p−W )!(q
−
W )∗π∗

T ,W [− deg], which gives the adjoint LW after trun-

cating. By [CvdHS22, Lemma 2.22 (6)], it commutes with exterior products. Hence, the desired
isomorphism will follow by applying pH0 to

coav(p−W )!(q
−
W )∗π∗

T ,W (1)[− deg]⊗F ∼= coav(p−W )!(q
−
W )∗π∗

T ,W (F)[deg],

as long as we can show this lies in DATM≤0
L+G(GrG). But this holds since coav(p

−
W )!(q

−
W )∗π∗

T ,W [− deg]
is right t-exact, as the left adjoint of the t-exact CTB. �

Lemma 7.5. Assume k = k′. Then TW (1) is the image of a free module under the faithful functor
gr -Z[ 1p ]-Mod → MTM(Spec k). In particular, TW (1) is dualizing, and tensoring with TW (1) is
t-exact.

Proof. Consider the functor coav(p−W )!(q
−
W )∗π∗

T ,W [− deg], as in the proof of Lemma 7.4. Restricting

to the connected components of GrT , we can decompose it as
⊕

ν∈X∗(T )I
Lν , where only finitely

many Lν : MTM(Spec k) → DTML+G(GrG) are nontrivial. Let ã : LnG × (S−ν ∩ GrG,W ) → GrG,W
be the action map, for n≫ 0. For λ ∈ X∗(T )I , let f : ã

−1(S+λ ∩GrG,W )→ Spec k be the structure
map. Then by [CvdHS22, Lemma 2.22 (2)], we have

u!CTB,λ(LW,ν(1)) = f!1(dimLnG)[2 dimLnG + 〈2ρ, λ− ν〉].

By Corollary 4.54, ã−1(S+λ ∩ GrG,W ) admits a filtrable decomposition by cells, and has dimension
dimLnG+〈ρ, λ−ν〉. As CTB,λ is t-exact, TW (1) computes the top cohomology of a cellular scheme,
which lies in the image of gr -Z[ 1p ]-Mod→ MTM(Spec k) by [CvdHS22, Lemma 2.20]. �

7.2. Monoidality of the fiber functor. We can now finally show the constant term functor CTB
and the fiber functor H∗ are monoidal, following [ALRR24, Remark 4.19].

Lemma 7.6. Assume k = k′. Every bounded object F ∈ MTML+G(GrG) admits a surjection from
some F ′ ∈ MTML+G(GrG), such that H∗(F ′) is a direct sum of Tate twists.

Proof. First, note that for any M ∈MTM(Spec k), the natural map
⊕

n∈Z

1(n)HomDM(Spec k)(1(n),M) →M

is an epimorphism. Indeed, it suffices to see the fiber of this map (in DTM(Spec k)) is concentrated
in degree 0, which follows from Lemma 2.6 and the fact that the Tate twists generate MTM(Spec k)
(Proposition 2.7).

Now, let W ⊆ X∗(T )
+
I be a subset such that GrG,W is a closed subscheme containing the support

of F , and let M → H∗
W (F) be an epimorphism, where M is a direct sum of Tate twists. Then

the adjoint map LW (M) → F is an epimorphism (as this can be checked after applying H∗
W ), and

LW (M) satisfies the desired condition by Lemma 7.5. �

Proposition 7.7. Let F1,F2 ∈ MATML+G(GrG). Then there exists a canonical equivalence

CTBmG,!(F1
p
⊠̃F2) ∼= mT ,!C̃TB(F1

p
⊠̃F2).

Proof. We start by some reduction steps. Since the desired equivalence will be canonical, we can
assume by descent that G is residually split and k = k′. Since every object in MTML+G(GrG)
is a colimit of bounded objects, we may moreover assume that F1,F2 are bounded. Finally, by
choosing a presentation M ′ → M → F2 → 0 with M,M ′ as in Lemma 7.6, and since the functors
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CTBmG,!(F1
p
⊠̃−) and mT ,!C̃TB(F1

p
⊠̃−) are right exact, we may assume H∗

W (F2) is a direct sum
of Tate twists.

In this situation, we can follow the strategy from [ALRR24]. Namely, denote by pr1,G : GrG ×̃GrG →

GrG the projection onto the first factor, and by pr1,G : L
+G\GrG ×̃GrG → L+G\GrG the quotient

map. Then we can use the same proof as [ALRR24, Corollary 4.15] to get a canonical equivalence
⊕

n∈Z

pHnπT ,!u
! CTB pr1,G,!(F1

p
⊠̃F2) ∼=

⊕

n∈Z

pHnπT ,!u
!pr1,T ,!C̃TB(F1

p
⊠̃F2).

Combining this with Corollary 6.15 (instead of [ALRR24, Corollary 4.10]), the proofs of [ALRR24,
Corollary 4.16 and Proposition 4.17] carry over to give the desired equivalence. �

Corollary 7.8. The constant term functor CTB : MATML+G(GrG)→ MATML+T (GrT ) admits a
natural monoidal structure.

Proof. The monoidality isomorphisms are constructed by combining Lemma 6.11 and Proposi-
tion 7.7. By considering triple twisted products, it is then a standard check that this really defines
a monoidal structure. �

Corollary 7.9. The fiber functor H∗ admits a natural monoidal structure.

Proof. Since H∗ ∼= πT ,!u
! CTB and we know CTB is monoidal, it suffices to construct a monoidal

structure on πT ,!. But this can easily be done by identifying the convolution map GrT ×̃GrT → GrT
with the addition map X∗(T )I ×X∗(T )I → X∗(T )I . �

Corollary 7.10. The monad TW from Proposition 7.3 is given by tensoring with TW (1).

Proof. Since the fiber functor H∗ (which restricts to H∗
W ) is monoidal by Corollary 7.9, the corollary

follows from Lemmas 7.4 and 7.5. �

7.3. The Hopf algebra. We can now prove the main theorem of this section.

Theorem 7.11. The fiber functor H∗ : MATML+G(GrG)→ MATM(Spec k) is comonadic, and the
comonad is given by tensoring with the coalgebra

HG := lim
−→
W

TW (1)∨.

Moreover, HG is a commutative Hopf algebra, and we obtain a monoidal equivalence

(MATML+G(GrG),
p⋆) ∼= (coModHG (MATM(Spec k)),⊗).

Note that this equivalence equips MATML+G(GrG) with a symmetric monoidal structure for the
convolution. But since we did not directly construct a commutativity constraint for the convolution,
it does not make sense to ask for the above equivalence to be symmetric monoidal.

Proof. By Proposition 7.3 and Corollary 7.10, we have equivalences

MATML+G(GrG,W ) ∼= ModTW (1)(MATM(Spec k))

for any finite W . Since each TW (1) is dualizable by Lemma 7.5, its dual HG,W := Hom(TW (1),1)
is a coalgebra, and we have

MATML+G(GrG,W ) ∼= ModTW (1)(MATM(Spec k)) ∼= coModHG,W (MATM(Spec k)).

Thus, H∗
W has a right adjoint, given by tensoring with the dualizable HG,W . Passing to colimits

then gives an equivalence

MATML+G(GrG) ∼= coModHG (MATM(Spec k)) (7.1)

where HG := lim
−→W

HG,W . We are left to show HG is a commutative Hopf algebra, and that this

equivalence is monoidal.
Since H∗ is monoidal, its right adjoint is lax monoidal. This gives a morphism HG ⊗HG → HG ,

and by a classical argument this makes HG into a bialgebra object.
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The commutativity ofHG is more subtle, since we do not yet know MATML+G(GrG) is symmetric
monoidal. Instead, we can check this after applying the étale realizations ρℓ to Zℓ-étale sheaves,
which are jointly faithful on mixed Artin-Tate motives. Since HG is dualizable, and hence flat, we
can even check this after rationalizing to Qℓ-étale sheaves, and we postpone this to Lemma 8.6.

To give HG the structure of a Hopf algebra, we can construct an antipode as in [FS21, Proposition
VI.10.2]. Finally, since H∗ is monoidal, the equivalence (7.1) is monoidal as well. �

In order to relate HG to the inertia-invariants of the Langlands dual group of G, we will make
use of the following two properties of HG . First, let Λ be either the field Q, or the finite field Fℓ, for
a prime ℓ 6= p.

Proposition 7.12. There is an equivalence of symmetric monoidal categories

(MATML+G(GrG ; Λ), ⋆) ∼= (coModHG⊗Λ(MATM(Spec k; Λ)),⊗).

Moreover, the functor pH0(−⊗Λ): MATML+G(GrG)→ MATML+G(GrG ; Λ) is symmetric monoidal.

For rational coefficients, the t-structure on DATM can be defined similarly as for integral coef-
ficients. On the other hand, for torsion coefficients, we use the t-structure induced by the equiva-
lence between étale motives and étale cohomology [CD16, Corollary 5.5.4]. In both cases, we have
MATM(−,Λ) ⊆ MATM(−). Note that since we are working with field coefficients, there is no need
to truncate the convolution or tensor product.

Proof. For Λ = Q, this follows easily from the fact that F ⊗Q = lim
−→n>0

(. . .→ F
n
−→ F → . . .) and

the fact that all our functors are additive and commute with filtered colimits.

On the other hand, if Λ = Fℓ, we denote M/ℓ := coker(M
ℓ
−→ M) ∈ MATML+G(GrG ,Λ) for any

M ∈MATML+G(GrG). Then we have

MATML+G(GrG ,Λ) = {M ∈ MATML+G(GrG) |M =M/ℓ}.

Since the convolution product p⋆ is right t-exact, we get (M1
p⋆M2)/ℓ ∼= (M1/p)

p⋆(M2/p). This
shows that MATML+G(GrG ,Λ) is controlled by the Hopf algebra HG/ℓ =

pH0(HG ⊗ Λ) = HG ⊗ Λ,
where the second isomorphism follows from Lemma 7.5. �

Remark 7.13. Recall that by étale descent we have MATM(Spec k) ∼= MTMΓ(Spec k
′), where

Γ = Gal(k′/k). By Corollary 2.8, we have a faithful functor gr -Z[ 1p ]-Mod→ MTM(Spec k′), which

is fully faithful when restricted to ind-free modules. Hence, by Lemma 7.5, we can consider HG as a
graded Hopf algebra over Z[ 1p ] with a Γ-action, or equivalently, a Hopf algebra with Gm×Γ-action.

Consequently, we can also view HG ⊗ Λ as a Hopf algebra over Λ with Gm × Γ-action, even for
torsion coefficients.

8. Some p-adic geometry and nearby cycles

Let us digress from the world of motives and (perfect) schemes, and move on to the realm of
p-adic geometry and diamonds. This will allow us to consider a nearby cycles functor, constructed
in [AGLR22, §6]. Although it is likely possible to construct a ramified Satake equivalence in mixed
characteristic without using diamonds (at least with rational coefficients, cf. also [Zhu17a, Remark
2.37]), the approach using nearby cycles simplifies certain aspects and is more conceptual. However,
a motivic version of the Satake equivalence from [FS21, Chapter VI] has not yet appeared in the
literature. Rather than constructing it here, we instead only use ℓ-adic étale sheaves in this section,
and reduce everything to this case in later sections.

Since we only use the nearby cycles functor from [AGLR22] and the Satake equivalence from
[FS21] as an input, we will not need to go deep into the theory of perfectoid spaces and diamonds.
As such, we will not recall them, and instead refer to [Sch12, SW20, Sch17, FS21, AGLR22] for
background and details. We note that while [SW20, AGLR22] work in mixed characteristic, every-
thing we will need also works in equal characteristic. Alternatively, one could also use more classical
nearby cycles functors in equal characteristic, as in [Zhu15, Ric16, ALRR24].
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As usual, we let G/O be a parahoric model of G; we will specialize to the case where G is very
special later in this section. For this section only, we assume k = k is already algebraically closed,
so that F = F̆ . Moreover, we let C/F be a completed algebraic closure, with ring of integers OC
and residue field k. Throughout this section, we denote by Perfd the category of perfectoid spaces
in characteristic p.

8.1. The B+
dR-affine Grassmannian. Rather than power series or Witt vectors, the affine Grass-

mannian from [SW20] is defined via the de Rham period rings.

Definition 8.1. Let (R,R+) be a perfectoid Tate-Huber pair, and consider the canonical surjection
θ : WO(R

♭+)→ R+, whose kernel is generated by a non-zero-divisor ξ. Consider a pseudouniformizer
̟♭ ∈ R♭ such that we have ̟p | p for ̟ = (̟♭)♯. Then the ring B+

dR(R) of de Rham periods is

defined as the ξ-adic completion of WO(R
♭+)[[̟♭]−1], and we set BdR(R) := B+

dR(R)[ξ
−1].

Definition 8.2. ([SW20, §20.2]) The B+
dR-loop group is the group functor over Perfd/ SpdF , which

on affinoid perfectoids is given by

LdRG : Spa(R,R+) 7→ G(BdR(R
♯)),

where R♯ is the untilt ofR corresponding to the structure morphism Spa(R,R+)→ SpdF . Similarly,
the positive B+

dR-loop group is given by

L+
dRG : Spa(R,R+) 7→ G(B+

dR(R
♯)).

Both these functors are v-sheaves, and hence extend to functors on all perfectoid spaces.
Next, the B+

dR-affine Grassmannian GrdRG is the étale sheafification of LdRG/L
+
dRG. By [SW20,

Proposition 20.2.3], the map GrdRG → SpdF is ind-proper and ind-representable in spatial diamonds.

Finally, we define the Hecke stack HckdRG as the v-stack quotient L+
dRG\GrdRG .

We will denote the base change of GrdRG to SpdC by GrdRG,C , and similarly for HckdRG,C . Since

F = F̆ by assumption, this yields an action of I on both these base changes.
Fix a prime ℓ 6= p. As in [AGLR22, §6.1], based on [Sch17], we can consider the stable ∞-

category Dét(X,Qℓ) of ℓ-adic sheaves on any small v-stack X . It comes equipped with a six-functor
formalism.

Next, we recall the geometric Satake equivalence for the B+
dR-affine Grassmannian from [FS21,

§VI]. Consider the t-structure on Dét(Hck
dR
G,C ,Qℓ) given by [FS21, Definition/Proposition VI.7.1]

and [AGLR22, (6.6)]. Recall also the notion of ULA (= universal local acyclicity) from [FS21, §4.2]

and [AGLR22, §6.1]. Let SatdRG,C ⊆ Dét(Hck
dR
G,C ,Qℓ) be the full subcategory consisting of bounded

ULA perverse sheaves (since we are working with Qℓ-coefficients, flat perversity is automatic).

The convolution product from [FS21, §VI.8] makes SatdRG,C a monoidal category, and the fusion
product from [FS21, §VI.9] gives it a symmetric monoidal structure. A variation of [FS21, Theorem
VI.0.2] then gives the following theorem, cf. also [AGLR22, Theorem 6.3]. In this section, we consider

the Langlands dual group Ĝ defined over Qℓ.

Theorem 8.3. Up to identifying the root groups of Ĝ with their Tate twists, there is a canonical
symmetric monoidal equivalence

SatdRG,C
∼= Rep(Ĝ)fd.

In particular, choosing a trivialization of the Tate twist Qℓ(1) ∼= Qℓ induces a canonical equiva-

lence SatdRG,C
∼= Rep(Ĝ)fd.

8.2. Nearby cycles. In order to define a nearby cycles functor, we need a family of affine Grass-
mannians over SpdOC .

Definition 8.4. ([SW20, §20.3]) The Beilinson-Drinfeld Grassmannian is the étale sheafification

GrBD
G of the functor

Perfd/ SpdOC
→ Set : Spa(R,R+) 7→ G(BdR(R

♯))/G(B+
dR(R

♯)).
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By [SW20, Theorem 21.2.1], the morphism GrBD
G → SpdOC is ind-proper and ind-representable in

spatial diamonds. By [AGLR22, Lemma 4.10], its generic fiber is GrdRG,C , while its special fiber is

identified with Fl♦G , where (−)♦ is the diamond functor as defined as in [Sch17, §27].

Similarly, we define the Beilinson-Drinfeld Hecke stack HckBD
G as the étale sheafification of

Spa(R,R+) 7→ G(B+
dR(R

♯))\G(BdR(R
♯))/G(B+

dR(R
♯)),

which is a small v-stack.

This gives us a nearby cycles functor

ΨG : Dét(Hck
dR
G,C ,Qℓ)

bd → Dét(L
+G\LG/L+G,Qℓ)

bd

as in [AGLR22, (6.27) and Proposition A.5], where we restrict to sheaves with bounded support.
By [AGLR22, Theorem 1.8], ΨG preserves constructibility and universal local acyclicity.

Let us now assume G is very special. Then ΨG is t-exact by [AGLR22, Corollary 6.14]. It is also
compatible with the monoidal structures and fiber functors. In order to show this, we consider the
constant term functors

CTét
P : Pervét(L

+G\LG/L+G,Qℓ)
bd → Pervét(L

+M\LM/L+M,Qℓ)
bd

for ℓ-adic sheaves on the special fiber as in [AGLR22, (6.10)], and

CTdR
P : SatdRG,C → SatdRM,C

for ℓ-adic sheaves on the generic fiber as in [FS21, §VI.9]. Here, P ⊆ G is any standard parabolic
with Levi factor M , and M is the parahoric model of M corresponding to G. We also note that
we have already included the degree shift in the definition of the constant term functors, and that
CTét

P is the ℓ-adic realization of the motivic CTP . Composing with the obvious fiber functors in
case G = T is a torus, we obtain fiber functors, which we denote H∗

ét and H∗
dR respectively.

Proposition 8.5. The nearby cycles functor ΨG admits a monoidal structure, for which there exists
a monoidal equivalence

H∗
ét ◦ΨG

∼= H∗
dR : SatdRG,C → Qℓ-Vect .

Proof. First, we show ΨG admits a monoidal structure. In the notation of [AGLR22], we have

ΨG = i∗Rj∗, where i and j are the inclusions of the special and generic fibers of HckBD
G . By base

change, both i∗ and j∗ are monoidal with respect to the convolution product. Since on ULA objects,
j∗ is an equivalence with inverse Rj∗ by [AGLR22, Proposition 6.12], this yields a natural monoidal
structure on ΨG . (Compare also with [ALWY23, Proposition 4.7].)

The equivalence H∗
ét ◦ ΨG

∼= H∗
dR follows from commutation of nearby cycles and proper push-

forward, using the interpretation of fiber functors as total cohomology. It remains to show this
equivalence is monoidal. In case G = T is a torus, this can be checked by hand, so it suffices to
show that the equivalence

CTét
B ◦ΨG

∼= ΨT ◦ CT
dR
B

from [AGLR22, Proposition 6.13] is monoidal. The equal characteristic analogue has been checked
in [ALRR24, §7.2, §8.6], and the proof directly extends to our situation. �

As in Theorem 7.11, we have the Tannakian bialgebra HG,ét corresponding to the abelian cate-
gory Pervét(L

+G\LG/L+G,Qℓ)bd of constructible perverse L+G-equivariant étale sheaves on GrG
with bounded support. This is the ℓ-adic realization of the bialgebra HG from Theorem 7.11. By

Proposition 8.5, we get a morphism Qℓ[Ĝ] → HG,ét of bialgebras. This allows us to deduce that
HG,ét and HG are commutative Hopf algebras, similarly to [ALRR24, Proposition 9.1].

Lemma 8.6. The bialgebra HG,ét is commutative.
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Proof. Assume first that the map X∗(T )
+ → X∗(T )

+
I is surjective, which is the case for adjoint

groups by [ALRR24, Lemma 2.6 (2)]. In that case we will show that the morphism Qℓ[Ĝ] →
HG,ét is surjective, which proves the lemma for such groups. As in Proposition 6.19, we can show

that Pervét(L
+G\LG/L+G,Qℓ)bd is semisimple with simple objects the intersection complexes ICét

µ ,

which are the ℓ-adic realizations of ICµ(1) for µ ∈ X∗(T )
+
I . By [DM82, Proposition 2.21], it suffices

to show each ICét
µ is a subquotient of an object in the essential image of ΨG . Let V ∈ SatdRG,C be a

sheaf which, under the Satake equivalence, corresponds to an irreducible representation with highest
weight a lift of µ to X∗(T )

+. Since GrG,≤µ ∩S
−
µ
∼= Spec k, it suffices to show that the restriction

of CTét
B(ΨG(V )) to GrT ,µ is nontrivial. Indeed, by [AGLR22, Theorem 6.16] the special fiber of

the closure of the Schubert diamond corresponding to V is GrG,≤µ, so that µ is the only element

that can contribute to the restriction of CTét
B (ΨG(V )) to GrT ,µ. Hence, we are done by [AGLR22,

(6.32)]. Note that the proof of Theorem 7.11 shows that HG,ét is even a commutative Hopf algebra.
For general G, consider the quotient map G → Gad, as well as the induced map G → Gad,

where Gad is the very special parahoric corresponding to the same facet as G under the isomorphism

B(G,F )
∼=
−→ B(Gad, F ). Recall that GrG → GrGad

restricts to an isomorphism on each connected
component. Hence, by Lemma 3.3 and Proposition 6.21, Pervét(L

+G\LG/L+G,Qℓ)bd is equiva-
lent to the category Pervét(L

+Gad\LGad/L
+Gad,Qℓ)bd, along with a refinement of the π1(Gad)I -

grading of each object to a π1(G)I -grading. Consequently, HG,ét agrees with the global sections of

D(π1(G)I)
D(π1(Gad)I )
× SpecHGad,ét, where D(−) denotes the diagonalizable Qℓ-group scheme with

given character group, and we are done. �

This concludes the proof of Theorem 7.11, and we see that HG,ét and HG are commutative Hopf
algebras in general. The final goal of this section is to describe it explicitly, as this will help us to
identify HG integrally and motivically in the next section. As in [FS21, CvdHS22], we want to use
constant term functors for general parabolics. However, we have not yet shown these are monoidal.

Lemma 8.7. The constant term functor CTét
P induces a morphism HG,ét → HM,ét of Hopf algebras,

which is surjective if G is adjoint.

Proof. First assume G is adjoint. The commutative diagram

SatdRM,C SatdRG,C

Pervét(L
+M\LM/L+M)bd Pervét(L

+G\LG/L+G)bd

ΨM ΨG

CTdR
P

CTét
P

from [AGLR22, Proposition 6.13] induces a commutative diagram

Qℓ[M̂ ] Qℓ[Ĝ]

HM,ét HG,ét,

where the arrows are a priori just morphisms of Qℓ-vector spaces. We already noted that ΨG and
ΨM are monoidal, and CTdR

P is monoidal by [FS21, Proposition IV.9.6], so that all but the lower
arrow are morphisms of Hopf algebras. (The compatibility of the resulting Hopf algebra structure
follows from Proposition 8.5.) The fact that HG,ét → HM,ét is also a morphism of Hopf algebras

then follows from surjectivity of Qℓ[Ĝ] → HG,ét, Lemma 8.6. Finally, since Qℓ[Ĝ] → Qℓ[M̂ ] is
surjective, we conclude that HG,ét → HM,ét is surjective as well.

The fact that HG,ét → HM,ét is a morphism of Hopf algebras in general follows from the adjoint
case, as in [ALRR24, Proposition 9.2]. �
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Now we can determine HG,ét. Since Pervét(L
+G\LG/L+G,Qℓ)bd is semisimple, we already know

that SpecHG,ét is reductive.

Proposition 8.8. The morphism Qℓ[Ĝ] → HG,ét from the previous lemma factors through an
isomorphism

Qℓ[Ĝ
I ] ∼= HG,ét.

Proof. First, we show that Qℓ[Ĝ] → HG,ét factors through Qℓ[ĜI ], where the I-action on Ĝ is

induced by the I-action on SatdRG,C . By [Zhu15, Lemma 4.5], it suffices to construct equivalences
ΨG(γ · −) ∼= ΨG(−) for any γ ∈ I. Since the I-action on C preserves OC and induces the trivial

action on k, the I-action on GrdRG,C extends to an I-action on GrBD
G which acts trivially on the special

fiber. This gives the desired equivalences, and hence a surjection Qℓ[ĜI ]→ HG,ét. Passing to group

schemes, we get a closed immersion ϕ : SpecHG,ét → ĜI of (possibly disconnected) reductive groups,
as both representation categories are semisimple.

We show ϕ is an isomorphism in several steps. By [ALRR24, Lemma 9.4] (which also works in
mixed characteristic), we may assume G is adjoint. In particular, the proposition holds for tori.

Assume first that G has a single nondivisible relative root, i.e., is of F -rank 1. Then SpecHG,ét

cannot be a torus, since Pervét(L
+G\LG/L+G,Qℓ)bd contains simple objects which have dimension

> 1 when applying the fiber functor. Hence SpecHG,ét ⊆ ĜI must contain a root group. By
compatibility of the constant terms with nearby cycles from [AGLR22, Proposition 6.13], SpecHG,ét

must also contain the maximal torus T̂ I ⊆ ĜI . Hence SpecHG,ét ⊆ Ĝ
I is an equality, by reductivity

and bijectivity of π0(T̂
I)→ π0(Ĝ

I) [Zhu15, Lemma 4.6].
Finally, by Lemma 8.7 and our assumption that G is adjoint, we have surjective morphisms

HG,ét → HM,ét → HT ,ét for any standard Levi M ⊆ G. Hence, we can use [ALRR22, Corollary 6.6]
to deduce the general case, by the compatibility of nearby cycles and constant term functors from
[AGLR22, Proposition 6.13], and the case where G has semisimple F -rank 1. �

This gives us a mixed characteristic ramified Satake equivalence for étale Qℓ-sheaves:

Corollary 8.9. After fixing a compatible system of ℓn-roots of unity in k, there is a canonical
monoidal equivalence

Pervét(L
+G\LG/L+G,Qℓ)

bd ∼= Rep(ĜI)fd.

9. Identification of the dual group

By Theorem 7.11, we have an equivalence MATML+G(GrG) ∼= coModHG (MATM(Spec k)) of
monoidal categories, where G/O is very special parahoric. In order to finish the Satake equivalence,
it hence remains to relate the Hopf algebra HG to the Langlands dual group of G; this will be the
goal of this section. By Remark 7.13, we can view HG as a Z-graded Hopf algebra over Z[ 1p ] with a

Gal(k′/k) = Γ-action, or in other words, since the Γ-action preserves the grading, as a module with
a Gm × Γ-action.

Let us start with some notation. Recall that I ⊆ Gal(F/F ) was the inertia subgroup, and that

k′/k was the residue field of some unramified extension F ′/F splitting the maximal F̆ -split torus

S ⊆ G. Let (Ĝ, B̂, T̂ , ê) be the pinned dual group of G over Z[ 1p ]. The Galois group Gal(F/F )

acts on Ĝ by pinning-preserving automorphisms, and we can consider the group ĜI of inertia-

invariants. In particular, since I acts trivially on ĜI , the Gal(F/F )-action on ĜI factors through a
Gal(k/k)-action, and even through a Gal(k′/k) = Γ-action.

On the other hand, consider 2ρ ∈ X∗(T̂ ) = X∗(T ) as the sum of the positive coroots of Ĝ. This

is clearly I-invariant, and at least after passing to the adjoint quotient Ĝ→ Ĝad, it admits a unique

square root ρad : Gm → T̂ad. This induces a Gm-action on ĜI via Gm
ρad
−−→ T̂ Iad

Ad
−−→ Aut(ĜI). Then

the above Γ- and Gm-actions on ĜI commute, so they induce an Gm × Γ-action on ĜI . The main
theorem of this section is the following.
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Theorem 9.1. The Hopf algebra HG ∈ MATM(Spec k), viewed as an Z[ 1p ]-module with Gm × Γ-

action, is isomorphic to the Hopf algebra corresponding to ĜI equipped with the above Gm×Γ-action.
More precisely, such an isomorphism is canonical, up to the choice of a basis element of the Tate
twist Z[ 1p ](1).

For étale Qℓ-sheaves, this was already shown in Proposition 8.8.

9.1. Proof of Theorem 9.1. Let G̃ = SpecHG denote the Tannakian dual group; it is flat over

Z[ 1p ] by Lemma 7.5. Our goal will be to construct a canonical isomorphism ĜI ∼= G̃, compatible

with the Gm × Γ-action. We also fix a basis element of the Tate twist Z[ 1p ](1).

Lemma 9.2. Theorem 9.1 holds if G = T is a torus.

Proof. Assume first that G = T is residually split. In this case, T has a unique parahoric O-model

T , for which GrT ∼=
∐
ν∈X∗(T )I

Spec k. Since there is a canonical isomorphism X∗(T )I ∼= X∗(T̂ I),

the desired isomorphism T̃ ∼= T̂ I follows from MATML+T (Spec k) ∼= MATM(Spec k), which in turns
follows from [RS20, Proposition 3.2.20] and the fact that L+T acts trivially on GrT . Moreover, Gm
acts trivially on both T̃ and T̂ I .

The case of general T follows by descent, observing that Γ acts on both T̃ and T̂ I via the natural

Γ-action on X∗(T )I ∼= X∗(T̂ I). (Note that the isomorphism is independent of a trivialization of the
Tate twist in this case). �

As the constant term functor CTB : MATML+G(GrG)→ MATML+T (GrT ) is monoidal and com-
mutes with the fiber functors, it induces a homomorphism HG → HT of Hopf algebras, equivalently

a group homomorphism T̃ → G̃. Let ν ∈ X∗(T )I , and ν
+ ∈ X∗(T )

+
I be its dominant representative.

Then the motive in MATML+T (GrT ) supported at ν with value F ∈ MATM(Spec k) is a quotient

of CTB(ICν+(F)) by Corollary 4.42. Hence, T̃ → G̃ is a closed immersion.
Let us look at the generic fiber. Since the base change of HG to Qℓ agrees, after forgetting the

Gm × Γ-action, with HG,ét from Section 8, we see that HG,Q is (possibly disconnected) reductive.

Moreover, the inclusion T̃ 0
Q → G̃

0
Q is a split maximal torus, so that G̃0Q is split reductive.

Now, consider the quotient HG → K that stabilizes the filtration
⊕

i≤n
pHiπG,!u

! of the fiber

functor F . This corresponds to a subgroup B̃ ⊆ G̃, such that T̃ ⊆ B̃. It will follow from the proof

of Theorem 9.1 that B̃0
Q ⊆ G̃

0
Q is a Borel; we omit details as we will not need this explicitly.

Next, we consider two explicit examples: the split group PGL2, and a ramified PU3. In fact, we
even allow groups G which become one of these two groups after an unramified base change. The
case of PGL2 can be handled as in [CvdHS22, Proposition 6.22], cf. also [FS21, §VI.11], and we refer

to loc. cit. for details; note that I acts trivially on P̂GL2 = SL2 in that case.

Lemma 9.3. Theorem 9.1 holds if GF ′ ∼= PU3 corresponding to a ramified quadratic extension.

There are two conjugacy classes of very special parahorics G, and the geometry of the corre-

sponding twisted affine Grassmannians is different [Zhu15, p.411]. However, it turns out that G̃ is
independent of the choice of very special parahoric.

Proof. Note that in this situation, we have I ∼= Z/2Z and Ĝ ∼= SL3. We first assume that G is
residually split, i.e., that G ∼= PU3. We will remove this assumption at the end of the proof. Let
0 6= µ ∈ X∗(T )

+
I be the image of the unique quasi-minuscule dominant cocharacter, and consider

the corresponding Schubert variety GrG,≤µ. Then G̃ acts on H∗(J!(µ,1)) ∼= 1 ⊕ 1(−1) ⊕ 1(−2),

cf. Lemma 6.18, which give a homomorphism G̃ → GL(1 ⊕ 1(−1) ⊕ 1(−2)). Using the fixed
trivialization of the Tate twist, we will identify GL(H∗(J!(µ,1))) ∼= GL3, and similarly for the

special linear subgroup. Note that T̃ acts on 1 by weight −2, on 1(−1) by weight 0, and on 1(−2)

by weight 2. Hence, the composition T̃ → G̃ → GL3 factors through SL3 rationally, and then

integrally by flatness. The (a priori possibly disconnected) reductive group G̃Q is connected and of
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rank 1, as this holds after base change to Qℓ by Proposition 8.8. Hence, the map G̃ → GL3 factors
through SL3 rationally, and even integrally by flatness.

This special linear group comes equipped with a natural maximal torus and Borel, which contain

the images of T̃ ⊆ G̃ and B̃ ⊆ G̃ respectively. For this Borel pair, the two simple root groups can
be identified with Hom(1(−1),1) ∼= 1(1) and Hom(1(−2),1(−1)) ∼= 1(1) respectively. Viewing
everything as graded modules, we can forget the grading, in which case the choice of a trivialization
of the Tate twist induces a pinning of SL3. Consider the unique non-trivial action of Z/2Z on
SL3 preserving this pinning, cf. [ALRR22, §2.3.2]. We note that while the pinning depends on
the choice of trivialization, the Z/2Z-action does not. However, such a trivialization does identify
the base change of SL3 to Qℓ with the dual group of PGL3 arising from Theorem 8.3. Hence,

Proposition 8.8 tells us that G̃ → SL(H∗(ICµ(1))) factors through the Z/2Z-invariants after base

change to Qℓ. Generically, we hence also get a factorization G̃ → SLI3,Q, which is an isomorphism

by Proposition 8.8. Since all schemes involved are flat over Z[ 1p ], where we use [ALRR22, Theorem

1.1 (1)] for the invariants, we get a map G̃ → ĜI integrally as well.
To show this map is an isomorphism, it suffices by [CvdHS22, Lemma 6.20] and [Sta, Tag 056A]

to show that this map is schematically dominant, fiberwise over SpecZ[ 1p ]. By [ALRR22, Example

5.9 (1) and Proposition 6.9], it is enough to show that this map is surjective. Since by loc. cit., the

reduced fibers of SLI3 are isomorphic to SL2 if ℓ = 2, and to PGL2 otherwise, surjectivity follows
from [FS21, Lemma VI.11.2] (while this lemma is only stated for SL2, the proof also works for
PGL2).

We are left to identify the Gm × Γ-action, for which we remove the assumption that G was
residually split. The Gm-actions can be computed explicitly, or alternatively it suffices to check
the compatibility after base change to Qℓ. Then the Tate twists were explicitly identified in [FS21,

§VI.11] and [CvdHS22, Theorem 6.18], and the two resulting Gm-actions agree. Hence, G̃ → SL3 is

Gm-equivariant, where SL3 = P̂GL3 is equipped with the Gm-action from [CvdHS22, (6.11)]. On the
other hand, since the isomorphism for residually split groups is canonical, compare [FS21, CvdHS22],
it automatically descends to a similar isomorphism for general quasi-split groups, compatibly with
the Γ-actions. �

Next, we look at Weil restriction of scalars.

Lemma 9.4. Let F/K be a finite totally ramified extension. If Theorem 9.1 holds for G, then it
also holds for the Weil restriction ResF/K G.

Proof. Using that the Bruhat-Tits buildings of G and G′ := ResF/K G are canonically identified, let
us fix corresponding very special parahorics G and G′. Since F/K is totally ramified, they have the
same residue field, and the corresponding (positive) loop groups, and hence also affine flag varieties,

are isomorphic, cf. [HR20, Lemma 3.2]. In particular, there is a canonical isomorphism G̃ ∼= G̃′.
Now, let I ′ be the inertia group ofK, which contains I as a subgroup. If F/K is a Galois extension,

this is a normal subgroup with I ′/I ∼= Gal(F/K), in general we only have |I ′/I| = [F : K]. Then

the Langlands dual group Ĝ′ is the product of [F : K] copies of Ĝ, where I acts on each factor

as it acts on Ĝ, and I ′ acts transitively on the factors. In particular, we get an isomorphism

G̃′ ∼= Ĝ′
I′ ∼= ĜI via the diagonal embedding. The compatibility of Gm × Γ-action then follows from

the same assertions for G. �

This finishes all the cases where G is adjoint and has at most one nondivisible relative root. We
can also remove the assumption that G is adjoint.

Lemma 9.5. Theorem 9.1 holds if G has semisimple F̆ -rank at most 1.

Proof. First, assume G is residually split. Consider the adjoint quotient Gad of G, and the (au-
tomatically very special) parahoric Gad corresponding to G under the isomorphism B(G,F ) →
B(Gad, F ) of reduced Bruhat-Tits buildings. Then, as we are working with perfect schemes, the
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natural map GrG → GrGad
restricts to an isomorphism on each connected component, so that

GrG ∼= GrGad
×π1(Gad)Iπ1(G)I . So by Proposition 6.21, an object in MTML+G(GrG) is the same

thing as an object in MTML+Gad
(GrGad

), together with a refinement of the π1(Gad)I -grading to a
π1(G)I -grading. This gives a canonical equivariant isomorphism

G̃ ∼= G̃ad
D(π1(Gad)I)
× D(π1(G)I),

where D(−) denotes the diagonalizable Z[ 1p ]-group scheme with given character group. We deduce

an isomorphism G̃ ∼= ĜI , satisfying the required properties.
Since this isomorphism is canonical, it moreover descends to the desired equivariant isomorphism

for general quasi-split groups. �

Finally, we can finish the proof of the main theorem.

Proof of Theorem 9.1. Now we consider the case where G is a general group. For N ≫ 0, choose

a representation ϕ : G̃ → GLN induced by some element of MATML+G(GrG), and a faithful repre-

sentation ψ : Ĝ → GLN , such that, after base change to Qℓ, ϕ factors through ψ; this is possible
by Proposition 8.8. Then ϕ also factors through ψ after base change to Q, and hence integrally by

flatness, giving a map G̃ → Ĝ.
Now, let a be a nondivisible simple relative coroot, and consider the absolute coroots of G which

restrict to relative coroots given by scalar multiples of a. The corresponding roots in Ĝ then induce

a Levi M̂a ⊆ Ĝ. This Levi can moreover be identified with the Langlands dual group of a Levi
subgroup Ma ⊆ G of semisimple F̆ -rank 1. The parahoric model G of G also gives rise to parahoric

modelsMa of Ma. The previous cases we handled then give us an I-action on M̂a. This uniquely

determines an I-action on Ĝ itself; the existence of such an action can be checked using that Ĝ is
split reductive.

Next, the constant term functor CTPa induces a map HG → HMa , and we claim this is a
morphism of Hopf algebras. As HG and HMa are dualizable, this can be checked after rationalizing.
Since the rational ℓ-adic realization functor is faithful when restricted to mixed Artin-Tate motives
by [RS20, Lemma 3.2.8], the claim follows from Lemma 8.7. By compatibility of étale constant terms

and nearby cycles, the resulting composition M̃a → G̃ → Ĝ factors through M̂ I
a ⊆ M̂a ⊆ Ĝ: first

ℓ-adically, then rationally, and hence integrally by flatness. In particular, G̃ → Ĝ factors through

ĜI . Moreover, G̃ → ĜI is an isomorphism after base change to Qℓ by Proposition 8.8, and hence
after base change to Q by faithfully flat descent. To show it is an isomorphism integrally, it suffices
to show it is surjective by [CvdHS22, Lemma 6.20] and [Sta, Tag 056A]. We then conclude by the

case of semisimple F̆ -rank 1 groups, as well as [ALRR22, Corollary 6.6].
The fact that the Gm × Γ-action on HG (viewed as a Z[ 1p ]-module) is the correct one then also

follows from Lemma 9.5. �

9.2. Variants. By Proposition 7.12, Theorem 9.1 also holds for coefficient rings such as Q and Fℓ.
In fact, for rational coefficients, we can rephrase the theorem as follows.

Corollary 9.6. For rational coefficients, there is a canonical symmetric monoidal equivalence

(MATML+G(GrG ;Q), ⋆) ∼= (RepĜI⋊(Gm×Γ)(Q-Vect),⊗).

Proof. This follows from the fact that MATM(Spec k;Q) is equivalent to Z-graded vector spaces
with a Γ-action (cf. Corollary 2.8). �

Let us recall the C-group, as it will also appear in the next section. First introduced in [BG14],
it will be more useful to consider a variant as in [Zhu20], where not necessarily the full Galois group
appears.

Definition 9.7. Let Gal(F/F ) ։ Γ′ be a (not necessarily finite) quotient through which the

Gal(F/F )-action on Ĝ factors. Then the C-group is the semi-direct product CG := Ĝ⋊ (Gm × Γ′),

where Gm acts via Ad ρad : Gm
ρad
−−→ T̂ad

Ad
−−→ Aut(Ĝ).
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We can then make the following observations.

Remark 9.8. (1) In the unramified case, i.e., when G is hyperspecial, the inertia I acts trivially

on G. In particular, in that case the group ĜI ⋊ (Gm × Γ) is the C-group defined above.
In the split case, we can moreover choose F ′ = F , so that k′ = k. Then the Galois group
vanishes, so that the C-group becomes Deligne’s modification of the Langlands dual group
as in [Del07, FG09], and we recover the main results of [RS21a, RS21b].

(2) To construct an equivalence as in Corollary 9.6 for general coefficients, one would need to
use the reduced motives from [ES23], as in [CvdHS22]. However, unlike Nisnevich motives,
one can only reduce étale motives with rational coefficients, which is why we only state
the corollary in this case. (Note also that over Spec k, rational regular motives are already
reduced, so there is no need to consider reduced motives explicitly.)

(3) In the appendix of [Zhu15], two different Γ-actions on Ĝ are considered: an algebraic action,
arising from the definition of the Langlands dual group, and a geometric action, arising from
the Γ-action on the affine Grassmannian. By [Zhu15, Proposition A.6], they differ exactly

by a cyclotomic twist, i.e., by a Tate twist. Thus, since the Ĝ and G̃ already incorporate
the information coming from the Tate twist, they implicitly relate the algebraic Γ-action on

Ĝ to the geometric Γ-action on G̃.

Although we only stated and proved Theorem 9.1 in the motivic setting, the proof also works
(and can be simplified) for étale sheaves. Let us record this explicitly.

Theorem 9.9. Up to trivializing the Tate twist, there is a canonical isomorphism

Pervét(L
+G\LG/L+G,Zℓ)

bd ∼= Rep(ĜI)fg,

where the Langlands dual group Ĝ is defined over Zℓ, and we only consider representations on finitely
generated modules.

In particular, if F is of equal characteristic, we recover the main theorem of [ALRR24]. We note

that while ĜI is generically reductive (possible disconnected), this is not true integrally. Already in

the example of G = SU3 corresponding to a ramified quadratic extension, the dual group SL
Z/2Z
3 is

isomorphic to PGL2 over Z[ 1
2p ], but is nonreduced over Z/2Z. Moreover, the reduction of the fiber

modulo 2 is isomorphic to SL2. We refer to [ALRR22, ALRR24] for more details.

10. Hecke algebras and the Vinberg monoid

In this final section, we will decategorify our Satake equivalence, using Grothendieck’s sheaf-
function dictionary. This will also highlight certain advantages of motives over e.g. ℓ-adic coho-
mology. Since we will take Grothendieck rings and consider anti-effective motives, we will work
with Q-coefficients. This has the advantage that MTM(Spec k,Q) ∼= gr -Q-Vect, for which the

Grothendieck ring K0(gr -Q-Vectfd) ∼= Z[t, t−1] is known. Hence, throughout this section we will
always use motives with Q-coefficients, and write DM(−) = DM(−,Q). As usual, G/OF denotes a
very special parahoric integral model with reductive generic fiber G, but we now assume that k = Fq
is a finite field. For simplicity, we will also take k′/k to be a finite extension. Then Γ = Gal(k′/k)
is a finite cyclic group, generated by the geometric q-Frobenius σ.

10.1. The Vinberg monoid. The object representing the Langlands dual side in [Zhu20] is the
Vinberg monoid. We will recall its definition and basic properties, and explain how it behaves
under taking invariants. We will follow the approach of loc. cit., and refer to [Vin95, XZ19] for more
details.

Let (Ĝ, B̂, T̂ , ê) be the pinned dual group ofG as before, but which we now consider as a group over

SpecZ. As in the previous section, the group ĜI of inertia-invariants admits an action of Gm × Γ,

preserving B̂ and T̂ . Although most results below will hold for more general pinning-preserving
actions by finite groups, we restrict ourselves to the situation at hand for simplicity.
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Notation 10.1. We denote byW = NĜ(T̂ )/T̂ the Weyl group of Ĝ, and writeW0 :=WGal(F/F ) =

(W I)Γ. Recall from [ALRR22, Lemma 6.3] that NĜI (T̂ I) = NĜ(T̂ )
I , and that W I can be seen as

the Weyl group of ĜI . Using this, we let N̂0 be the preimage of W0 in NĜI (T̂
I).

Let Ĝad be the adjoint quotient of Ĝ, and T̂ad the adjoint torus, i.e., the image of T̂ in Ĝad.

Then we have inclusions X∗(T̂ad) ⊆ X
∗(T̂ ), which can be identified with the root lattice inside the

character lattice of T̂ . Let X∗(T̂ad)pos ⊆ X∗(T̂ )+pos ⊆ X∗(T̂ ) be the submonoid generated by the

simple roots of Ĝ, respectively the simple roots of and the dominant characters, corresponding to

the Borel B̂.
Now, Z[Ĝ] admits a Ĝ × Ĝ-action induced by the left and right multiplication of Ĝ on itself.

Moreover, Z[Ĝ] admits a multifiltration (in the sense of [XZ19, §2]) by Ĝ× Ĝ-submodules

Z[Ĝ] =
⋃

µ∈X∗(T̂ )+pos

filµ Z[Ĝ], (10.1)

where filµ Z[Ĝ] is the largest submodule for which any weight (λ, λ′) ∈ X∗(T̂ ) × X∗(T̂ ) satisfies

λ ≤ −w0(µ) and λ
′ ≤ µ, where the partial order is defined by λ1 ≤ λ2 if λ1 − λ2 ∈ X

∗(T̂ad)pos and
w0 ∈W is the longest element. The associated graded of this filtration is given by

grZ[Ĝ] =
⊕

µ∈X∗(T̂ )

S−w0(µ) ⊗ Sµ, (10.2)

where Sµ denotes the Schur module of highest weight µ.

Definition 10.2. The universal Vinberg monoid VĜ of Ĝ is the spectrum of the Rees algebra

RX∗(T̂ )+pos
Z[Ĝ] =

⊕
µ∈X∗(T̂ )+pos

filµ Z[Ĝ]. It is a finite type affine monoid scheme, equipped with a

faithfully flat monoid morphism

d : VĜ → T̂+
ad := SpecZ[X∗(T̂ad)pos].

The Gal(F/F )-action on Ĝ extends to actions on both VĜ and T̂+
ad, for which d is equivariant.

For example, if Ĝ = T̂ is a torus, then VT̂ = T̂ and T̂+
ad = SpecZ. Note that any dominant

cocharacter λ̂ : Gm,Z → T̂ad extends to a monoid morphism λ̂+ : A1
Z → T̂+

ad. Hence, given any such
dominant cocharacter, we can specialize the universal monoid by defining

dλ̂ : VĜ,λ̂ := A1
Z ×λ̂,T̂+

ad
VĜ → A1

Z.

We will mostly be interested in the cocharacter λ̂ = ρad, which is the unique square root of Gm,Z
2ρ
−→

T̂ → T̂ad, where 2ρ is the sum of the positive coroots of Ĝ. In that case, we call VĜ,ρad simply the

Vinberg monoid. Since ρad is Gal(F/F )-invariant, the Gal(F/F )-action on VĜ restricts to VĜ,ρad ,

and dρad extends to a morphism

d̃ρad : VĜ,ρad ⋊Gal(F/F )→ A1
Z ×Gal(F/F ).

By [Zhu20, (1.7)] there is an isomorphism d̃−1
ρad(Gm,Z ×Gal(F/F )) ∼= CG, which coincides with the

group of units of VĜ,ρad ⋊Gal(F/F ).

Example 10.3. In case G = PGL2, we have CG = Ĝ ⋊ Gm ∼= GL2. Then VĜ,ρad is isomorphic to

the monoid of 2× 2-matrices, and dρad is identified with the determinant map.

Now, restricting the Gal(F/F )-action on VĜ and VĜ,ρad , we can consider the inertia-invariants

V I
Ĝ

and V I
Ĝ,ρad

. These invariants admit an action of Gal(k/k), which clearly factors through Γ.
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Remark 10.4. Let us describe V I
Ĝ

explicitly. As I preserves T̂ ⊆ B̂ ⊆ Ĝ, it induces an action on

X∗(T̂ )+pos and X
∗(T̂ad)pos. This in turn defines a filtration

Z[ĜI ] =
⋃

µ∈(X∗(T̂ )+pos)I

filµ Z[Ĝ
I ], (10.3)

induced by (10.1). Moreover, the global sections of invariants are given by coinvariants, so that

Z[V I
Ĝ
] = R(X∗(T̂ )+pos)I

Z[ĜI ] =
⊕

µ∈(X∗(T̂ )+pos)I

filµ Z[Ĝ
I ].

Remark 10.5. In fact, we claim that there is a natural bijection (X∗(T̂ad)pos)I ∼= X∗(T̂ Iad)pos, where

the latter denotes the submonoid of X∗(T̂ I) generated by the positive roots of ĜI with respect to T̂ I .
Note that invariants of adjoint reductive groups are connected and adjoint by [ALRR22, Example
5.3 and Lemma 6.7]. Then the claim follows from [ALRR22, Proposition 6.1]. Similarly, we can

define X∗(T̂ I)+pos, and there is natural bijection (X∗(T̂ )+pos)I
∼= X∗(T̂ I)+pos.

Recall from [XZ19, Proposition 3.2.2] that the group of units of VĜ is given by the quotient Ĝ
ZĜ

× T̂

of the inclusion ZĜ ⊆ Ĝ × T̂ : z 7→ (z, z). Using the description of V I
Ĝ

above, we can similarly see

that the group of units of V I
Ĝ
, which is given by (Ĝ

ZĜ

× T̂ )I , agrees with ĜI
ZĜI

× T̂ I . Here we are

again using the fact that ZĜI
∼= ZI

Ĝ
[ALRR22, Lemma 6.7].

At least for the generic fiber, this allows us to give a Tannakian interpretation of V I
Ĝ,ρad

Theorem 10.6. The equivalence from Corollary 9.6 restricts to a monoidal equivalence

(MATML+G(GrG)
anti, ⋆) ∼= (RepV I

Ĝ,ρad
⋊Γ(Q-Vect),⊗).

Proof. We saw in Remark 10.5 that ĜI
ZĜI

× T̂ I identifies with the group of units of V I
Ĝ
. Since we

are working in characteristic 0, this group is (possibly disconnected) reductive [ALRR22, Theorem
1.1]; in particular its representation category is semisimple. Moreover, this inclusion is open dense,
so that the restriction of representations is a fully faithful functor. It thus suffices to identify the
representations corresponding to anti-effective motives. The theorem will then follow since anti-
effective motives are preserved under convolution by Proposition 5.4. Since the property of being
anti-effective can be checked after base change along Spec k′ → Spec k, we may assume k = k′ and
consider Tate motives only; this amounts to forgetting the Γ-action. We then proceed as in [Zhu20,
Lemma 21]. In the rest of the proof, all our schemes will live over SpecQ.

LetM be an irreducible ĜI
ZĜI

× T̂ I-representation. Then M|1×T̂ I has a single weight µ ∈ X∗(T̂ I).

By Remark 10.4, M extends to V I
Ĝ
if and only if we have µ ∈ X∗(T̂ I)+pos ⊆ X

∗(T̂ I) and the coaction

map sends M to filµQ[ĜI ] ⊗Q M . This second condition can be rephrased as λ ≤ −w0(µ) for any

weight λ of M|ĜI×1. Or equivalently, µ + λ− ∈ X
∗(T̂ Iad)pos ⊆ X∗(T̂ I) for any weight λ as above,

where λ− is the unique anti-dominant element in W0λ.

In order to pass to V I
Ĝ,ρad

, consider the composition ĜI×Gm → (ĜI×Gm)/(2ρ×id)(µ2) →֒ V I
Ĝ,ρad

,

where the middle term is isomorphic to ĜI⋊Gm, and identifies with the group of units of V I
Ĝ,ρad

. By

the previous paragraph, an irreducible representation M of ĜI × Gm extends to V I
Ĝ,ρad

if and only

if any weight (λ, n) of M , there exists µ ∈ X∗(T̂ I)pos+ with 〈2ρ, µ〉 = n and µ+ λ− ∈ X
∗(T̂ Iad)pos.

This is in turn equivalent to having 〈2ρ, λ〉 ≥ −n and 〈2ρ, λ〉 ≡ n mod 2. Since the isomorphism

(ĜI ×Gm)/(2ρ× id)(µ2) ∼= ĜI⋊Gm is given by (g, t) 7→ (g2ρ(t)−1, t2), the weight (λ, n) of ĜI ⋊Gm
induces the weight (λ, 2n−〈2ρ, λ, 〉) of Ĝ×Gm. Thus, the equivalence from Corollary 9.6 identifies
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the anti-effective Tate motives with those representations whose Gm-weights are ≥ 0. Since anti-
effectivity can be checked after applying the fiber functor by Proposition 6.16, which corresponds

to pullback along 1×Gm →֒ ĜI ⋊Gm, this concludes the proof. �

Now, since Γ = 〈σ〉 acts on V I
Ĝ

and (10.3) is a filtration by ĜI × ĜI -modules, we can consider

the twisted conjugation action

cσ : Ĝ
I × V I

Ĝ
→ V I

Ĝ
: (g, x) 7→ gxσ(g)−1.

Moreover, the regular conjugation action on V I
Ĝ
⋊ 〈σ〉 preserves the subscheme V I

Ĝ|d=ρad(q)
σ, and we

have

Z[V I
Ĝ,ρad|dρad=q

σ]Ĝ
I

= Z[V I
Ĝ,ρad|dρad=q

]cσ(Ĝ
I).

We denote by VT̂ the closure of T̂
ZĜ

× T̂ ⊆ Ĝ
ZĜ

× T̂ in VĜ. This is stable under the inertia action,
and the commutative diagram

T̂
ZĜ

× T̂ VT̂

(T̂
ZĜ

× T̂ )I V I
T̂

corresponds to the following diagram by taking global sections:

⊕
λ,ν∈X∗(T̂ ) : λ+ν∈X∗(T̂ad)

Z(eλ1 ⊗ e
ν
2)

⊕
λ,ν∈X∗(T̂ ) : ν+λ−∈X∗(T̂ad)pos

Z(eλ1 ⊗ e
ν
2)

⊕
λ,ν∈X∗(T̂ I) : λ+ν∈X∗(T̂ I

ad)
Z(eλ1 ⊗ e

ν
2)

⊕
λ,ν∈X∗(T̂ I) : ν+λ−∈(X∗(T̂ad)pos)I

Z(eλ1 + eν2),

where for λ ∈ X∗(T̂ ) (resp. λ ∈ X∗(T̂ I)) we denote by λ− ∈ X
∗(T̂−) (resp. λ− ∈ X

∗(T̂ I)−) the
unique antidominant representative of W · λ (resp. W I · λ). Indeed, this follows from [XZ19, §3.2]

(although we use the same sign convention as in [Zhu20, §1.3]), the observation that X∗(T̂ )I ∼=

X∗(T̂ I), and similarly for T̂ad.

The morphism V I
T̂
→ (T̂+

ad)
I can be explicitly described as

Z[(X∗(T̂ad)pos)I ]→ Z[V I
T̂
] : eλ 7→ e01 ⊗ e

λ
2 ,

so that it admits a section s : (T̂+
ad)

I → V I
T̂

given by

Z[V I
T̂
]→ Z[(X∗(T̂ad)pos)I ] : e

λ
1 ⊗ e

ν
2 7→ eλ+ν .

Now, consider the closed immersion i : T̂ I → (T̂
ZĜ

× T̂ )I → V I
T̂

given by the inclusion into the first

factor. Then the product (i, s) : T̂ I × (T̂+
ad)

I → V I
T̂

is given by

Z[V I
T̂
]→ Z[X∗(T̂ I)]⊗Z Z[(X∗(T̂ad)pos)I ] : e

λ
1 ⊗ e

ν
2 7→ eλ ⊗ eλ+ν ,

and hence induces an injection

Z[V I
T̂ |d=ρad(q)

] →֒ Z[X∗(T̂ I)] : eλ1 ⊗ e
ν
2 7→ q〈ρad,λ+ν〉eλ. (10.4)

Recall the group N̂0 from Notation 10.1. The twisted conjugation action cσ : Ĝ
I × V I

Ĝ
→ V I

Ĝ

restricts to an action cσ : N̂0 × V I
T̂
→ V I

T̂
. Taking invariants under this action, we obtain the

following:
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Lemma 10.7. The composition

Z[V I
T̂ |d=ρad(q)

]cσ(N̂0) →֒ Z[V I
T̂ |d=ρad(q)

] →֒ Z[X∗(T̂ I)] (10.5)

factors through Z[X∗(T̂ )Gal(F/F )] ⊆ Z[X∗(T̂ )]. Moreover, the elements
∑
λ′∈W0λ

q〈ρad,λ
′−λ〉eλ

′

for

λ ∈ X∗(T̂Gal(F/F )) ∩X∗(T̂ )− form a Z-basis for its image.

The following generalization of [XZ19, Proposition 4.2.3] is the twisted Chevalley restriction
isomorphism in the current setting.

Proposition 10.8. The inclusion V I
T̂
⊆ V I

Ĝ
induces an isomorphism

Z[V I
Ĝ
]cσ(Ĝ

I) ∼=
−→ Z[V I

T̂
]cσ(N̂0),

which restricts to an isomorphism

Res: Z[V I
Ĝ,ρad|dρad=q

]cσ(Ĝ
I) ∼=
−→ Z[V I

T̂ |d=ρad(q)
]cσ(N̂0)

Proof. Consider the (X∗(T̂ )+pos)I -filtration on Z[ĜI ] from (10.3). Via the embedding T̂ I ⊆ ĜI , it

induces a (X∗(T̂ )+pos)I -filtration on Z[T̂ I ], given by

filµ Z[T̂
I ] =

⊕

λ∈X∗(T̂ I) : λdom≤ν

Z · eλ,

where λdom ∈ X
∗(T̂ I)+ is the unique dominant representative in W0 · λ.

Then the twisted conjugation actions, by ĜI and N̂0 respectively, preserve these filtrations, and
we have

(filµ Z[T̂
I ])cσ(N̂0) =

⊕

λ∈X∗(T̂ )+,Gal(F/F ) : µ−λ∈X∗(T̂ I
ad)pos

Z · (
∑

ν∈WΓ
0 λ

eν).

In particular, each graded piece of this multi-filtration is either trivial or free of rank 1. Using (10.2),

we see that the same holds for the graded pieces of (filµ Z[ĜI ])cσ(Ĝ
I), and that we get an isomorphism

grZ[ĜI ]cσ(Ĝ
I) ∼= Z[T̂ I ]cσ(N̂0). Since both V I

Ĝ
and V I

T̂
can be described as the Rees algebra associated

to the filtrations above, this implies that Z[V I
Ĝ
]cσ(Ĝ

I) → Z[V I
T̂
]cσ(N̂0) is an isomorphism.

This isomorphism is moreover clearly compatible with the Z[X∗(T̂ Iad)pos]-structures on both sides.

Hence, we get the desired isomorphism Res by tensoring along Z[X∗(T̂ Iad)pos] → Z, via the map

defined by q〈ρad,−〉. �

In order to construct an integral Satake isomorphism in the next subsection, we will take traces
of representations. This is similar to [Zhu20, Lemma 22], but simpler since we know our traces take
values in Q rather than Qℓ. For an abelian category C, we will denote by K0(C) the Grothendieck
group of the category of compact objects of C, and by [−] the class of an object in C. Since the

notation VT̂ was already used above, we will use T̂ × A1 to denote the analogue of VĜ,ρad for T̂ .

There is a Galois-equivariant embedding T̂ × A1 ⊆ VĜ,ρad , and we denote by Res the functor given

by restriction of representations.

Lemma 10.9. There exists a (necessarily unique) surjective morphism tr, such that the diagram
below commutes:

K0(RepQ(V
I
Ĝ,ρad

⋊ Γ)) Z[V I
Ĝ,ρad|dρad=q

]cσ(Ĝ
I)

K0(RepQ((T̂ ⋊ Γ)× A1)) Z[X∗(T̂ )Gal(F/F )].

tr

K0(Res) (10.5)◦Res

[V ]7→
∑

λ∈X∗(T̂ )Gal(F/F ) tr((q,σ)|V (λ))eλ
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Proof. The map tr is defined by taking the trace of representations, as in [Zhu20, Lemma 22]. To
see that it is well-defined, it suffices to show these traces take integral values. First, note that these
traces are always rational numbers, since we are using rational representations. The integrality then
follows since the Gm-representations obtained via restriction along Gm →֒ VĜ,ρad ⋊ Γ have positive

weights, and the fact that σ has finite order. Finally, surjectivity follows by considering the objects

corresponding to ICµ(1) under Theorem 10.6, as well as the description of Z[V I
Ĝ,ρad|dρad=q

]cσ(Ĝ
I) ∼=

Z[V I
T̂ |d=ρad(q)

]cσ(N̂0) given in Lemma 10.7. �

10.2. The integral Satake isomorphism. We can now use the Vinberg monoid to construct
integral Satake isomorphisms, involving Hecke algebras at very special level. This generalizes [Zhu20]
to the case of ramified groups, and [HR10] to integral coefficients.

Recall that the (very special) Hecke algebra of G is defined as the ring

HG := Cc(G(O)\G(F )/G(OF ),Z)

of compactly supported locally constant bi-G(O)-invariant Z-valued functions onG(F ). It is equipped
with the convolution product, for which we fix a Haar measure on G(F ) such that G(O) has measure

1. Recall also that we have bijections of sets G(O)\G(F )/G(O) ∼= (X∗(T̂ )+)Gal(F/F ) ∼= (X∗(T )
+
I )

Γ.
In particular, if G = T is a torus, the Hecke algebra HT is isomorphic to the group algebra

Z[X∗(T̂ )Gal(F/F )]. In order to construct an injection HG → HT , we define the Satake transform

CTcl : HG → Z[X∗(T̂ )Gal(F/F )] : f 7→
∑

λ∈X∗(T̂ )Gal(F/F )


 ∑

u∈U(F )/U(O)

f(λ(̟)u)eλ


 .

Here, U denotes the unipotent radical of the Borel B of G and U its natural O-model, although
CTcl is independent of the choice of Borel and uniformizer. This is clearly a well-defined ring
homomorphism, and it is injective by the Iwasawa decomposition.

On the other hand, the Hecke algebra arises geometrically via the sheaf-function dictionary as
follows.

Lemma 10.10. The trace of geometric Frobenius induces a surjective ring morphism

tr : K0(MATML+G(GrG)
anti)→ HG .

Proof. Recall that the trace of Frobenius on the Tate twist 1(n) ∈ DM(SpecFq,Z[ 1p ]) is given by q−n

[Del80, (1.2.5) (iv)]. Hence, as in the proof of Lemma 10.9, the trace of Frobenius function of any ob-
ject in MATML+G(GrG)

anti takes values in Z. This gives a map tr : K0(MATML+G(GrG)
anti)→ HG ,

which is easily seen to be a ring morphism, e.g. as in [Zhu17b, Lemma 5.6.1]. To show surjectivity,

note that for dominant µ ∈ X∗(T̂ )Gal(F/F ) we have

tr(ICµ(1)) = ±1G(O)µ(̟)G(O) +
∑

µ′<µ

cµ′,µ1G(O)µ′(̟)G(O),

where 1− denotes the characteristic function. Indeed, this follows from the fact that ICµ(1) restricts
to a shifted constant sheaf on GrG,µ, and is supported on GrG,≤µ. Since these characteristic functions
form a basis of HG , we are finished. �

Theorem 10.11. There is a canonical isomorphism

Z[V I
Ĝ,ρad|dρad=q

]cσ(Ĝ
I) ∼= HG .

In particular, HG is commutative and finitely generated.
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Proof. Consider the diagram

K0(RepV I
Ĝ,ρad

⋊Γ(Q- Vect)) Z[VĜ,ρad|dρad=q
]cσ(Ĝ

I) Z[V I
T̂ |d=ρad(q)

]cσ(N̂0)

K0(MATML+G(GrG)
anti) HG Z[X∗(T̂ )Gal(F/F )],

∼=

tr Res

(10.5)

tr CTcl

which commutes by the motivic Grothendieck-Lefschetz trace formula from [Cis21, Theorem 3.4.2.25].
Since both maps tr are surjective by Lemmas 10.9 and 10.10, Res is the isomorphism from Proposi-

tion 10.8, and CTcl and (10.5) are injective, there is a unique isomorphism Z[V I
Ĝ,ρad|dρad=q

]cσ(Ĝ
I) ∼=

HG making the diagram commute. �

We note that Satake isomorphisms with integral coefficients have also appeared in [HV15]. How-
ever, contrary to loc. cit., the Langlands dual side becomes apparent in the above theorem.

After inverting and adding square roots of q, we can get more familiar forms of the Satake

isomorphism, generalizing [HR10] from complex to Z[q±
1
2 ]-coefficients.

Corollary 10.12. Fix a square root q
1
2 of q. The isomorphism from Theorem 10.11 induces iso-

morphism

Z[q±
1
2 ][X∗(T̂ )Gal(F/F )]W0 ∼= Z[q±

1
2 ][ĜIσ]Ĝ

I ∼= HG ⊗Z Z[q±
1
2 ].

Proof. The first isomorphism is obtained by taking fibers of the twisted Chevalley restriction isomor-

phism as in Proposition 10.8. For the second isomorphism, recall that the preimage d̃ρad(Gm×Γ) of

d̃ρad : V
I
Ĝ,ρad

⋊Γ→ T̂ Iad×Γ is exactly ĜI × (Gm×Γ). Hence Theorem 10.11 induces an isomorphism

Z[q−1][(ĜI × (Gm × Γ))|d̃ρad=(q,σ)]
ĜI ∼= HG ⊗Z Z[q−1].

On the other hand, after fixing q
1
2 , we get

(ĜI × (Gm × Γ))d̃ρad=(q,σ)
∼= ĜIσ : (g, (q, σ)) 7→ g2ρ(q−

1
2 )σ,

giving the required isomorphism. �

On the other hand, the fiber of d : VĜ → T̂+
ad over the origin is the asymptotic cone AsĜ :=

Spec grZ[Ĝ] of Ĝ [XZ19, §3.2]. Hence we get Fp[VĜ,ρad|dρad=q
] = Fp[AsĜ], and taking invariants also

Fp[V IĜ,ρad|dρad=q
] = Fp[As

I
Ĝ
]. As in [Zhu20, Corollary 7], this gives a mod p Satake isomorphism

involving the Langlands dual side.

Corollary 10.13. The isomorphism from Theorem 10.11 induces an isomorphism

Fp[As
I
Ĝ
]cσ(Ĝ

I) ∼= HG ⊗Z Fp.

Similarly to [Zhu20, §1.4], this recovers the mod p Satake isomorphism from [HV15]. Namely,
there are isomorphisms

Fp[As
I
Ĝ
]cσ(Ĝ

I) ∼=
⊕

µ∈X∗(T̂ I )+

S−w0(µ) ⊗ Sµ
∼= Fp[X∗(T )

Gal(F/F ),−],

where this time Sµ denotes a Schur module for ĜI , and w0 is the longest element in W I . Moreover,
at least mod p, our Satake transform coincides with the one from [HV15, Proposition 2.7].
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10.3. Generic Hecke algebras. In this final section, we explain how to define generic Hecke
algebras at very special level, and how they fit into generic Satake and Bernstein isomorphisms.
Such a generic Hecke algebra should be a Z[q]-algebra, which recovers usual Hecke algebras by
specializing the variable q to some prime power q. Moreover, setting p = q = 0 for some prime p
should recover mod p Hecke algebras.

Remark 10.14. At Iwahori-level, generic Hecke algebras usually depend on multiple parameters,
indexed by the relative Iwahori-Weyl group. As in [Vig16, §2], the values of these parameters are
supposed to represent the number of rational points of Iwahori-orbits in the full affine flag variety.
This is moreover multiplicative for reduced decompositions. For residually split groups and simple
reflections, these Iwahori-orbits always have q rational points, so we do not lose too much by using
only a single parameter, meant to represent all simple reflections at the same time.

For this reason, we restrict ourselves to the case where G is residually split, and let k = k′.
Note that for split groups, generic spherical Hecke algebras with a single parameter have already
appeared in [PS23, CvdHS22]. Such groups are already defined over SpecZ, and hence over any
finite field. The generic spherical Hecke algebras then interpolates the different Hecke algebras
arising by varying the finite field.

Our goal here is to construct a suitable candidate for very special generic Hecke algebras. This
should open a path to study mod p Hecke algebras at very special level, by studying regular Hecke
algebras and varying the parameter. Since G is residually split, we can use the representation ring
of the Vinberg monoid to describe the very special Hecke algebra. For a group or monoid M , we
will denote by R(M) = K0(RepM) its representation ring.

Proposition 10.15. Theorem 10.6 induces an isomorphism

HG
∼= R(V I

Ĝ,ρad
)/([d̃ρad ]− q).

Proof. LetK denote the Grothendieck ring of the category of compact objects in MTML+G(GrG)
anti.

First, we construct a surjective morphism K → HG , as in [RS21a, (6.16)]. By taking the trace of
geometric Frobenius as in [Cis21], we can associate to each compact object M ∈MTML+G(GrG)

anti

a function fM on G(OF )\G(F )/G(OF ). Now, *-pulling back M to a Schubert cell GrG,µ gives
a compact motive, which is a finite iterated extension of twists of 1[〈2ρ, µ〉]. Since the trace of
Frobenius of the Tate twist 1(1) is q−1, we see that fM takes values in Z[q−1], and even in Z as M
was assumed anti-effective. In other words, fM ∈ HG , which gives the desired ring morphism.

Since k = k′, there is a bijection G(OF )\G(F )/G(OF ) ∼= X∗(T )
+
I , so HG is a free abelian group

with basis the characteristic functions {1µ | µ ∈ X∗(T )
+
I } Hence, surjectivity follows from the

observation that for any µ ∈ X∗(T )I , the pullback ι∗µ ICµ(1) agrees with 1 up to a shift, so that
their trace of Frobenii agree up to multiplication by ±1.

Now, Theorem 10.6 induces an isomorphism K ∼= R(V I
Ĝ,ρad

), so that we get a surjection

ψ : R(V I
Ĝ,ρad

)→ HG .

Both IC0(1(−1)) and
⊕

q IC0(1) get mapped to q · 10 ∈ HG , so that [d̃ρad ] − q lies in the kernel of
ϕ. On the other hand,

[d̃ρad ]
n − qn = ([d̃ρad ]− q) ·

(
n−1∑

i=1

[d̃ρad ]
i · qn−1−i

)

lies in the ideal generated by [d̃ρad ]− q for any n ≥ 0. Since all the ICµ(1) give linearly independent

elements in K, we see that the kernel of ψ is generated by [d̃ρad ]− q, which concludes the proof. �

Remark 10.16. The map Z[q] → R(V I
Ĝ,ρad

) : q 7→ [d̃ρad ] exhibits R(V I
Ĝ,ρad

) as a Z[q]-algebra.

Moreover, by the proposition above, specializing q 7→ q gives back an honest very special Hecke
algebra. Now, by the classification of reductive groups as in [Tit79, §4], for any nonarchimedean
local field F we can find a residually split reductive group G such that its dual group and inertia
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action give rise to the same Vinberg monoid V I
Ĝ,ρad

as above. Hence, the proposition above actually

implies that for every prime power q, the base change R(V I
Ĝ,ρad

)⊗Z[q],q7→q Z is a very special Hecke

algebra.

Thus, it makes sense to define the generic Hecke algebra as the representation ring of V I
Ĝ,ρad

.

However, using Theorem 10.6, we give preference to the following definition, to make the appearance
of G itself more prominant.

Definition 10.17. The generic (spherical) Hecke algebra associated to G is

HG(q) := K0(MTML+G(GrG)
anti),

where the Z[q]-algebra structure is given by the negative Tate twist IC0(1(−1)).

Theorem 10.6 then gives an isomorphism HG(q) ∼= R(V I
Ĝ,ρad

), which can be viewed as a generic

Satake isomorphism. In particular, the definition above agrees with [CvdHS22, Definition 6.35] for
split groups. Now, let I ⊆ G be an Iwahori model of G.

Definition 10.18. The generic Iwahori-Hecke algebra HI(q) is the free Z[q]-module with basis
(Tw)w∈W̃ indexed by the Iwahori-Weyl group of G, and the unique Z[q]-algebra structure given by

• (braid relations) TwTw′ = Tww′ for w,w′ ∈ W̃ satisfying l(ww′) = l(w) + l(w′), and
• (quadratic relations) T 2

s = q+ (q − 1)Ts for any simple reflection s.

By [Vig16], specializing q to q recovers the usual Iwahori-Hecke algebra: HI(q)⊗Z[q],q7→q Z ∼= HI .
Again, this definition is only sensible when G is residually split. In general, one has to consider
multiple parameters as in [Vig16].

Remark 10.19. As in [CvdHS24, Proposition 6.3], one can show HI(q) ∼= K0(DTML+I(FlI)
anti).

More generally, for any parahoric model G′ of G, the Z[q]-algebra K0(MTML+G′(FlG′)anti) is a
suitable candidate for a generic parahoric Hecke algebra. However, if G is neither very special nor
an Iwahori, it is not clear that specializing q to an arbitrary prime power yields a classical parahoric
Hecke algebra.

Now, consider the generic group algebra Z[q][X∗(T )I ] ∼= Z[q][X∗(T̂ I)]. We define a generic Satake
transform

CTcl(q) : HG(q) ∼= R(V I
Ĝ,ρad

)→ R(T̂ I × A1) ∼= Z[q][X∗(T̂ I)],

where the middle morphism is given by the restriction of representations as in Lemma 10.9.
Next, we want to define a morphism from the generic group algebra to the generic Iwahori-Hecke

algebra, at least after inverting q. Recall the generic Bernstein elements E(ν) from e.g. [Vig16,
Corollary 5.47]. Let µ ∈ X∗(T )

+
I be such that µ − ν ∈ X∗(T )

+
I . Then we define a morphism

Z[q][X∗(T )I ] → HI(q)[q
−1] of Z[q]-algebras by sending ν ∈ X∗(T )I to q−〈2ρ,µ〉 · E(µ) · E(ν − µ)

(note that our choice of very special parahoric G already leads to a preferred choice of orientation,
in the terminology of loc. cit.). By the product formula from [Vig16, Corollary 5.47], this is a ring
morphism, and independent of the choice of µ. Moreover, by Lemma 6.18, the constant term functor
adds sufficiently many negative twists, so that the composition

HG(q)→ Z[q][X∗(T )I ]→ HI(q)[q
−1]

has its image contained in HI(q) ⊆ HI(q)[q
−1]. The following can then be seen as a generic

Bernstein isomorphism for residually split groups.

Theorem 10.20. The map HG(q) → HI(q) defined above induces an isomorphism of the generic
spherical Hecke algebra with the center of the generic Iwahori-Hecke algebra.
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Proof. First, consider the diagram

HG(q) HI(q)

HG HI ,

q7→q q7→q

where the bottom map is the unique map making the diagram commute. Moreover, by [Vig14,
Theorem 1.2], this map realizes HG as the center of HI .

Now, for any prime power q′, let us denote HG(q
′) for the specialization HG(q)⊗Z[q],q7→q′ Z. Then

we have an injective map HG(q) →
∏
q′ HG(q

′). The same holds for Iwahori-Hecke algebras. This
gives a cartesian diagram

HG(q) HI(q)

∏
q′ HG(q

′)
∏
q′ HI(q

′).

q7→q′ q7→q′

In particular, all vertical maps are injective, so the fact that each HG(q
′) is the center of HI(q

′)
(by the previous paragraph and Remark 10.16) implies that HG(q) → HI(q) is injective and has
central image. On the other hand, each HG(q) → HG(q

′) and HI(q) → HI(q
′) is surjective. Thus

cartesianness implies that HG(q) surjects onto the center of HI(q), which concludes the proof. �

For split groups in equal characteristic, a geometric interpretation of this isomorphism can be
found in [CvdHS24], using motivic nearby cycles. Finally, we mention that the generic Satake and
Bernstein isomorphisms should open the door to generalizing [PS23] to ramified (but still residually
split) reductive groups.
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